MEETING OF THE LIVERPOOL CITY REGION
COMBINED AUTHORITY

To:

The Members of the Liverpool City Region
Combined Authority

Dear Member,
You are requested to attend a meeting of the Liverpool City Region Combined
Authority to be held on Friday, 12th April, 2019 at 1.00pm in the Authority
Chamber - No.1 Mann Island, Liverpool, L3 1BP.
If you have any queries regarding this meeting, please contact Trudy Bedford
on telephone number (0151) 330 1330.
Yours faithfully

Chief Executive

(Established pursuant to section 103 of the Local Democracy, Economic Development
and Construction Act 2009 as the Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, St Helens, Sefton
and Wirral Combined Authority)
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Agenda Item 3
LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY
PUBLICATION: 8 MARCH 2019
DEADLINE FOR CALL-IN: 15 MARCH 2019
FOLLOWING THE CALL-IN PERIOD, DECISIONS INCLUDED IN THESE
MINUTES MAY THEN BE IMPLEMENTED WHERE THEY HAVE NOT BEEN
SUBJECT TO A CALL-IN.
* DENOTES KEY DECISION

At a meeting of the Liverpool City Region Combined Authority held in the
Authority Chamber - No.1 Mann Island, Liverpool, L3 1BP on Friday, 8th March, 2019
the following Members were
P r e s e n t:
Metro Mayor S Rotheram
Chairperson of the Combined Authority
(in the Chair)
Mayor J Anderson OBE, Mr A Hamid MBE, Councillor D Long, Councillor P Davies,
Councillor I Maher, Councillor G Morgan, Councillor R Polhill, Rt Hon J Kennedy and
Councillor L Robinson.
Deputy Portfolio Holders in attendance:
Councillor T Hardy: Housing and Spatial Planning
Councillor C Thomas: Policy, Resources, Strategy and Delivery
Councillor P Sinnott: Public Service Reform and Further Devolution
Councillor S Powell: Culture, Tourism and Visitor Economy
Mayoral Advisors in attendance:
Gideon Ben-Tovim OBE: Natural Environment
Barbara Spicer: Social Housing Growth
Kate Farell: Homelessness
146.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

Apologies for absence were received from Councillor T O’Neill (Associate
Member), Councillor I Moran (Associate Member), Councillor N Nicholas (Deputy
Portfolio Holder: Transport and Air Quality), Councillor K Groucutt (Deputy Portfolio
Holder: Inclusive Growth, Economic Development, Digital and Innovation), Councillor
L Robertson-Collins (Deputy Portfolio Holder: Education, Employment,
Apprenticeships and Skills), Councillor E Spurrell (Deputy Portfolio Holder: Criminal
Justice), Councillor G Wood (Deputy Portfolio Holder: Energy and Renewables),
Professor Dame J Beer (Mayoral Advisor: Further Education), L Berger MP (Mayoral
Advisor: Mental Health), Reverend Canon Dr E Loudon (Mayoral Advisor:
Community and Voluntary Sector), S Wilde-McKeown (Mayoral Advisor: Visitor
Economy) and L Collins (Chair of FASJAB).
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147.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
The following Declaration of Interest was reported:Personal Interest

148.

Member

Agenda Item

Nature of Interest

Councillor P
Davies

7 – Liverpool City Region
Strategic Investment Fund
– Merseyreach

Director of Chrysalis
Fund

Item 9 – Establishment of a
new Liverpool City Region
Urban Development Fund

Director of Chrysalis
Fund

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE LCR COMBINED AUTHORITY HELD
ON 1 FEBRUARY 2019

RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meeting held on 1 February 2019 be
approved as a correct record.
149.

LIVERPOOL CITY REGION METRO MAYOR ANNOUNCEMENTS AND
UPDATES

Metro Mayor S Rotheram informed the LCR Combined Authority that today
was International Woman’s Day which provided an opportunity to celebrate the
contribution women make to our society, reflecting upon the progress that that has
made in the battle for equality and pledging to bring about meaningful change.
Metro Mayor S Rotheram reported on a number of actions which the
Combined Authority was undertaking to improve gender equality, which included:



Appointing Deputy Portfolio Holders to ensure that women’s voices have
a say in the decision-making process of the Combined Authority;
Funded school programmes to help get young girls into tech and
supported digital training for women;
Through the Fair Employment Charter are fighting in work poverty and
insecure working conditions, which disproportionately affects women.

The Metro Mayor explained that the first Liverpool City Region Women in
Politics stakeholder group had been held the previous night and had been led by
Councillor Carla Thomas, his Deputy Portfolio Holder. The meeting had brought
together women Councillors and leading activists from all the main political parties.
The stakeholder group would work together to promote female political leadership
and inspire the next generation of female leaders.
The Metro Mayor thanked Edge Hill University, the Institute of Public Policy
Research, Blackburne House and the Trade Union Congress, for their support to
help identify the barriers women face in progressing to positions of leadership and for
developing a range of actions to address them. He also reported that the Combined
Authority had formed a new partnership with the LEP to improve women’s
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representation across the city region’s businesses. This scheme would provide
young women with mentors and role models from the world of business, with the
ultimate aim of increasing women’s presence in the boardroom.
The Metro Mayor reported that the local UNISON branch had organised a
range of activities celebrating International Women’s Day, which were being held
outside the Authority Chamber and encouraged those present to drop by.
The Metro Mayor informed Members that this week was National
Apprenticeships Week. To mark the week, the Combined Authority had launched its
apprenticeship portal called “Be More”. The aim of the portal was to make finding and
taking up apprenticeships much easier for those living in the City Region.
Metro Mayor S Rotheram referenced how improving the quality and scope of
apprenticeship provision was a cause close to his heart and was delighted that the
Combined Authority was taking yet another step to achieving parity of esteem
between the academic and technical routes to employment.
The Metro Mayor explained that the apprenticeship portal was the first of its
kind in the country, which was a fulfilment of a key manifesto pledge of his and a
further example of how the Liverpool City Region was leading the way to improving
the apprenticeship offer.
Metro Mayor S Rotheram informed Members that he was delighted to
welcome the co-location of Homes England staff to the Combined Authority, which
was the first arrangement of its kind in the country. He went on to explain how
Homes England had recently announced nearly £10million investment for Festival
Gardens in Liverpool and how by being physically based together this would facilitate
even closer joint working and present opportunities for further projects across the
whole City Region.
The Metro Mayor reported that earlier this month that both he and Mayor J
Anderson OBE had attended a summit of local Leaders who held talks with
government ministers to discuss plans to tackle the national air pollution crisis and
called for the introduction of vehicle upgrade or scrappage scheme.
Metro Mayor S Rotheram reflected on what was a huge issue the City Region
and the country with nationally, toxic air leading to around 40,000 premature deaths
every year and increases the risk of asthma, cancer and dementia, with more
deprived areas suffering disproportionately.
The Metro Mayor reported that Councillor L Robinson was chairing a City
Region taskforce on air quality which drew together and co-ordinated activity across
the City Region and acknowledged how all political Leaders would need to take
greater action on this in the months ahead.
Metro Mayor S Rotheram reported that he had attended the opening of the
impressive St Winefride’s health, social care and nursing campus at Hugh Baird
College following £4million investment from the Combined Authority.
The Metro Mayor reported that on 22 February 2019 he was delighted, along
with Councillor D Long to formally open the fantastic new and improved facilities at
Newton-le-Williows station interchange, following a £19 million investment from the
Combined Authority.
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He highlighted how both of these projects provided an example of devolution
at its very best, by responding to local needs investing in our communities and giving
greater opportunities to local people.
In conclusion, the Metro Mayor invited Mr A Hamid MBE, Chair of the LEP
Board to say a few words regarding the work of the LEP in supporting women in
business.
Mr A Hamid MBE, Chair of the LEP Board, informed the Combined Authority
that the LEP Board took gender equality seriously and celebrated the success of
women across the City Region. In recognition of this a mentoring programme was to
be developed to support women in the business community and to address the
gender gap. Furthermore, an Equality and Diversity champion would be appointed at
the next LEP Board meeting along with a recruitment campaign for three LEP Board
Members.
150.

EXTERNAL AUDIT PLAN 2018/19

The LCR Combined Authority considered the report of the External Auditors,
Mazars, which set out the external audit plan of work for 2018/19. Gareth
Hitchmough, Mazars, informed Members that this was the first year Mazars had been
appointed as the External Auditors for the Combined Authority. He provided
Members with an overview of the key responsibilities of the work of the external
Auditors and highlighted four key areas of risk which included:




Management override of control;
Revenue recognition;
Property, plant and equipment valuation;
Defined benefit liability valuation.

Two of the risk areas identified, Management override of control and Revenue
recognition where identified as a risk for all public bodies. The remaining two risks,
Property, plant and equipment valuation and defined benefit liability valuation where
specific to the Combined Authority. In relation to the Value for Money risks, the
Combined Authority was reminded that the previous external auditors, KPMG, had
qualified this as a 4 due to the quoracy issues associated with the Audit and
Governance Committee and the Overview and Scrutiny Committee.
In conclusion, Members attention was drawn to sections 7 and 8 of the
external audit, which confirmed the Auditors independence and concept of
materiality.
Councillor D Long, referred to the quoracy issues faced by the Audit and
Governance Committee and the Overview and Scrutiny Committee and highlighted
how, by Government setting a two-thirds quorum for both Committee’s this had
presented a challenge for all Combined Authorities to regularly secure quorate
meetings and stressed that this was a matter for the Government to address.
RESOLVED – That:(i)

the External Audit Plan of work for 2018/19 proposed by the appointed
External Auditors be approved; and

(ii)

further updates be provided as appropriate.
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151.

COMBINED AUTHORITY APPOINTMENTS

The LCR Combined Authority considered a report, which sought approval of
the appointment of Councillor K Groucutt as St Helens MBC nominated substitute to
the Liverpool City Region Combined Authority.
RESOLVED – That Councillor K Groucutt be appointed as St Helens MBC
nominated substitute to the Liverpool City Region Combined Authority.
152.

LIVERPOOL CITY REGION STRATEGIC INVESTMENT FUND - MERSEY
REACH (KEY DECISION)

The LCR Combined Authority considered a report from the Director of
Commercial Development and Investment and the Portfolio Holder: Inclusive Growth,
Economic Development, Digital and Innovation which sought approval to amend the
terms and amount of finance provided by the Strategic Investment Fund to support
the Mersey Reach project.
Mark Bousfield, Director of Commercial Development and Investment
informed Members that the Mersey Reach site was located by Dunningsbridge Road
and the area was to be converted into a light industrial unit with space for a petrol
station and coffee shop. The project sponsor was requesting a change in the way the
funding was to be provided to support the project, from a grant arrangement, as
previously agreed at a meeting of the LCR Combined Authority on 4 July 2017, to a
loan agreement. This change in the funding mechanism would enable the Combined
Authority to recoup its investment in the project with interest.
RESOLVED – That:(i)

the decision made by the Combined Authority at its meeting on 4 July
2017 be rescinded in relation to the Mersey Reach SIF application
(Minute 40, resolution iii) which was as follows:
“RESOLVED – That the Full Business Case in relation to the Mersey
Reach project and the award of Single Investment Fund grant support
in the maximum sum of £1,144,662 be approved.”

(ii)

the replacement of the previously approved grant with a repayable,
commercial loan to the maximum value of £4,512,500 be approved.
This loan will be made to Chancerygate (Aintree) Ltd (“the Borrower”)
and will be a 50% share of a £9,025,000 loan to be made jointly with
the Chrysalis Fund; and

(iii)

authority be granted to the Head of Paid Service and the Director of
Commercial Development and Investment to finalise negotiations of
detailed terms of the loan funding and associated agreements in
consultation with the Combined Authority Monitoring Officer and the
Combined Authority Treasurer.
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153.

LIVERPOOL CITY REGION SINGLE INVESTMENT FUND SKILLS
CAPITAL - EVERTON LEARNING AND SKILLS CENTRE

The LCR Combined Authority considered a report of the Director of
Commercial Development and Investment and the Portfolio Holder: Inclusive Growth,
Economic Development, Digital and Innovation which sought approval to a change
request for the Skills Capital Everton Learning and Skills Centre.
Mark Bousfield, Director of Commercial Development and Investment,
reported that at the meeting of the LCR Combined Authority held on 18 August 2017
approval was granted for the Everton Learning and Skills Centre. However, the
project could no longer proceed at this site due to the withdrawal of Everton
Children’s Centre from the project proposals. Therefore, the applicant had requested
that the grant allocation be used to support a similar project proposal at a new site,
the Granby Adult Learning Centre and Granby Children’s Centre. He concluded that
the learner outputs would remain unchanged.
RESOLVED – That the allocation of the full grant for use at an alternative site
in Granby Children’s Centre be approved, subject to confirmation by independent
appraiser that the project’s performance and value for money are equivalent to those
generated by the original site.
154.

ESTABLISHMENT OF A NEW LIVERPOOL CITY REGION URBAN
DEVELOPMENT FUND

The LCR Combined Authority considered a report of the Director of
Commercial Development and Investment and the Portfolio Holder: Inclusive Growth,
Economic Development, Digital and Innovation, which provided an update on the
establishment of a new Urban Development Fund (UDF), which had been approved
by the Combined Authority in March 2018.
Mark Bousfield, Director of Commercial Development and Investment,
informed Members that the report sought approval to accept an award of funding of
£25,000,000 from the Ministry for Housing, Communities and Local Government. The
fund would be primarily used to support small to medium business, research and
development and low carbon investments.
Councillor P Davies, Portfolio Holder: Inclusive Growth, Economic
Development, Digital and Innovation, welcomed the funding application noted how it
would be valuable funding stream for small to medium businesses, research and
development and low carbon investments. However, he emphasised the importance
of ensuring the funding was publicised widely to invite good quality submissions to
maximise the use of the funds.
RESOLVED – That:
(i)

the application to MHCLG for ESIF funding of £25 million, including
the provision of £1.4m match funding from the Combined Authority,
was submitted on 1 February 2019;

(ii)

subject to approval of the application, the award of funding of
£25,000,000 of European Regional Development Fund (ERDF)
monies from MHCLG for the establishment of the proposed UDF be
accepted;
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155.

(iii)

delegated authority be granted to the Head of Paid Service to
negotiate the terms and enter into the ensuing Grant Funding
Agreement in consultation with the Combined Authority Monitoring
Officer and Combined Authority Treasurer;

(iv)

delegated authority be granted to the Head of Paid Service to consult
the necessary procurement for the services of a Fund Advisor, as per
the requirements of Article 16 Commission Regulation (EU) 651/2014;
and

(v)

the proposed use of £1.4m in match funding to be deployed be noted.

ADULT EDUCATION BUDGET ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK

The LCR Combined Authority considered a report of the Director of Policy
and Strategic Commissioning and the Portfolio Holder for Education, Employment,
Apprenticeships and Skills which sought approval for an assurance framework for the
Adult Education Budget, which was based on the recently updated Strategic
Investment Fund (SIF) assurance framework.
Councillor I Maher, Portfolio Holder: Education, Employment, Apprenticeships
and Skills, reported that the Assurance Framework would set out how the Adult
Education Budget would be governed, work commissioned and evaluated to support
the devolution of the Adult Education Budget to the Liverpool City Region from 1
August 2019. In conclusion, Councillor Maher confirmed that a report would be
presented to the next meeting of the LCR Combined Authority detailing the outcome
of the commissioning process.
RESOLVED – That the Adult Education Budget assurance framework as
detailed in Appendix One to the report now submitted be approved.
156.

ALLOCATING FUNDS TO SUPPORT THE MAINTENANCE OF THE KEY
ROUTE NETWORK IN 2019/20

The LCR Combined Authority considered a report of the Director of Policy
and Strategic Commissioning and the Portfolio Holder: Transport and Air Quality
which sought approval on the allocation of funds to support the maintenance of the
Key Route Network in 2019/20.
Councillor L Robinson, Portfolio Holder: Transport and Air Quality drew
Members attention to Appendix 5, column 2a, which proposed that the Key Route
Network funding be allocated based on 25% of fund by need and 75% by Key Route
Network length.
RESOLVED – That:(i)

the disbursement of the pre-agreed £3million allocation to support
structural maintenance on the Key Route Network in 2019/20 to the
Combined Authority’s Treasurer, as per Option 2a in the table in
Appendix Five to this report be agreed;

(ii)

the key findings issues arising from the Highways Infrastructure Asset
Management Plan (HIAMP) the Key Route Network, in particular the
very significant maintenance backlog, affecting Liverpool most acutely,
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and the importance of preventative maintenance life cycle planning
regime in providing best value-for-money be acknowledged; and
(iii)

157.

a report setting out the wider policy and funding implications arising
from the evidence base that has been developed in respect of the Key
Route Network be presented to a future meeting.

PUBLIC QUESTION TIME

Metro Mayor S Rotheram, reported that no public questions had been
received.
158.

PETITIONS AND STATEMENTS

Metro Mayor S Rotheram reported that no petitions or statements had been
received.
159.

MINUTES OF THE TRANSPORT COMMITTEE HELD ON 31 JANUARY
2019

RESOLVED – That the minutes of the Transport Committee held on 31
January 2019 were received and confirmed by the Liverpool City Region Combined
Authority.
Minutes 146 to 159 be received as a correct record on the 12th day of April 2019.

Chairperson of the Combined Authority
(The meeting closed at 1.26 pm)
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Agenda Item 5
LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY
To:

The Metro Mayor and Members of the Combined
Authority

Meeting:

12 April 2019

Authority/Authorities Affected:

All

EXEMPT/CONFIDENTIAL ITEM: Not in respect of the Report and Appendix 1.
Appendix 2 is exempted by virtue of paragraph 3
of Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Local
Government Act 1972.
Key Decision
REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF POLICY AND STRATEGIC COMMISSIONING
AND THE PORTFOLIO HOLDER FOR EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT,
APPRENTICESHIPS AND SKILLS

LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY
ADULT EDUCATION BUDGET ALLOCATIONS 2019/20

1.

PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1

This report provides an update on progress relating to devolution of the Adult
Education Budget to Liverpool City Region Combined Authority (LCRCA) from
1 August 2019 for the academic year 2019/20 onwards, including confirmation
of Liverpool City Region’s Adult Education Budget allocation from
Government.

1.2

This report also presents for approval of the Liverpool City Region Combined
Authority the funding allocations for Liverpool City Region’s devolved Adult
Education Budget for the academic year 2019/20.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1

It is recommended that the Liverpool City Region Combined Authority:
a) Accept the grant allocation of £51,380.231 from the Department for
Education in respect of the devolved Adult Education Budget for the period
1 August 2019 to 31 July 2020;
b) Note the methodology applied by Liverpool City Region Combined
Authority to calculate the Adult Education Budget grant funding allocations
for the academic year 2019/20;
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c) Approve the indicative grant funding allocations to local General Further
Education Colleges and Local Authority providers in the Liverpool City
Region, as summarised in Appendix One;
d) Delegate authority to the Combined Authority Treasurer to agree any
minor changes with those organisations identified in Appendix One to their
funding that may arise in the course of discussions between each
institution/authority and the Combined Authority;
e) Approve the award of contracts by the Combined Authority to Providers, as
summarised in Appendix Two,
f) Delegate authority to the Combined Authority Treasurer and Monitoring
Officer to conclude the contract award process;
g) Allocate circa £0.5m funding to enable cross border learner delivery flows
to continue between the devolved areas of Liverpool City Region and
Greater Manchester in 2019/20 (see Section 4);
h) Delegate authority to the Director of Policy and Strategic Commissioning,
in consultation with the Portfolio Holder for Education, Employment,
Apprenticeship and Skills, to plan for and minimise the impact of any
issues arising in relation to Liverpool City Region learners who enrol with
providers that do not have funding arrangements with Liverpool City
Region Combined Authority;
i) Agree the investment options identified for transitional funding (see
Section 5) and delegate authority to the Director of Policy and Strategic
Commissioning, in consultation with the Portfolio Holder for Education,
Employment, Apprenticeship and Skills to take forward, in accordance with
the Adult Education Budget Assurance Framework; and
j) Request an update on progress at a future Combined Authority meeting.

3.

BACKGROUND

3.1

Devolution of the Adult Education Budget (AEB) was agreed in Liverpool City
Region’s Devolution Agreement of November 2015. In July 2018, the
Combined Authority and its six constituent Councils gave formal consent to
the Order which will transfer AEB functions to the Combined Authority from 1
August 2019. The Adult Education Functions Order 2018 was subsequently
laid in Parliament and agreed. The Statutory Instrument enacting the transfer
of AEB functions from the Secretary of State to the Liverpool City Region
Combined Authority was signed in November 2018 and is now in force (SI
2018/1142).

3.2

The AEB is a single revenue stream bringing together adult further education
(all 19 years plus provision with the exception of Apprenticeships and
Traineeships), community learning and discretionary learner support. Its
principle purpose is defined by the Education and Skills Funding Agency
(ESFA) as being “to engage adults and provide them with the skills and
learning needed for work, an apprenticeship or further learning”. AEB also
includes a guarantee to fund statutory learner entitlements relating to English,
maths and (from August 2020/21) digital skills, as well as a first Level 2
qualification and Level 3 for those aged 19 to 23 years.
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3.3

A soft market testing exercise to inform the commissioning of AEB provision
was undertaken during August 2018 when a short questionnaire was
published on the e-tendering portal ‘The Chest’. This allowed all interested
parties to respond to an open invitation and attracted responses from a range
of Colleges, Local Authorities and Independent Training Providers. Market
Engagement workshops were held in Summer 2018 for providers and
stakeholders to learn more about the plans for AEB devolution and
understand the Liverpool City Region’s skills priorities.

3.4

In October 2018 the Combined Authority agreed to adopt a dual approach to
commissioning1 the devolved AEB and set out the principles behind this. The
approach involves a combination of negotiated grant funding agreements and
procured contracts for services. This is underpinned by a clear set of delivery
principles, including:







Local skills investment priorities will be aligned to Skills Strategy
outcomes;
The Combined Authority aligning where possible, with national policy on
funding eligibilities, rates and entitlements and will seek to improve or
enhance these in support of local priorities as appropriate;
Encouraging new market developments to ensure there is a mixed
economy of commissioned services and innovation that strengthens the
local provider base and responds to needs and opportunities;
Other skills funding decisions will be considered alongside AEB e.g. Skills
Capital;
Sub-contracting will be agreed where this adds value to the mix and
balance of provision locally and enriches the learning offer; and
Allocations and details of commissioned provision will be openly published
to ensure transparency of process.

3.5

The Department for Education (DfE) informed the Combined Authority on 31
January 2019 that Liverpool City Region’s AEB allocation for the period 1
August 2019 to 31 July 2020 is £51,380,231. This is less than the indicative
allocation for the Liverpool City Region of £52m. The methodology for
calculating the ESFA, Mayoral Combined Authorities (MCA) and Greater
London Authority AEB budgets is based on historic provider delivery by
learner residence in 2017/18. For Liverpool City Region, the devolved budget
equates to 3.99% of the national AEB budget based on 2017/18 expenditure
by learner’s residency.

3.6

In preparation for devolution, the Combined Authority agreed an Assurance
Framework for AEB at its meeting on 8 March 2019. The Framework outlines
the Combined Authority’s decision-making process for funding allocations, the
approach to performance management, financial due diligence with providers,
and the roles and responsibilities within the Combined Authority. The

1

For the purposes of the AEB, the term ‘commissioning’ relates to the processes by which AEB funded provision
will be planned, purchased, managed and monitored.
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assurance framework also describes how any in year changes to funding will
be made and the process for this.
4.

COMMISSIONING

4.1

The Combined Authority has set out the strategic ambition for the AEB in the
Liverpool City Region Skills Strategy 2018-2023. Devolution will enable adult
skills provision and learning to be more flexible and agile in its application and
as such, relevant to City Region priorities. It is a ground breaking opportunity
for the Combined Authority to ensure providers’ skills offers meet local
employer and learner needs, including those furthest from the labour market.

4.2

Moving from this strategic intent to implementing tangible outcomes for
learners is an ambitious, long-term journey and will require changes in
behaviours and practice of providers. The Combined Authority will adopt a
phased approach over future years to ensure AEB is tailored to local needs
and responsive to the emerging Local Industrial Strategy. This phasing will
also support stability in the sector during the transitional period of devolution.

4.3

In 2019/20 there will be two themes of activity for AEB:



Comprehensive skills support to all residents including statutory
entitlements (this will form the majority of the providers’ AEB funding
allocation); and
Innovative, smaller test and learn pilots.

4.4

Work has been taking place to progress the commissioning approach agreed
in October 2018. This has involved the Combined Authority undertaking grant
funding negotiations with General Further Education (FE) Colleges based in
the Liverpool City Region and with Liverpool City Region Local Authorities
who currently deliver AEB provision. It has also involved the Combined
Authority designing and managing a procurement exercise for all other
providers of services in line with the Public Contract Regulations 2015 (Light
Touch Regime).

4.5

The key features of the grant funding and procurement approaches are
outlined below.
Grant Funding Allocations

4.6

The methodology applied by the Combined Authority to calculate the 2019/20
grant funding allocations is based on historic provider delivery and learner
residence in 2017/18. For the first time, the ESFA is using historic provider
delivery data (from 2017/18) to calculate its 2019/20 AEB allocations for the
providers that are out of scope for devolution. Our approach therefore mirrors
that being undertaken nationally for Colleges and providers outside of
devolved areas in 2019/2020. In previous academic years, the ESFA has reallocated Colleges and providers previous year AEB funding allocation,
despite any underperformance.
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4.7

The Combined Authority is safeguarding the level of funding allocated to Adult
Community Learning (ACL). This provision is valuable and offers a highly
flexible mechanism to engage the most vulnerable and disadvantaged
learners in a locality. The overarching aim is to progress adults towards
formal learning or employment and/or improve their health and well-being
(including mental health) and/or develop stronger communities.
The
proportion of Liverpool City Region funding drawn down by each College and
Local Authority varies in part due to historic decisions which saw FE Colleges
becoming independent organisations outside of the control of Local
Authorities. This resulted in local agreement of the ACL budgets that would
be retained by Local Authorities and those that would follow the College. In
2019/20 this approach will be retained to ensure stability.

4.8

For the Liverpool City Region, the Combined Authority has ring-fenced
additional funding for all grant funding providers to deliver ‘Test and Learn’
pilots in 2019/20. These pilots are intended to deliver positive outcomes
detailed in our Skills Strategy. They will explore innovative service delivery
models where market failure is evident and must add value to, rather than
duplicate, other AEB funded service delivery. In the first instance, Test and
Learn pilots will address market failures in three areas: ESOL, English and
maths and digital skills.

4.9

The component funding allocations used in calculating individual grant
allocations for the indigenous Liverpool City Region Colleges and Local
Authorities are set out in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Components of Grant Funded allocations for 2019/20
Community
Learning

Formula Funded
AEB

Discretionary
Learner Support

Test and
Learn Pilots

Community
Learning
allocations that
formed part of
Local Authority
and College
2017/18 ESFA
AEB allocations
will be
safeguarded and
ring-fenced for
delivery to local
residents.

The proportion of
Local Authority
and College
ESFA AEB
allocation spent
on Liverpool City
Region residents
in 2017/18
(calculated to a
national funding
formula) will be
maintained for
delivery to local
residents.

The Discretionary
Learner Support
spent as part of
the 2017/18 ESFA
AEB allocations
will be used to
determine 2019/20
allocations based
on the proportion
of their (Local
Authority/College)
spend on learning
for Liverpool City
Region residents
(outside of
community
learning).

An option for
each College
and Local
Authority to
undertake Test
and Learn
pilots funded
to a maximum
of £150k in:
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Maths and
English
Digital skills
English for
Speakers
of Other
Languages
(ESOL)

Table 1: Components of Grant Funded allocations for 2019/20
Community
Learning

Formula Funded
AEB

Discretionary
Learner Support

Test and
Learn Pilots

4.10

The focus of the grant funding negotiations has been on the scale and
balance of provision that is required to continue to deliver the legal
entitlements for AEB whilst offering a range of learning opportunities that take
account of local priorities. To support this process, each College and Local
Authority completed a delivery plan template and accompanying narrative
outlining their plans for the academic year 2019/20 (1 August 2019 to 31 July
2020). The information provided details the providers’ curriculum offer, how
this meets local skills priorities, learner progression planning, how provision
supports narrowing the gaps for under-represented learners in terms of
engagement/achievement and how social value is embedded in service
delivery.

4.11

Appendix One sets out the indicative allocation profile for each grant-funded
provider in 2019/20, based on DfE’s published provider level AEB delivery
data for 2017/18 (excluding 19-24 Traineeships and those continuing learning
from 2018/2019). The overall grant allocation totals £28,683,558 for 2019/20,
plus an additional £1,950,000 allocated by the Combined Authority to the Test
and Learn pilots. The grant funding allocations will span two financial years:
August 2019 to March 2020 and April 2020 to July 2020, with allocations split
accordingly.
Procurement of Contracts for Services

4.12

The commissioning approach committed 30% of the available delivery budget
(or £15,105,788) to competitively tender for AEB contracts. A restricted
competition (Light Touch) was conducted in accordance with the Public
Contracts Regulations.

4.13

A ‘call for competition’ notice was issued to the Official Journal of the
European Union (OJEU) on 9th November 2018 and was published on 13th
November 2018. The tender competition was also advertised on the etendering portal The Chest on 12th November 2018 and the Governments
electronic Contract Finder platform on 13th November 2018.

4.14

100 providers completed a supplier suitability questionnaire by the closing
date on 10th December 2018. All 100 applications were compliant and
progressed to the Invitation to Tender (ITT) stage of the process, for contracts
ranging in value from £100k-£1m. Provision was divided into two Lots: Lot 1
consisted of 95% of the available resources paid for via a formula funded
approach, with Lot 2 (5% of resources) for optional Test and Learn Pilots.

4.15

A total of 77 submissions were received by the closing date on 11th February
2019, and of these 3 submissions were non-compliant. The final bid
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submissions were subject to technical appraisal by officers of the Combined
Authority against the ITT requirements. An evaluation panel was led by
Knowsley Council’s Procurement Manager to ensure the process was
conducted in a fair and transparent manner.
4.16

The quality criteria accounted for 100% of the overall score for this evaluation.
The evaluation panel assessed tenders on:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)

4.17

Meeting Liverpool City Region’s Needs;
Capacity and Capability;
Performance Management;
Quality Assurance;
Engagement of Learners;
Meeting the Needs and Progression of Learners;
Narrowing the Gaps for Under-Represented Learners; and
Social Value.

As a result of this process, it is recommended by the evaluation panel that the
Combined Authority award contracts to 19 bidders, subject to due diligence
checks (see Appendix Two). Contracts for services will be awarded for 12
months and renewed on an annual basis subject to satisfactory performance
review, minimum standards and financial health for a further one year and an
additional one year period beyond this (1+1+1 years).
Innovation and Local Flexibility

4.18 The testing of new flexibilities and innovations through pilot activity is an
important local change for 2019/20 and one that will help lay the foundations
for future AEB reform. Liverpool City Region’s funding policy changes have
been published in draft form as part of the procurement exercise and lift some
of the restrictions that are currently a feature of national funding policy. The
objective is to overcome barriers to learning and in doing so, help providers
develop different delivery methodologies that can be mainstreamed in the
longer term dependent on successful outcomes being realised that go beyond
the delivery of qualifications for residents – with a stronger emphasis on
progression to further learning or employment.
4.19 Three test and learn areas will be piloted in 2019/20 specifically to help
improve the life chances of Liverpool City Region residents (see below). A
programme of research and evaluation will be wrapped around this to enable
the findings to inform future delivery.




English for Speakers of Other Languages (11 pilots);
Digital Skills (10 pilots); and
English and maths (10 pilots).

4.20 Other policy changes being introduced for 2019/20 in response to Liverpool
City Region’s priorities include lifting some of the restrictions that are currently
a feature of national funding policy. These local flexibilities are intended to
help build a package of wrap-around support that goes beyond qualifications
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for those residents with complex needs and ensure a stronger emphasis on
progression to further learning or employment. Key changes are as follows:




Learners in receipt of low wage pilot – the Combined Authority will
increase the threshold salary level of the national scheme up to the Real
Living Wage or the equivalent of £17,062.50 per annum (as of 2018). This
change will widen participation in learning and presents a great opportunity
to support residents who are in low wage and low skilled jobs to gain new
skills and progress.
Sector-based work academies – the Combined Authority is testing
outcome payments linked to work experience and job outcomes resulting
from Sector-based work academies in 2019/2020. This approach will
target key employment sectors and better stimulate a market response
from providers to employer need.

4.21 In addition to these funding policy changes, other key modifications planned
for 2019/20 will be around working more closely with all providers on proactive
performance management and improving our analysis of learner ‘journeys’ to
focus on positive outcomes for individuals and learner progression rather than
simply measuring delivery and achievement of learning aims. There will also
be a focus on narrowing gaps in skills participation and achievement for black
and minority ethnic groups, under-represented genders in particular sector
subject areas, and learners with learning difficulties and/or disabilities.
4.22 Working with the Local Authorities and FE Colleges, the Combined Authority
will introduce collaborative locality-based ACL Delivery plans to deliver a
shared ambition, facilitate progression routes and maximise investment for
those residents most in need of support. The Combined Authority will also
continue to develop a consistent set of performance measures and
benchmarking data to evaluate learner outcomes which should inform the
longer-term distribution of future funding and allocations.
Cross Border Learners
4.23

The residency based nature of devolved AEB funding puts greater emphasis
on how the Combined Authority will deal with cross border learners in
2019/20. This means those learners that reside within the Liverpool City
Region, who choose to travel to establishments that do not have funding
arrangements in place with the Liverpool City Region Combined Authority. As
a guiding principle, where a provider has access to the appropriate devolved
or national AEB funding allocation, this should be used as the funding source
to meet learner demand for skills. Providers working outside of these
principles and arrangements will be considered as recruiting unfunded
learners. In such cases, the Combined Authority will reiterate the ESFA’s
guidance to providers that they should not actively market their services in
areas where they do not hold a relevant contract/funding agreement for the
learners in question.

4.24

Discussions are underway with the ESFA and other MCAs/GLA to plan for
and minimise the impact of any issues arising in relation to Liverpool City
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Region learners who enrol at providers that do not have funding
arrangements with Liverpool City Region Combined Authority. These will
mainly be residents who live in ‘border’ areas neighbouring non Liverpool City
Region local authorities and for whom the closest providers may therefore be
outside of Liverpool City Region. Some Liverpool City Region residents also
travel to other devolved areas, and positive conversations are taking place,
particularly with Greater Manchester Combined Authority, around establishing
arrangements that take account of travel to learn patterns between devolved
authorities.
4.25

Whilst providers in these areas have had the opportunity to bid for contracts
as part of the procurement process, as a responsible commissioner (and one
with statutory responsibilities to secure certain provision for Liverpool City
Region residents) the Combined Authority must ensure that contingency
arrangements are in place in this first year of devolution. This would enable
Liverpool City Region residents to attend institutions which either chose not to
bid or were unsuccessful, and so do not have contracts in place with the
Combined Authority. The Combined Authority cannot prevent learner choice
and so will need to monitor this matter closely in 2019/20.

4.26

For example, Liverpool City Region resident learners that undertake learning
with Greater Manchester institutions and Greater Manchester residents that
undertake learning with Liverpool City Region grant funded providers, a
reciprocal arrangement with be sought with Greater Manchester Combined
Authority in 2019/20. This contingency will allow Liverpool City Region grant
funded providers to deliver skills to the value of their delivery to Greater
Manchester residents in 2017/18, in total a maximum value of £0.5m in
2019/20.

5.

TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

5.1

The post-16 education and training system has been subject to repeated
attempts at reform since the 1980s, which has left the skills system littered
with numerous initiatives and a huge variation in the access and quality of
provision at a national level. The opportunity now presented by devolution is
to ensure local AEB provision has the capacity to meet existing and emerging
demand for skills. Moving from this strategic intent to implementing tangible
outcomes for learners is an ambitious, long-term journey and will require
changes in behaviours and practice of providers.

5.2

Maintaining a financially stable and high-quality provider base in the Liverpool
City Region is vital to ensuring learners’ and employers’ needs are met. In
this context, it will be important for the Combined Authority to work with the
ESFA to regularly monitor College financial plans to identify potential issues
early on. The Combined Authority will also apply a differentiated approach to
contract management based on risk/high impact/high value for Independent
Training Providers to protect learners and public funds.
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5.3

To support the transition, circa £4.3m has been identified for further
investment during 2019/20, to be used flexibly as follows:






5.4

To apply transitional protection in exceptional circumstances;
To respond to in-year growth requests from Colleges and providers
supported by evidenced learner demand;
To address urgent skills needs based on sudden changes in the
employment landscape;
To enable additional procurement calls to respond to skills
priorities/economic needs emerging from the Local Industrial Strategy; and
To enable the Combined Authority to capacity build the local AEB
infrastructure and skills system, through for example, thematic reviews of
learner support, additional test and learn pilots, evaluation and continuous
professional development of provider staff.

The Combined Authority is therefore asked to commit £4.3m transitional
funding to support the following investment options in 2019/20.
a) Transitional Protection for 2019/20
Rationale: The rationale for this investment is to protect against any
unintended consequences of devolution, where changes to previous AEB
funding allocation methodologies or unforeseen changes to provider
performance or financial resilience may destabilise provision for Liverpool
City Region residents in 2019/20, to support cross border learners, deal with
economic shocks (such as Brexit, large-scale redundancies).
Methodology: Includes a risk based business-case assessment for grant
funded providers on a case by case basis to prevent destabilisation in
2019/20.
Potential scale of investment: circa £1.5m
b) Supporting In-Year Growth
Rationale: To ensure funding follows learner demand and responds to
identified needs for further in-year investment in 2019/20 to meet emerging
skills priorities and/or economic needs for skills investments.
Methodology: A business-case based growth request process, providing
additional funding mid-year to meet demand from grant funded providers.
Potential scale of investment: circa £1m
c) Additional Procurement
Rationale: To mitigate against any unintended consequences of the
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procurement process, compensating for any imbalances in the curriculum
offer by geography, level, sector specialism or niche provision and/or
responding to any identified needs for further in-year investment to meet
skills priorities/economic needs.
Methodology: Further procurement, targeted at specific needs as
appropriate.
Potential scale of investment: circa £1.3m
d) Capacity Building the AEB System
Rationale: To accelerate the impact of devolution and embed
transformational change by supporting innovation, quality improvements,
infrastructure development and facilitating cultural change.
Methodology: Utilising funding to identify, develop and share effective
practice to drive positive change including:
- City Region wide Continuous Professional Development Programmes
for providers, upskilling delivery staff e.g. ‘mental health first aid’;
- Thematic Reviews – deep-dives and research to identify and share good
practice across delivery organisations e.g. discretionary learner support;
- Additional Test and Learn Pilots – to address local skills priorities;
- AEB evaluation programme – to demonstrate impact, ensure continuous
improvement and inform Year 2 AEB planning.
Potential scale of investment: circa £0.5m

6.

RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS

6.1

Financial
The AEB budget for Liverpool City Region for the period 1 August 2019 to 31
July 2020 is £51,380,231. DfE will provide this grant to the Combined
Authority via a Section 31 transfer. It will be apportioned as follows:
£32,189,715 in financial year 2019/20 and £19,190,516 in financial year
2020/21. The reason for phasing of the budgetary provision in this way is to
ensure there is financial continuity for institutions across the academic year.
The AEB budget allocations for the 2019/20 academic year in headline terms
will be:
2019/20 Indicative Allocations
Indicative grant allocations
Test and Learn grant based providers
GM Delivery
Procurement award
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£m
28.7
1.9
0.5
14.9

Transitional arrangements
Strategic oversight, performance
management and administration
TOTAL
6.2

4.3
1.0
51.3

Human Resources
In the absence of additional administration funds to accompany the
devolved functions and programme budget, Combined Authorities must
resource the management of devolved AEB from within the AEB
allocation itself. As noted in the October 2018 report, the Combined
Authority agreed to retain 2% of the overall AEB budget for strategic
management, contract monitoring/performance management and
assurance purposes.
This level of resourcing is felt to be appropriate and proportionate to the
capacity and capability required to manage and assure the AEB and to
ensure that the Combined Authority discharges its statutory obligations,
ensures proper use of funds and guards against any risks and
reputational damage that could otherwise arise if the activity were not
adequately resourced.
Implementation funding provided by the DfE (to the end of July 2019) has
enabled the Combined Authority to begin recruiting to a new AEB
Commissioning Team to enhance the capacity and expertise of the
organisation in preparations for the AEB, as well as ensuring input from
relevant technical specialists across a range of functions to support the
commissioning process.
Moving forward, the Combined Authority will develop and implement a
range of new processes, including management of data processes, to
ensure compliance and risk management of public funds. This includes
oversees a range of functions, including the significant monthly payment
volumes and values that will need to be compliance checked and
reconciled. Critical to this process is links to the Combined Authority’s
finance and creditors teams to meet payment turnaround deadlines.
The Combined Authority will continue to identify and implement local
flexibilities to meet Liverpool City Region skills needs. This requires new
relationships to be formed with the ESFA, Colleges, Local Authorities and
Independent Training Providers. The introduction of the test and learn
pilots and local funding rules describe earlier in this report will require
structured evaluations to enable recommendations to be taken forward in
future years.

6.3

Physical Assets
There are no direct Physical Assets implications arising from the
implementation of the recommendations in this report.
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6.4

Information Technology
AEB will require a new IT system to ensure that both the payments to
providers/colleges/local authorities and the reporting of AEB data received
from the ESFA is managed and processed correctly and in a timely manner
each month. The Combined Authority’s IT team are developing an IT system
that uses monthly data received to enable a monthly payment schedule to be
processed for all providers in line with published timescales for payment. The
system will also allow the AEB Commissioning Team to produce monthly
management information on performance of the overall AEB funded
programmes in the City Region.
The Combined Authority is continuing to work closely with the ESFA and the
other MCAs/GLA to plan for the data requests that will be required via the
ESFAs Individualised Learner Record. Regular meetings are held to ensure
that the changes to the data system for the 2019/20 academic year and the
impact on the devolved areas is fully understood. In addition, the Combined
Authority is facilitating regular meetings with the Data/Management
Information teams of the Liverpool City Region FE Colleges and Local
Authorities as part of its planning for devolution. The conversations with
providers will take place as part of the on-boarding process.

7.

RISKS AND MITIGATION

7.1

Devolution of £51.3m AEB is a significant undertaking for the Combined
Authority and as such a robust risk assessment has been applied and
reflected in the organisation’s corporate risk processes. Specific risks and
mitigation of identified risks relating to this report are highlighted as follows:
Risk

Mitigation

The commissioning approach
adopted by the Combined
Authority is legally challenged
and may result in the award of
AEB contracts or grants being
delayed.

The Combined Authority has followed
the Public Contract Regulations 2015
(Light Touch Regime) in relation to the
formal procurement exercise for AEB
contracts for services. Due to capacity,
Knowsley Council on behalf of the
Combined Authority has led the
procurement exercise with appropriate
levels of procurement expertise. Legal
advice has been provided by officers
internal to the Combined Authority.
The negotiated grant commissioning
process adopted by the Combined
Authority has been based on the legal
advice offered by the DfE.
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Risk

Mitigation

The Liverpool City Region’s
devolved AEB allocation
confirmed by the DfE in January
2019 was less than indicated
potentially resulting in fewer
contract awards or excess
learner demand.

Impact on the local area in terms of
demand will be reviewed and
contingency plans put in place as
described below.

Providers may have overbid or
over-estimated their ability to
deliver training to their proposed
delivery plan value.

An analysis of previous years’ AEB
delivery will be undertaken, taking into
account learner volumes and proposed
funding values and providers risk rated.
All providers will be subject to
performance management points, the
earliest will be in period 4 (November
2019). This will identify high risk
providers and could result in a reduction
of contract values for under
performance.

Procurement outcomes may
leave geographic or sectoral
unmet demand for skills and
require additional procurement
and/or grant commissioning.

The Combined Authority has worked to
a known illustrative budget and the
commissioning approach adopted has
ensured unmet demand for skills can be
met through ring-fencing an allocation to
in-year growth and/or additional
procurement rounds if required.

Providers may be in multiple
supply chains either as the lead
provider or a sub-contractor and
therefore at risk of not being able
to deliver all provision contained
within approved delivery plans.

As part of the due diligence work the
Combined Authority will undertake a
review of all supply chain activity and
identify where providers appear multiple
times. It will also confirm with lead
providers that their planned supply chain
is still in place prior to contract award
and that sufficient capacity and
capability is available.
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Risk

Mitigation

The Combined Authority’s failure
to comply with the AEB
assurance framework could
result in complaints, lobbying or
legal challenge and may result in
the award of AEB contracts
and/or grants to be delayed.

The Combined Authority will induct and
train all AEB team members and
supporting staff on compliance with its
requirements; particularly around the
ongoing performance management of
contracts and grants for AEB
provision. This process will be
monitored through the AEB Project
Board and internal audit; and
performance reported to the Combined
Authority on a regular basis.
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8.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS

8.1

The AEB commissioning process (grant funded negotiations and
procurement) invited all providers to demonstrate how they would meet
equality, diversity and inclusion, social value, and the narrowing the gaps
agendas. Proposals were assessed against these and all selected providers
have demonstrated their ability to deliver. Management arrangements for the
delivery of AEB will include the recording and monitoring of EDIMs (Equality
and Diversity Impact Measures). In addition, identification of recruitment,
retention, achievement, attainment and outcome by EDIMs will be subject to a
review to narrow any identified gaps. The commissioning cycle includes
evaluation of effectiveness of this approach and will provide recommendations
for changes to improve outcomes. This will support the ability of the
Combined Authority to fulfil its Public Sector Equality Duty.

9.

COMMUNICATION ISSUES

9.1

A full communications approach has been developed locally and implemented
with market engagement of Providers, Colleges and constituent Councils prior
to the launch of the procurement exercise. In addition, a joint MCAs/DfE
communications brief was produced to ensure that providers were clear about
the nature of the changes to be introduced as a result of devolution.

9.2

A forward plan of activity, including provider on-boarding events scheduled for
June 2019, provider e-bulletins and initial contract management meetings has
been developed to support the next phase of implementation prior to the 1
August 2019 launch date.

10.

CONCLUSION

10.1

This report provides an update on progress relating to devolution of the Adult
Education Budget to Liverpool City Region Combined Authority from 1 August
2019. It also presents for approval the funding allocations for Liverpool City
Region’s devolved Adult Education Budget for the academic year 2019/20.

KIRSTY PEARCE
Director of Policy and Strategic Commissioning
Contact Officer:
Sue Jarvis, Project Director – Adult Education Budget Transition
Appendices:
Appendix One: Indicative Grant Funded Provider Allocations, 2019/20
Appendix Two: Award of Contracts: Procured Providers with Contracts for Services,
2019/20 (Exempt)
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APPENDIX ONE
INDICATIVE GRANT FUNDED PROVIDER ALLOCATIONS, 2019/20
General FE College

Birkenhead Sixth Form
College
Riverside College

2019/20
Allocation

Test and
Learn Pilots

Total

£15,000

£0

£15,000

£1,869,272

£150,000

£2,019,272

Hugh Baird College
The City of Liverpool
College
Myerscough College

£2,358,943
£7,962,253

£150,000
£150,000

£2,508,943
£8,112,253

£463,801

£150,000

£613,801

Southport College
St Helens College and
Knowsley College
Wirral Met College

£774,238
£4,106,483

£150,000
£150,000

£924,238
£4,256,483

£2,712,180

£150,000

£2,862,180

£20,262,170

£1,050,000

£21,312,170

TOTAL

Local Authority
Provider

Halton BC
Knowsley MBC
Liverpool City Council
Sefton MBC
St Helens MBC
Wirral MBC
TOTAL

2019/20
Allocation

Test and
Learn Pilots

£624,178
£910,181
£4,804,450
£819,724
£430,529
£832,326
£8,421,388

£150,000
£150,000
£150,000
£150,000
£150,000
£150,000
£900,000
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Total

£774,178
£1,060,181
£4,954,450
£969,724
£580,529
£982,326
9,321,388
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Agenda Item 6
LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY
To:

The Metro Mayor and Members of the Combined
Authority

Meeting:

12 April 2019

Authority/Authorities Affected:

All

EXEMPT/CONFIDENTIAL ITEM: No
KEY DECISION
REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT AND
INVESTMENT, THE PORTFOLIO HOLDER FOR INCLUSIVE GROWTH,
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, DIGITAL AND INNOVATION AND
THE PORTFOLIO HOLDER FOR EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT,
APPRENTICESHIPS AND SKILLS

LIVERPOOL CITY REGION SKILLS CAPITAL PROSPECTUS 2019

1.

PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1

This report presents an updated Skills Capital Prospectus for circa £18m
investment and plans for a call for projects through the Combined Authority‟s
Strategic Investment Fund.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1

Liverpool City Region Combined Authority is recommended to:(a) Approve the updated Skills Capital Prospectus (set out in Appendix One);
(b) Agree the Skills Capital investment strands and indicative allocations
proposed (see Section 4); and
(c) Note the timescale for investment (see Section 5).

3.

BACKGROUND

3.1

Liverpool City Region successfully secured £41.1m of Local Growth Fund
(LGF) monies in 2014 to support skills capital investments as part of our
Growth Deal with Government and a further £8m from LGF Round 3 in 2017.
Circa £18m of this ring-fenced funding remains uncommitted within the
Strategic Investment Fund (SIF).
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3.2

This paper sets out plans for the third Liverpool City Region specific Skills
Capital call for submissions. The first Skills Capital Prospectus operated from
February 2015 to March 2017 and the Combined Authority invested £19.3m in
32 Skills Capital projects, including 11 major refurbishment and/or new build
projects. The Combined Authority has committed a further £11.9 million from
the second Skills Capital prospectus launched in December 2016 for 9
refurbishment and/or new build projects.

3.3

Skills Capital funding devolved within the Growth Deals was previously
dedicated to Further Education (FE) Colleges only at the national level. With
devolution the eligibility criteria has been broadened to meet local needs,
however, local skills capital funding remains the only route by which FE
Colleges can access capital funding for the majority of learning.

4.

PRIORITIES FOR INVESTMENT

4.1

The Combined Authority will continue to use the SIF to make co-investments
in skills capital projects in line with the following investment principles:









Funding awards will prioritise support towards capital investment that
encourages learning and training in the identified City Region growth
sectors; in sectors where there is a high volume of replacement demand,
job generation and/or significant named employer support in the Liverpool
City Region for a proposal;
Funding to be awarded on a competitive basis to ensure that the skills
priorities including the impact on growth for the area can be met;
Funding awards to be prioritised to support proposals that clearly evidence
the impact and benefits of the educational and economic case across the
Liverpool City Region area and in addressing market gaps and local
growth opportunities;
FE Colleges with evidence of poor building conditions and inefficient
estates that need to be addressed will be prioritised within the programme;
All projects should demonstrate high value for money, offer scalability to
addressing estate needs and consider and manage delivery risks; and
Applicants will be encouraged to lever in private sector investment to
improve value for money.

4.2

Eligible applicants are limited to those with access to post 16 skills revenue
funding to ensure adequate return on investment and assurance that
investments will support learners in the short, medium and longer term.

4.3

Skills Capital investment is open to individual or consortia applications led by
the following organisations based within the constituent six Local Authority
areas within Liverpool City Region:




General Further Education (FE) Colleges;
Sixth Form Colleges (and academies formerly designated as Sixth Form
Colleges);
Liverpool City Region devolved Adult Education Budget providers;
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4.4

Liverpool City Region based Education and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA)
funded Independent Training Providers with direct contracts for
Apprenticeships, Traineeships or 16-18 study programmes;
Universities (in relation to the delivery of Higher/Degree Apprenticeships);
Employer Providers who offer Apprenticeships (listed on the Register of
Apprenticeship Training Providers); and
Liverpool City Region based training providers who are in receipt of
European Social Fund contracts.

As set out in Table A there are five separate skills capital strands proposed for
investment:
Table A: Skills Capital Investment Fund Summary
Investment
Strand

Indicative Description
Allocation

1. Sites and
Premises

£8.0m

For large construction and refurbishment
projects, with a focus on innovation to support
economic growth sectors and high volume
employment including apprenticeships.
Min £0.500m grant and Max £2.0m grant

2. Improved
Facilities

£3.5m

For improvements in conditions of
facilities/learning environment where skills
training is delivered.
Min £0.100m grant and Max £0.500 grant

3. Equipment

£2.0m

Investment in equipment to ensure training
environments are up to modern industry
standards, with a particular focus on
advanced manufacturing, digital, logistics,
health and construction sector skills needs.

4. Maintenance of
Further
Education
Facilities

£3.5m

Maintenance of existing FE Colleges delivery
facilities, with a particular emphasis on those
with an inadequately maintained estate.

5. Low Carbon
Reinvestment
Fund

£1.0m

A fund for FE Colleges to invest in their plant
and facilities to reduce their carbon impact.

Total

£18.0m
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4.5

The Combined Authority is recommended to agree the proposed investment
strands and indicative allocations. A short summary of each strand and the
design principles are set out below.

4.6

Investment Strand 1: Sites and Premises
Strand 1 (Sites and Premises) is for large construction and refurbishment
projects, to improve buildings with a focus on innovation to support economic
growth sectors, high volume employment and apprenticeship growth. Funding
awards will prioritise growth sectors, and sectors where there is a high volume
of job generation and/or significant named employer support in the City
Region for a proposal.

4.7

Investment Strand 2: Improved Facilities
Strand 2 (Improved facilities) is focused on smaller scale capital development
or re-configuration projects to improve skills and learning facilities. Funding
awards will prioritise improvements that: support demonstrable apprenticeship
growth and reasonable adjustments to engage under-represented learners
e.g. those with learning difficulties and/or disabilities including autism and
enhance facilities to widen the accessibility and support diversity and life
chances. Proposals involving work that normally constitute the usual „summer
works‟ or planned maintenance and redecoration will not be considered
eligible.

4.8

Investment Strand 3: Equipment
Strand 3 (Equipment) is to enable the purchase of major equipment to deliver
learning within an educational setting. It is designed to ensure equipment
being used by FE Colleges and skills and learning providers is up to modern
industry standards and responsive to employer demand and Liverpool City
Region skills priorities to support economic growth.

4.9

Investment Strand 4: Maintenance of Further Education Facilities
This stand is ring-fenced to Liverpool City Region General FE Colleges using
an allocations methodology. The rationale for this is to ensure there is scope
within the programme to address delivery facilities with a particular emphasis
on those with an inadequately maintained estate to ensure it continues to be
fit for purpose and local community assets continue to be maintained.

4.10

Investment Strand 5: Low Carbon Re-investment Fund
This stand is open to Liverpool City Region General FE Colleges for
innovation in sustainable technology and becoming a zero-carbon by 2040.
The Growth Deal provided capital funding for the creation of a skills Low
Carbon Fund to increase energy efficiency across colleges. A key outcome
will be to reduce carbon impact and re-invest savings for learners
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4.11

Skills Capital investment strands 1-3 are open to all eligible applicants listed
above (see Section 4.2). Investment strands 4-5 are for Liverpool City Region
based General FE colleges to address maintenance and low carbon
investment needs.

4.12 For Skills Capital investment strands 3 and 4, the Combined Authority will
adopt a programme approval methodology with sub-project decisions
delegated to the SIF Investment Panel. In terms of this approach, the SIF
Investment Strategy states in its “Principles and Priorities” section that the
Combined Authority will support “programme facilities that set common
requirements and expectations of recipients (in consultation with the
Combined Authority’s Policy team), enable streamlined decision making and
allow for coherent monitoring and evaluation.”

5.

NEXT STEPS

5.1

Subject to agreement by the Combined Authority, the Skills Capital
prospectus will be launched in early May 2019. The call for projects will
remain open until 31 August 2019.

5.2

Call documentation will set out the nature of the projects desired and the
minimum criteria being applied per the assurance framework.

5.3

The Combined Authority expects projects to be capable of launching by 1
December 2019 with, where applicable, building works scheduled to
commence by Summer 2020 at the latest.

6.

RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS

6.1

Financial
This request for submissions is for capital investment of up to £18m in
aggregate, in projects which will support inclusive growth through skills.

6.2

Human Resources
There are no direct issues as a result of the recommendations set out within
this report.

6.3

Physical Assets
There are no direct issues as a result of the recommendations set out within
this report.

6.4

Information Technology
There are no direct issues as a result of the recommendations set out within
this report.
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7.

RISKS, ISSUES AND MITIGATIONS CONSIDERED IN IMPLEMENTATION

7.1

The SIF assurance framework, agreed by the Combined Authority at its
meeting in January 2019, will be adopted for Skills Capital governance. This
will mitigate against risks of non-compliance with HM Government‟s
requirements in managing devolved funding. The application assessment
process will follow that agreed by the Combined Authority for the SIF.

7.2

Potential conflicts of interest will be avoided by adopting the Combined
Authority governance structures for decision making and existing conflicts of
interest policies and procedures.

7.3

Risks to delivery will be mitigated against by the inclusion of investment
strands for smaller scale maintenance and equipment projects that can deliver
quickly. Larger project submissions will also be considered for their readiness
to deliver as part of the outline and business case appraisal process to save
time in development and management of undeliverable schemes.

7.4

To ensure value for money and alignment with local skills priorities and added
value from investments judgements against these criteria will be made as the
assessment process. The Combined Authority is not setting any specific
requirement for match funding due to new financial regulatory measures and
requirements in the FE sector. However 100% financing of any proposed
project is likely to be in exceptional circumstances.

8.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS

8.1

The assessment process for submissions to the Skills Capital projects will
take account of equality and diversity including any potential impact on
learners.

8.2

The proposed investment strands include specific reference to those with
learning difficulties and/or disabilities including autism and supporting diversity
and life chances.

9.

COMMUNICATION ISSUES

9.1

Consultation on the updated Skills Capital prospectus has taken place with
Liverpool City Region Local Authority Officers and Colleges during February
and March 2019, the Greater Merseyside Learning Provider Federation and
Local Enterprise Partnership sector managers.

9.2

The updated Skills Capital prospectus, outline submission form and guidance
notes will be published on the Combined Authority‟s website.
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10.

CONCLUSION

10.1 This report has presented an updated prospectus for Liverpool City Region
Skills Capital investments for Combined Authority approval as part of
remaining uncommitted devolved skills capital funding granted to the
Combined Authority as part of previous Growth Deals.

MARK BOUSFIELD
Director of Commercial Development and Investment

Contact Officers:
Sue Jarvis (0151 330 1274)
Neil Maguire (0151 330 1274)

Appendices:
Appendix One – Liverpool City Region Skills Capital Prospectus 2019
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1

Introduction

1.1

About this Document

This document requests submissions for investment from the Liverpool City Region
(the “City Region”, “LCR”) Combined Authority (the “Combined Authority”, “We” or
“Our”) Strategic Investment Fund (“SIF”) under a single theme for Skills Capital
related projects. It describes what the SIF will fund in relation to Skills Capital, the
levels of funding available, and who is eligible to apply. It also provides headline
guidance on the submission process, the appraisal and approval process and the
criteria that will be used to assess projects.

1.2

The Strategic Investment Fund

The Combined Authority established the SIF to unlock the economic potential of the
Liverpool City Region. It comprises the devolution deal funding allocation of £30m
per annum, other local and national funding sources, including Local Growth Funds
and returns from previous investment rounds for which the Combined Authority is
responsible.
The SIF will fund activities that meet the priorities identified in its investment strategy
published in July 2018 (the “Investment Strategy”), targeting inclusive economic
growth. It will be invested in accordance with the Combined Authority‟s Investment
Strategy and Assurance Framework. These two documents are available for
download from the Combined Authority website.
This SIF call relates to Skills Capital investment. The level of SIF funding available
for new Skills Capital investments is circa £18m.

1.3

Strategic Context for Skills Capital Investment

The Skills Capital prospectus will support the ambition and skills priorities outlined in
the 2016 Growth Strategy „Building our Future‟, the Metro Mayor‟s Election Manifesto
and Liverpool City Region‟s Devolution arrangements. It is designed to provide a
sound basis for taking Combined Authority investment decisions until a longer-term
strategy is built on the City Region‟s Local Industrial Strategy.
The Combined Authority has published a Skills Strategy 2018 – 2023 that sets a
vision for an improved skills system, able to respond to changing global and local
conditions.
Based on extensive stakeholder input and underpinned by an Employer Skills
Survey1 of over 1,800 employers, the Skills Strategy2 identifies a focused series of
1
2

http://liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk/uploadedfiles/Documents/lcrca_emp_ski_surv.pdf
http://liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk/uploadedfiles/documents/LCRCA_SKILLS_STRAT.pdf
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actions designed to improve the employment levels of individuals, improve the
access of employers to skills and increase the productivity of employers across
Liverpool City Region. These are shaped around six action areas:

Through its investments in Skills Capital projects, the Combined Authority will
prioritise investment to projects that demonstrate a clear link with the above actions
and outcomes. The importance and value of a modern and responsive Further
Education (FE) sector in supporting the Liverpool City Region‟s priorities is clear.
Growth, coupled with a skilled workforce, creates jobs, which in turn create
opportunities and spread prosperity.
A skills offer that includes good building conditions, efficient estates and institutions
equipped with up to date equipment and machinery similar to that used in modern
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workplaces across the country, will provide opportunities and choices to help all
learners to reach their potential.
Capital co-investment will also enable Colleges and providers to build on existing
sector strengths and collaborate to deliver specialist curriculum with progression
opportunities to higher-level skills.
Sectors
The Combined Authority‟s Skills for Growth Action Plans (see Appendix 1 summary)
articulate insight from local employers to support the delivery of skills that will help
the City Region‟s residents and businesses take advantage of growth opportunities,
increase their productivity levels and meet their economic potential. The Combined
Authority will prioritise Skills Capital investment to projects that demonstrate a clear
link with enhancing the provision and learner experience of skills curriculum in one or
more of the key growth sectors.
In addition, the Combined Authority will also recognise local employment
opportunities within other high volume employment sectors, on-going replacement
demand within the wider economy and employer need for employability skills across
all sectors (IT skills, communication, problem-solving and team working skills).
Apprenticeships
The Liverpool City Region Apprenticeship Growth Plan was published in 2018 and
sets out an ambition for greater volumes, a broader offer and a more diverse range
of vocational and technical skills delivered through Apprenticeships and
Traineeships.
This Skills Capital prospectus therefore provides the opportunity for co-investment in
improved facilities to support apprenticeship growth in terms of volumes, the breadth
of Apprenticeship Standards offered and the diversity of learners supported to
engage in vocational skills.
Area Based Review
The Liverpool City Region Area Based Review (2017) recommended structural
changes and strategic planning/curriculum activity to bring about better curriculum
alignment with employer and learner needs. For skills capital this may include
maintenance and re-purposing of facilities because of merger or curriculum changes.
Narrowing Gaps in Participation and Achievement of Underrepresented
Groups
Activity to narrow gaps in the participation and achievement of underrepresented
groups is one of the priorities in the Liverpool City Region Skills Strategy 2018.
Projects that support opportunities for SIF co-investment to support diversity and the
life chances of Liverpool City Region residents are welcome. This includes
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reasonable adjustments to learning facilities for those with learning difficulties and/or
disabilities and pre-employment training environments for those furthest from the
labour market.

1.4

Funding Available

This request for submissions is for capital investment of up to £18m in aggregate, in
projects or initiatives, which will support economic growth through skills in the
Liverpool City Region.
Funding available for this call is drawn from funding made available to the Combined
Authority under Local Growth Fund and Growth Deals with Government. Applicants
should note that the Combined Authority will manage its diverse funding under a
„single pot‟ approach and will apply its funding to projects in a way to maximise its
flexibility.
This request for projects will remain open until 31 August 2019.

1.5

How to Apply

Sponsors are required to complete the submission form set out in Appendix 2 of this
document. Completed submissions with any supporting documentation should be
emailed to: SIF@livepoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk

1.6

Deadline for Development

The Combined Authority expects projects to be capable of launching by 1 December
2019 with, where applicable, building works scheduled to commence by Summer
2020. Projects unable to meet this deadline should engage with the Combined
Authority to understand the likely availability of future funding sources and the
Combined Authority may consider at its sole discretion an extension in the expected
start date.
The Combined Authority is keen to engage with sponsors early, and welcomes a
discussion about projects that may meet its investment objectives but are not ready
to submit a funding request under this call.
Note that the Combined Authority‟s standard position is to require substantive
commencement of project works within three months of entering into legal
documentation. The Combined Authority will permit projects with a longer lead-in
time on a case by case basis.
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2

What the SIF will Support

2.1

Skills Capital Investment Fund

The Combined Authority‟s overall objective with the SIF is to generate inclusive
economic growth, high quality local employment, and to recover its commitments
where possible. For Skills Capital investment, sponsors will be expected to
demonstrate in their submissions how their proposed project would meet the
identified skills priorities of the Liverpool City Region.

2.2

Key Investment Principles

Wherever possible, the Combined Authority wishes to see co-investments made
through the Skills Capital fund achieve collaboration between local skills providers
(and between local providers and employers) to ensure maximum usage and value
for money. In turn, the Fund will seek to avoid capital co-investments in
infrastructure for specific courses or curriculum areas at a Liverpool City Region
level, which would create any unnecessary duplication or over-provision within the
skills system.
In addition, the Combined Authority will use the SIF to make co-investments in skills
capital projects in line with the following investment principles:








Funding awards will prioritise support towards capital investment that encourages
learning and training in the identified City Region growth sectors; in sectors where
there is a high volume of replacement demand, job generation and/or significant
named employer support in the Liverpool City Region for a proposal;
Funding to be awarded on a competitive basis to ensure that the skills priorities
including the impact on growth for the area can be met;
Funding awards to be prioritised to support proposals that clearly evidence the
impact and benefits of the educational and economic case across the Liverpool
City Region area and in addressing market gaps and local growth opportunities;
FE Colleges with evidence of poor building conditions and inefficient estates that
need to be addressed will be prioritised within the programme;
All projects should demonstrate high value for money, offer scalability to
addressing estate needs and consider and manage delivery risks; and
Applicants will be encouraged to lever in private sector investment to improve
value for money (see section 2.5).

When considering the approach to eligibility and operation of the separate skills
investment strands of activity, the need for a balanced mix of projects with strong
innovation and growth impact but also support for Liverpool City Region FE Colleges
with poor building conditions and inefficient estates has been a consideration.
Another factor is the practical need to keep applications for funding support at a
manageable level for both assessment and ongoing asset management purposes.
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2.3 Funding Overview
Table A: Skills Capital Investment Fund Summary
Investment
Strand

Indicative
Allocation

Description

1. Sites and
Premises

£8.0m

Large construction and
refurbishment projects,
with a focus on
innovation to support
economic growth
sectors and high
volume employment
including
apprenticeships.
Smaller scale capital
development or reconfiguration projects to
improve sites and
premises
Investment in
equipment to ensure
training environments
are up to modern
industry standards, with
a particular focus on
advanced
manufacturing, digital,
logistics, health and
construction sector skills
needs.
Maintenance of existing
FE Colleges delivery
facilities.

2. Improved
Facilities

3. Equipment

4. Maintenance
of Further
Education
Facilities

£3.5m

£2.0m

£3.5m

5. Low Carbon
£1.0m
Reinvestment
Fund

Total

A fund for FE Colleges
to invest in their plant
and facilities to reduce
their carbon impact.

£18.0m
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Minimum Maximum
Grant
Min
£500,000
Max £2m*

Min
£100,000
Max
£500,000
Min £25,000

Eligibility

All eligible
applicants
listed in
Section 3.2

All eligible
applicants
listed in
Section 3.2

Max
£500,000

All eligible
applicants
listed in
Section 3.2

Allocations
methodology
applied to
total 2017/18
income

General FE
Colleges
based in
Liverpool
City Region

No maximum General FE
grant level
Colleges
based in
Liverpool
City Region

* Unless there is a compelling case on educational, financial and/or economic growth
grounds to the lift this grant level/percentage

Investment Strand 1: Sites and Premises
Strand 1 (Sites and Premises) is for large construction and refurbishment projects, to
improve buildings with a focus on innovation to support economic growth sectors,
high volume employment and apprenticeship growth.
Funding awards will prioritise support towards capital investment that encourages
learning and training in the identified Liverpool City Region growth sectors, and
sectors where there is a high volume of job generation and/or significant named
employer support in the City Region for a proposal.
Investment Strand 2: Improved Facilities
Strand 2 (Improved facilities) is focused on smaller scale capital development or reconfiguration projects to improve skills and learning facilities.
Funding awards will prioritise improvements that:




Support apprenticeship growth in line with the priorities set out in the Liverpool
City Region Apprenticeship Growth Plan (2018-2020);
Support reasonable adjustments to engage under-represented learners e.g.
those with learning difficulties and/or disabilities including autism friendly learning
environments; and
Enhance facilities to widen the accessibility and quality of skills and employment
provision to support diversity and life chances for those furthest away from the
labour market including pre-employment training environments.

Proposals involving work that normally constitute the usual „summer works‟ or
planned maintenance and redecoration will not be considered eligible.
Investment Strand 3: Equipment
Strand 3 (Equipment) is to enable the purchase of major equipment to deliver
learning within an educational setting. It is designed to ensure equipment being used
by FE Colleges and all other skills and learning providers is up to modern industry
standards and responsive to employer demand and Liverpool City Region skills
priorities. Funding awards will prioritise investment with a particular focus on:



Specialist high cost equipment needs to ensure that training meets industry
standards for Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics;
Specialist high cost equipment needs to ensure that training meets industry
standards for growth sectors (Advanced Manufacturing; Digital; Logistics, Health
and Life Sciences and Construction sector skills); and
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Equipment that will improve the quality of the learning experience or engagement
of learners.

The funding is deployed using a minimum and maximum package of investment and
via a competitive process. This is likely to be a popular strand for applications so a
minimum package and item level will streamline the assessment process/timeline
while also allowing funding to be deployed to meet any emerging industry needs for
new equipment or to update poor equipment to achieve maximum impact.
In general, items such as furniture, software, general IT and telephony equipment
are classed as ineligible under Strand 3.
Investment Strand 4: Maintenance of Further Education Facilities
Strand 4 (Maintenance of Further Education Facilities) is ring-fenced to Liverpool
City Region General FE Colleges using an allocations methodology. The rationale for
this is to ensure there is scope within the programme to address delivery facilities to
ensure the estate continues to be fit for purpose and local community assets
continue to be maintained.
The Strand will not fund work that would normally constitute the usual „summer
works‟, or planned maintenance or decoration i.e. works carried out under what
would be reasonably considered as an on-going general maintenance programme or
in-house by a college estates team.
The only exception to this would be „summer works‟, or planned maintenance or
decoration that will be carried out by external contractors and applied as part of a
wider package of maintenance work including major maintenance items e.g. a new
roof, window replacement programme or structural maintenance works.
Investment Strand 5: Low Carbon Re-investment Fund
The Combined Authority is committed to innovation in sustainable technology and
becoming a zero-carbon City Region by 2040. The Growth Deal provided capital
funding for the creation of a skills Low Carbon Fund to increase energy efficiency
across colleges and other skills providers. Strand 5 (Low Carbon) will offer Liverpool
City Region General FE Colleges the opportunity to invest in innovative capital
improvements to their plant and facilities. A key outcome being to reduce their
carbon impact and re-invest savings for the benefit of learners.
The Skills Capital investments co-invested to date (from rounds 1 and 2) that relate
to this strand include: £1.5m across all local FE Colleges to improve energy
management such as smart metering, LED lighting and dissemination of quick win
outcomes to other public sector institutions. Also, a £0.5m project was delivered by
one FE College for a new energy centre that optimised power and thermal storage
which includes a five-year payback with savings invested to improve local learner
outcomes.
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2.4

Eligibility

This Skills Capital call is open to individual or consortia applications led by the
following organisations based within the constituent six Local Authority areas within
Liverpool City Region:








General Further Education (FE) Colleges;
Sixth Form Colleges (and academies formerly designated as Sixth Form
Colleges);
Liverpool City Region devolved Adult Education Budget providers;
Liverpool City Region based Education and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA)
funded Independent Training Providers with direct contracts for Apprenticeships,
Traineeships or 16-18 study programmes;
Universities (in relation to the delivery of Higher and Degree Apprenticeships);
Employer Providers who offer Apprenticeships (listed on the Register of
Apprenticeship Training Providers); and
Liverpool City Region based training providers who are in receipt of European
Social Fund contracts.

Skills Capital investment strands 1-3 are open to all eligible applicants listed above.
Investment strands 4-5 apply to Liverpool City Region based General FE colleges
only to address maintenance and low carbon investment needs.
The sponsor must have the legal capacity to enter into appropriate contracts with the
Combined Authority.
Successful applicants will be expected to demonstrate that they are committed to
and working towards becoming a Disability Confident employer
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/disability-confident-campaign
2.5

Matched Funding

The Combined Authority is not setting any specific requirement for match funding.
However, sponsors should note:




Submissions will be evaluated on the basis, inter alia, of the amount of overall
investment the Combined Authority‟s contribution achieves (leverage);
Good investment structuring requires substantial sponsor co-investment and
incentives to create economic alignment; and
Any financing will need to be compliant with EU State Aid regulations.
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As a result, 100% financing of any proposed project is likely to be in exceptional
circumstances only.
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2.6

Avoidance of Duplication

The Combined Authority will engage with project sponsors to prevent overlapping or
competing projects from proceeding under SIF.
We may direct projects towards other funding and/or identify opportunities to
combine programmes. For example, the T Level Capital Fund announced by the
Chancellor in the 2018 Budget provides £38m funding to help build new classrooms,
refurbish buildings and upgrade their equipment in readiness to deliver the new T
Level qualifications from September 2020. FE College and Independent Training
Providers applicants seeking capital investment ahead of T Level delivery should in
the first instance consider making applications to T Level Capital Fund ahead of
Liverpool City Region SIF Skills Capital investment.
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3

Submission and Assessment

3.1

Investment Process

Section Four of the Combined Authority‟s Investment Strategy (see website)
describes the overarching SIF investment process. Project sponsors may refer to
this section, and to the accompanying appendices, to understand the Combine
Authority‟s process in greater detail.

3.2

Outline Submission Form

Outline submissions for Skills Capital should be completed using the submission
form set out in Appendix 2. The form and accompanying guidance notes are
available electronically for download on the Combined Authority website:
http://liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk/documents
Completed submissions together with any supporting information should be emailed
to SIF@liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk
Sponsors are reminded that a key element of the assessment will be the
deliverability of the project. Whilst it is recognised that at initial submission stage,
further work is likely to be required – sponsors are requested not to make a
submission until they are ready to do so. Support from the SIF Investment Team is
available to assist in this regard.
Sponsors are invited to identify in any application the information which they consider
to be commercially confidential and the CA will treat such information accordingly.
However, this cannot override the CA‟s obligations under the Freedom of Information
Act 2000 and/or Environmental Information Regulations 2004 (SI 2004 No. 3391).

3.3

How Submission’s will be evaluated

The CA‟s Investment Strategy and Assurance Framework provide details on its
approach to underwriting and appraising projects. In brief:



Outline submissions are evaluated against the criteria established in Appendix 1
of the Investment Strategy, prioritising deliverability (overall and within call
timescales), strategic fit, public value and market failure/investment opportunity.
Projects that proceed to final stage (Project Business Case) will be considered in
the round, considering each of the five business cases provided under HM
Treasury‟s Green Book appraisal methodology for public investment: strategic,
economic, financial, commercial, management. The common, quantifiable
appraisal metrics the Combined Authority will consider within this are:
▪ Benefit Cost Ratio and Net Present Public Value;
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▪ Economic Development (Gross Value Added);
▪ Anticipated Jobs Created;
▪ Leverage (in particular amount of non-repayable funding invested
against total investment); and
▪ Sector specific appraisal metrics.
The Combined Authority undertakes to apply a proportionate application of HM
Treasury‟s Green Book and its attendant five business case model. For Skills
Capital projects, the following criteria will be applied in its assessment, based on the
approach used to evaluate previous Skills Capital rounds. Sponsors will also need
to identify the learning and skills related outputs and outcomes that their project will
deliver.
Investment Strand
1. Sites and
Premises

Indicative
Allocation
£8.0m

Main Appraisal Criteria





2. Improved
Facilities

£3.5m






3. Equipment

£2.0m








Economic appraisal – responsive to
employer demand, able to support
economic growth sectors and high volume
employment including apprenticeships.
Educational appraisal – including detailing
curriculum that will be delivered as a result
of project.
Technical appraisal.
Financial appraisal.
Economic appraisal – responsive to
employer demand, able to support
economic growth sectors and high volume
employment including apprenticeships.
Educational appraisal – including detailing
curriculum that will be delivered as a result
of project.
Technical appraisal.
Financial appraisal.
Project need – providing up-to-date
specialist equipment and machinery similar
to that used in current, best practice
workplaces.
Project business case - including how it will
enhance learner engagement, experience
pathways, performance success and
achievement; and how it will support City
Region skills priorities.
Equipment use and maintenance plan.
Deliverability of the project and effective
risk management procedures.
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Investment Strand

4. Maintenance of
Further
Education
Facilities

Indicative
Allocation

£3.5m

Main Appraisal Criteria


Financial value for money.



Estate need - how the works will ensure
that FE Colleges operate with estate which
is at least „Good‟ condition, which is fit for
purpose, reduces operating costs (£/m2)
over an investment period of 20 years and
is versatile enough to efficiently
accommodate changes in curriculum,
social and economic needs and/or
educational delivery.
Project business case - including how it will
enhance learner engagement, experience
pathways, performance success and
achievement; and how it will support City
Region skills priorities.
Deliverability of the project and effective
risk management procedures.
Financial value for money.





5. Low Carbon
Reinvestment
Fund

£1.0m





Total

Project business case.
Deliverability of the project and effective
risk management procedures.
Financial value for money.

£18.0m

Please note that we may use the investment process to compare competing
submissions and select those that best meet our objectives. Competing submissions
are those that offer comparable benefits across the same learning and/or geography.
For example, should we receive multiple bids to support a specific apprenticeship
standard growth or sector related learning provision in a geographical area, we may
use the process to generate the best offer for a project and in so doing progress the
one that offers best value for money.
Where the sponsor is applying to improve a site or premises, the SIF fund will take a
risk-based approach in determining whether investment represents good value for
money, considering the likelihood that the public investment in learning facilities can
be safeguarded in the medium term.
Projects with a building energy management focus should demonstrate how they will
improve energy management in order to reduce running costs and integrate low
carbon technologies into curriculum development and the learner experience in an
innovative way. Please evidence this with reference to relevant measurements (e.g.
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energy reduced per m2 of estate and tonnes of CO2 avoided) and include the
proposed payback period for the intervention.
For Skills Capital Strands 3 and 4, the Combined Authority will adopt a programme
approval methodology with sub-project decisions delegated to the SIF Investment
Panel. In terms of this approach, the SIF Investment Strategy states in its “Principles
and Priorities” section that the Combined Authority will support “programme facilities
that set common requirements and expectations of recipients (in consultation with
the Combined Authority’s Policy team), enable streamlined decision making and
allow for coherent monitoring and evaluation.”

3.4 Inclusive Growth, Social Value and Sustainability
The Combined Authority expects all projects to consider their potential to generate
social impact and inclusive growth (the idea that economic growth should benefit
local people to the extent reasonably achievable). We will engage with each project
sponsor to understand, at the outline and concept stages, their current position and
work with them to develop an inclusive growth action plan as their project progresses
to final submission. All else being equal, projects with better inclusive growth and
social impact credentials are more likely to receive funding.
The Combined Authority also expects project sponsors to consider the environmental
sustainability of their proposal. We expect:




Built environment projects to undertake and respond to an independent design
review panel (and we will connect sponsors to the CA design champion‟s
programme);
New build to reach BREEAM Excellent on completion; and
Refurbished commercial development to reach BREEAM Very Good on
completion.
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4

Further Details

4.1

Pre-Submission Consultation

The Combined Authority is happy to undertake early consultation with potential
sponsors regarding their potential submissions.
Such consultation shall be on an informal basis only and any support and advice
given shall not commit the Combined Authority to any specific course of action.
Information provided during consultation will be considered by the Combined
Authority as commercially confidential, although such consideration cannot override
its obligations under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 and Environmental
Information Regulations 2004 (SI 2004 No. 3391).

4.2 Costs
There is no charge levied by the Combined Authority associated with the tender of a
submission under this Call, although sponsors will be required to meet their own
costs.
Where submissions are taken forward for further development, sponsors will carry
the Combined Authorities reasonable costs in structuring, executing and monitoring
each project. The costs typically include legal, professional and consultancy fees,
and are incurred independently of whether the Combined Authority commits to fund
the project. The Combined Authority will seek, where practicable, to agree these fees
in advance with project sponsors.

4.3

Contact Details

Sponsors seeking informal discussions in respect of their sponsors can contact the
AEB Commissioning Team and/or Investment Team as identified below.
Contact details are provided below:
Neil Maguire
0151 330 1274
neil.maguire@liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk
Raphael Miller
0151 330 1363
Raphael.miller@liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk
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Appendix 1: Summary of Skills for Growth Action Plans
Health and Care
Health and Care covers 21% of the employment within the City Region, with around
120,000 people employed. The workforce is ageing, and there are specific issues
around skills and recruitment needs in Social Care and in a number of specialist
health roles in particular. For social care, this builds upon wider issues in the sector
with inflationary pressures on employment whilst pressures to reduce costs remain.
The recommended actions focus on the need to improve the promotion of the sector
and the roles within it, as well as ensuring that staff can take advantage of the
training available. There is also a key role for Trades Unions to promote access to
learning and development.
Construction
Construction has contributed over £25bn to the City Region over the last 20 years,
and currently 47,000 people work in the sector. There are strong grounds for
optimism, and growth of 2.3% is forecast for the next 5 years. However, there are
specific shortage roles (including bricklayers, painters and decorators and building
envelope specialists) which need collaborative action to address. This will be taken
forward by industry groups, led by CITB.
Visitor Economy
The Visitor Economy generated £4.2 billion in GVA in 2016, accounting for nearly
14% of the total for the City Region and nearly 52,000 jobs. 25% of the Visitor
Economy workforce is aged 16–24, more than double the proportion of young people
in the City Region‟s workforce as a whole, and there are grounds for further growth
in the coming years. There is a need to encourage more uptake of provision, prepare
them for careers in the sector and promote more investment in skills by employers.
Low Carbon
The Low Carbon Economy is a key growth sector with potential for significant growth
in both the number of employees and the number of enterprises. The sector
encompasses a diverse range of skilled semi-skilled trades, particularly within
manufacturing. There are particular City Region strengths (e.g. offshore wind) and
opportunities (e.g. hydrogen, tidal energy) which can be built upon and captured.
There is a need to increase the number of young people entering the sector,
capitalise on changing trends towards low carbon energy efficiency and improve
workforce skills.
Digital and Creative
The City Region‟s rich cultural heritage and pioneering big data/artificial intelligence
capabilities coupled with its unique digital assets such as the Science and
Technology Funding Council (STFC) Hartree Centre underpin its ambitions to have a
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world leading creative and digital economy. The Action Plan identifies significant
need for a broad range of skills including Excel, coding skills, web editing and the
need for these skills to enhance existing job roles. Nearly all job roles need digital
skills, whilst employability skills delivery needs to get people digitally equipped to
enter the labour market. People at risk of displacement due to digitisation and
automation, need digital skills to take on new roles whilst others need discrete digital
skills to augment existing skills.
Advanced Manufacturing
In 2016, the sector contributed £4.3bn to the City Region economy. In the decade
between 2006-16 Advanced Manufacturing contributed 21 per cent of all Liverpool
City Region GVA growth despite employing just under 7 per cent of employees in
Liverpool City Region. The challenge is to improve the skills and labour market
performance of both the existing workforce and new recruits. Additional investment is
planned for science, technology, engineering and maths (STEM) skills to underpin
technological innovation and high value business growth. This shift in technical and
professional skills will be vital to help retain the sector‟s competitive advantage.
Maritime and Logistics
Maritime and Logistics is a key employment and wealth generating sector for
Liverpool City Region. There are over 2,000 businesses operating in the sector in
Liverpool City Region with over 26,000 people employed in 2016, which is 4.2% of
the local workforce. Employment in the sector has grown significantly, with 12,000
local jobs created between 2010 and 2016, mainly in transport and warehousing.
Liverpool City Region is facing the issue of an ageing workforce and this is
particularly acute in this sector, which has the highest proportion of employees aged
over 50 in Liverpool City Region. Discussions with employers highlight that in a
number of sub-sectors, staff with digital skills were increasingly being added to the
business to help support the development and maintenance of digital processes e.g.
for the tracking and processing of freight as well as in preparation for automation.
Professional and Business Services
Within the City Region, this sector supports an estimated 107,000 jobs across
12,000 companies and generates more than £8 billion per annum in Gross Value
Added (GVA). It is the second largest employer in the City Region, after health, and
generates over one quarter (27.3 percent) of economic output. Key needs include
ensuring the supply of people and skills with the core technical competences
required, including attracting, growing and retaining senior and middle managers and
upskilling staff to respond positively to changing technology, global markets and
business practices.
Innovation
Innovation is an enabler to all sectors realised through creative thinking, refining
business practices and applying new ideas to generate commercial gain or improved
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service delivery. While definitions and measures of innovation vary, it relies on the
human ability to imagine improvements to achieve efficiencies or access to new
markets. Innovation skills are present in the overlap between work specific
knowledge and individual competences, such as questioning, problem solving and
creativity applied in practice. Building innovation is about promoting a culture, where
the value of innovation is recognised and embedded in business practice. There is a
need to adapt education and workplaces practices to make space for creative and
critical thinking and developing new approaches that lead to commercial or service
improvements. To shape innovation skills requires a recognition of the potential for
innovation within organisations and support for learning to support this.
Employability
Employability represents the core soft skills and competencies necessary for people
to enter and progress in the labour market. Employers and stakeholders across all
sectors reported gaps in general employability skills, particularly in written and
spoken communication, basic IT and general employability competencies. This
highlights the need to improve the employability skills of those already in
employment, as well as those looking for work. Employers experience gaps in
intermediate and basic employability skills, such as leadership, people skills, and
project and conflict management, as well as advanced communication and
presentation skills. The demand for these higher-level skills look likely to grow with
the future expansion of more technical and managerial roles.
English
English skills are important for productivity. On average younger residents in the City
Region perform less well in English compared to their peers in other parts of the
country. This can pose a challenge for our residents in realising their potential and
for local economic growth plans. Teacher retention and recruitment issues and the
need for strong and consistent English teaching to improve outcomes needs to be
addressed. Young people in the City Region need to be made aware of the links
between English skills and future employment. There is also a need for work-related
ESOL provision, to enable people to develop spoken English skills to use in the
workplace.
Maths
Maths skills play a key role in productivity. Younger Liverpool City Region residents
on average perform less well in maths compared to their peers in other parts of the
country. This limits their potential and poses a challenge for the Liverpool City
Region in realising its economic growth plans: if residents do not develop better
maths skills the Liverpool City Region will struggle to meet employers‟ demands.
Strong and consistent maths teaching is needed to improve outcomes alongside
links between different phases of education and employers. Young people in the
Liverpool City Region need to be made aware of the relationship between maths
education and future employment. Employers needs for maths skills in different job
roles need to be better articulated and understood. Maths skills for adults in work
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needs to be more accessible with providers making greater use of technology for
delivery in the workplace, building on the work of trade unions and other workplace
representatives.

Appendix 2: Skills Capital Outline Submission Form
The submission form for Skills Capital investment is set out overleaf, an editable
version of the following Submission Form is available on the Combined Authority
Website.
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Outline Submission for Support from the Liverpool City Region Combined
Authority Strategic Investment Fund – Skills Capital
Please complete this form with the information requested. The CA will use the
information, and may request additional information, to prepare an outline
submission for your project. Please refer to the SIF investment strategy, provided
here www.liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk/documents, to understand the purpose and
place within the investment process of this outline submission.
The CA welcomes concise submissions that use lists, tables and bullet points to
relay key information. At this stage in project development, you may not have precise
information; please provide the most accurate information you can, specifying the
source and highlighting where you have made assumptions.
Please indicate which information you consider to be commercially confidential and
subject to the CA’s obligations under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 and
Environmental Information Regulations 2004 (SI 2004 No. 3391), the CA will treat
such information accordingly.
Summary Contact Information
Name of project
Project Sponsor
Recipient of funding

(If different from Sponsor)

Project location and address
Contact Details of the Sponsor

Please include name, job title, physical
and email address, contact telephone
number(s)

Project Summary
Please provide a short summary of the project (Guide 200 words)
You may have various options under consideration at this stage. You can provide
detail of these further down.
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Strategy and Purpose
Please describe your objectives in completing this project. How does fit into the
call for applications issued by the CA? (Guide 250 words).
What are your organisation and other project participants/stakeholders trying to
achieve? What will count as success? What financial objectives do you wish to
reach? What learners will you engage and what volumes of learning will the
increased capacity from investment allow you to deliver per academic year.

Development and Operation
Please provide details of the scope, scale and timing of project development,
describe its operation on completion and what plans you have, if any, to exit the
project after completion. Please include a table of costs. Guide 350 words.
Where you are considering more than one project delivery option, you may provide
150 additional words on each alternative and summarise the differences in a table.
You may include maps, plans and graphics by appendix.

Approvals, Consents and Authorisations
Please provide the material approvals, consents and authorisations you need to
deliver and operate the project. You make provide brief commentary on your
approach to securing these, including in relation to timing and dependencies /
conditions.
Approvals, consents and authorisations may be internal (funding and resource)
approval as well as external (like planning permission).
For projects involving land and property; confirm ownership of land or route to
ownership and confirm land value contribution
Please provide letters of support (non-binding) from key stakeholders and detail
the level of engagement with other public and private organisations and agencies.
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Market, context and value
Please describe the market in which the project will operate. The response to this
question will differ across sectors. Skills projects are aimed at learners, property
projects at tenants/buyers and transport projects at residents and visitors. There is
no correct answer, responding will simply help the CA place your project in
context.
For Skills Capital investment, the response may differ across sectors and the
revenue source that will be accessed to support learners e.g. apprenticeships/levy,
16-18 ESFA Study programme, AEB funded delivery. There is no correct answer,
responding will simply help the CA place your project in context.
You may consider: what/who are its end user learners, and/or other beneficiaries?
What/who are its competitors and how duplication of provision will be avoided?
What is the demand for the project and how competitive is the supply? What are
its competitive advantages?
If your project has a commercial value, what do you expect it to be and how did
you arrive at this value? If you expect the value to fall below the cost of delivery,
why and by how much?
You may submit by appendix market analysis and valuation work completed to
date, noting that the CA is likely to reach its own view. Guide. 300 words plus
tables.

Learning Volumes and Outcomes
Please describe the learning volumes and outcomes that will be achieved by the
project and your current baseline volumes of delivery for this provision if
applicable. (see overleaf)
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Learner funding
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16-18
Apprenticeships
(levy and non levy)
Adult (19+)
Apprenticeships
(levy and non levy)
Adult Education
Budget funded
learners
Level 3 and above
learners trained (not
including
apprentices)
Traineeships
delivered
progressing into
employment and
further training (1618 and 19-24)

Baseline Learner
numbers
before project
[1]

Expected Learner Outputs per Academic Year
Yr 1 (Additional Yr 2 Additional
Yr 3
learner
learner
(Additional
enrolments)
enrolments)
learner
enrolments)

2018 - 2019

Insert Year 1
academic year

Insert Year 2
academic year

Insert Year 3
academic year

Total
Learner
numbers
after
project per
annum
after 3
years [2]

Change in
learner
numbers
= [2-1]

ESFA funded Study
Programme learners
(16-18)
Higher Education
(Office for Students
funded) learners
Other technical skills
delivered to learners
Total
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Learner Needs
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Learners who were
engaged as NEET
(Not in Education
Employment or
Training)
BAME (Black and
Minority Ethnic)
learners supported
Learners with
learning difficulties
of disabilities
supported
English Maths and
Digital learning
entitlements needs
met
Traineeships
delivered
progressing into
employment and
further training

Baseline Learner
numbers
before project
[1]

Expected Learner Outputs per Academic Year
Yr 1 (Additional Yr 2 Additional
Yr 3
learner
learner
(Additional
enrolments)
enrolments)
learner
enrolments)

2018 - 2019

Insert Year 1
academic year

Insert Year 2
academic year

Insert Year 3
academic year

Total
Learner
numbers
after
project per
annum
after 3
years [2]

Change in
learner
numbers
= [2-1]

Unemployed
Learners engaged in
learning
Learners aged 50
and over with lower
level skills needs
Total
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Other Outcomes - Employment
The total number of newly created and safeguarded permanent full-time equivalent jobs as a direct result of the
intervention at predetermined employment sites. Employment sites include occupied newly developed commercial
premises, the premises of supported enterprises, and any FE space directly improved or constructed by the intervention.
Created and safeguarded jobs exclude those created solely to deliver the intervention (e.g. construction). A job is
deemed as permanent if it lasts at least a year.
Number of apprenticeship positions created as a direct result of the intervention.

Employment
Outcomes
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Jobs Created/
safeguarded

Apprenticeship
Posts created

Baseline Learner
numbers
before
project [1]

Expected Employment Outputs per Academic
Year

2018 2019

Insert Year 1
Insert Year 2
academic year academic year

Yr 1
Additional
learner
enrolments

Yr 2 Additional
learner
enrolments

Yr 3
Additional
learner
enrolments
Insert Year 3
academic
year

Total
employment
number after
project per
annum after 3
years [2]

Change in
employment
numbers
= [2-1]

Other Skills and Education outcomes
Area of new or
improved
learning/training
floorspace (m2)

Prior Estate Grade
Post Completion
Estate Grade

Floorspace
rationalisation (m2)

Number of New
Learners Assisted (in
courses leading to a
full qualification)

The amount of "new build"
training/learning floorspace
constructed. Figures to be provided
following completion.
The amount of training/learning
floorspace refurbished to improve
building condition and/or fitness for
purpose. For FE
Colleges, this should be by estate
grading. Figures to be provided
following completion.
Condition graded by surveyor – A, B,
C, D
Condition graded by surveyor – A, B,
C, D
The amount of overall floorspace
reduced following completion of the
project through, for example,
demolition or disposal.
Figures to be provided following
completion.
The number of new learners assisted
as a direct result of the intervention, in
courses leading to a full qualification.

Type of new specialist equipment Specialist equipment:

Specialist Capital
Equipment

Resources specific to a particular
sector or industry, and which are
required in connection with that sector
or industry‟s production of goods and
services.
These resources will usually comprise
specific mechanical devices, but may
include bespoke software, or a
combination. Includes resources used
to produce goods and services, as well
as training resources unique to the
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industry (e.g. simulators). Does NOT
include general equipment, IT
infrastructure or resources used for
several curriculum areas.

Other Capital
Equipment

Non-specialist capital equipment (see
above).

Funding
Sources of funding – please complete the following table, adding lines and providing
background information as necessary.
Type of Funding

Provided/Sourced Request from SIF
by Sponsor

Total

[Item 1]
[Item 2]
Total
100%

Proportion of
Total

Where you are considering different options, please repeat this table for each option,
noting that, if the CA accepts your project beyond the outline stage, its investment team
will engage directly with you to structure a heads of terms for SIF financing.
You may also describe the key terms of the funding to be provided. Guide 200 words
excluding tables.
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Organisation and Personnel
Please provide, with brief appendices if necessary, an organisation chart for the project
including funders and key stakeholders, the proposed legal structure of the project and the
biography of key project team members.
Please also provide summary evidence, whether by reference to previous projects, case
studies, corporate performance or other, of the sponsor’s and its team’s previous
experience in delivering comparable and equivalent projects. Guide. 400 words plus
charts.
Please attach most recent Annual Accounts for your organisation (not required for public
authorities).

Risks
Please provide a brief summary table of the main project delivery risks per the below:
Risk

Probability and Impact

Potential Mitigation

[Risk 1]
Select [low/medium/high]
probability of risk occurring
Select [low/medium/high]
negative impact on
project delivery if risk
occurs

[Risk 2]
[Risk 3]
[Risk 4]
Please focus on the quality of risk assessment above the quantity of risks listed. Max.400
words.
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Declaration
Please complete by appending your (the project lead’s) electronic signature below
or by copying the declaration into the email submission of this form.

Signature...........................................................................
Name.................................................................................
Company name.................................................................
Position.............................................................................
Date....................................................................................
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Agenda Item 7
LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY
To:

The Metro Mayor and Members of the Combined
Authority

Meeting:

12 April 2019

Authority/Authorities Affected:

All

EXEMPT/CONFIDENTIAL ITEM:

No

REPORT OF THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OF THE COMBINED AUTHORITY
POLICY AND INVESTMENT UPDATE

1.

PURPOSE OF REPORT
To link recent opportunities for Liverpool City Region (“LCR”) delivery with resource
required.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that the Liverpool City Region Combined Authority (“CA”):
(a)

Note the opportunities arising and need for the LCR to prepare for their
associated resource requirement;

(b)

Delegate authority to the Combined Authority Chief Executive to
operationalise the proposal contained in Section 3.8 of this paper (with due
collaboration with local authority chief executives of the CA’s six constituent
councils on point 'C' of Section 3.9); and

(c)

Recognise that the use of SIF pre-development funding outside the
guidelines approved by the CA in October 2018 but remains a valid use of
the funding proposed and within the boundaries of the approved assurance
framework.

3.

BACKGROUND

3.1

The Liverpool City Region, through its CA, has new delivery and funding
opportunities that were not visible at the time of budget setting in 2018. In order to
capture them, the City Region needs to plan its resources carefully and be prepared
to deliver.

3.2

New opportunities the CA has accessed include:
(a)

a housing partnership with Homes England (noting that Homes England’s
view is that the CA lacks the resource necessary to access its funding);
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(b)

the recently announced HS2 / NPR station commission;

(c)

funding behind the Local Industrial Strategy should the CA build a more
comprehensive evidence base for support; and

(d)

urban impact and place making funding through the LCR Local Enterprise
Partnership / Strategic Investment Fund (“SIF”)

3.3

At the same time, LCR’s performance in delivering previously approved Local
Growth Fund projects requires renewed commitment to maintain the recent upturn
in performance. Leaders, Mayors and the LEP Chair are clear that the City Region
needs to address its capacity constraints meaningfully in order to exploit current
opportunities and prevent lost opportunities for our residents.

3.4

In order to deliver on existing opportunities, and to be ready for future opportunities,
the City Region needs to strengthen its capacity in policy commissioning as well as
project development, management and investment.

3.5

Sources of Funding
The additional funding the CA has received, and are likely to receive, is in the form
of capital. This allows the CA to commit to new commissions and investments but
provides limited help in assembling internal teams to prepare those commissions
and investments.

3.6

Internal teams require revenue funding, which is scarce across the CA and within
our six local authorities (“LAs”).

3.7

The CA’s only source of near-term funding is SIF pre-development funding.

3.8

Estimated Requirement
Exploiting the opportunities described above requires a continuum of policy
commissioning, project/programme development and investment expertise, as well
as funding to develop investible propositions. It also requires careful consideration
of where to place additional resources.

3.9

The CA proposes to:
(a)

Allocate £2.5 million of the £6.4m SIF pre-development funding approved in
October 2018 towards increased delivery resource, and return for a further
£2m in 2020/21.

(b)

To allocate up to 100% the £2.5m available annually under the
Single Transport Budget to the development of SIF transport interventions
(esp. Transforming Cities interventions) and the HS2 Commission, noting
that this budget sits outside SIF at present.

(c)

Include from the pre-development funding additional capacity in our LAs to
develop economic development projects and act as local counterparts for
SIF funding.
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3.10

This proposal does not fit entirely within the SIF pre-development funding guidelines
approved by the CA in October 2018, chiefly because those guidelines limit the
internal resource cost to be met. It does, however, fit the use of pre-development
funding established by the SIF assurance framework and approved in December
2018.

4.

RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS

4.1

Financial
4.1.1 The proposals within this report allow for the draw-down of a number of
sources of funding within the overall Strategic Investment Fund. In
particular, the unallocated element of the Single Transport Fund will be used
to support the development of strategic transport interventions while revenue
funding from within the overall Gainshare allocation from government can
support wider capacity and delivery issues.
4.1.2 The CA has successfully negotiated the ability to use 40% of its overall
Gainshare allocation for revenue activities from 1 April 2019 (previously
25%). It is a condition of this that the additional revenue can only be used to
support programme delivery and not for general running costs.
4.1.3 This provides the CA with greater flexibility in managing the overall
programme without reducing the amount available to support ongoing
programmes.
4.1.4 As such, all costs contained within this report are funded within the overall
envelope of the Strategic Investment Fund and do not have implications for
the Mayoral Precept nor do they increase the net budget provision of the
LCRCA in 2019/20.

4.2

Human Resources
The proposal is to increase CA capacity and LA capacity through the retention of
staff, consultants and secondments.

4.3

Physical Assets
N/A.

4.4

Information Technology
N/A.

5.

RISKS AND MITIGATION

5.1

Failure to deliver the programme of work and outcomes associated with the
devolution deal is the CA’s largest corporate risk. Within this, capacity and
capability is a significant factor.
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5.2

There is also a clear risk that capacity constraints in some key areas may result in
the City Region being unable to take advantage of further opportunities that will
present themselves within the current and future rounds of devolution and through
post-Brexit financial arrangements for City Regions.

5.3

This paper seeks to provide the CA with the ability to manage this risk by ensuring
that appropriate resources are available to deliver.

5.4

There are financial risks associated with this proposal in that increased investment
in capacity may not lead to improved delivery, and that anticipated external funding
from government may not materialise. These risks are managed within this
proposal through:
(a)

Linking the draw-down of funding from the SIF to delivery timetables

(b)

Ensuring that the CA is able to exit from any contractual arrangements –
including contracts of employment – should funding no longer be available

5.5

In this way, any risk to local taxpayers through the Mayoral Precept is low.

6.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS
The standard and well established equality and diversity consideration will apply
through the recruitment of additional staff, as proposed in this report.

7.

COMMUNICATION ISSUES
Officers will work internally and with chief executives from the constituent councils
to ensure that both the necessary resources and the identified opportunities for
delivery are aligned.

8.

CONCLUSION

8.1

The City Region needs resource to capitalise on recent opportunities. We must
also recognise that our resource requirement is not static but will continue to grow
and change with new responsibilities and funding. Recognising this will help us
keep pace with our potential rather than chase behind it.
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8.2

The paper provides a recommendation to release pre-development funding to
increase our delivery capacity centrally and that of our LAs, with a request that
details be delegated to the CA Chief Executive to operationalise the approval.

FRANK ROGERS
Chief Executive

Contact Officer(s):
John Fogarty (0151 330 1101)
Mark Bousfield (0151 330 1101)
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Agenda Item 8
LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY
To:

The Metro Mayor and Members of the Combined
Authority

Meeting:

12 April 2019

Authority/Authorities Affected:

All

EXEMPT/CONFIDENTIAL ITEM: No

REPORT OF THE METRO MAYOR STEVE ROTHERAM, PORTFOLIO HOLDER FOR
POLICY RESOURCES, STRATEGY & DELIVERY

LEP REVIEW

1.

PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1

To describe a proposal for the better alignment of the Combined Authority (“CA”)
with the Liverpool City Region (“LCR”) Local Enterprise Partnership (“LEP”) and, by
consequence, the CA’s response to a 2018 ministerial review of Local Enterprise
Partnerships.

1.2

The paper is split into three parts. Part A describes the rationale and main
consequences of better alignment. Part B provides the underlying, technical detail.
Part C describes the consequences and risk on the CA.

1.3

Leaders and Mayors may wish to read this proposal in conjunction with the
submission on the same subject to the LEP Board meeting of 21 March 2019.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1

It is recommended that the Liverpool City Region Combined Authority:
(a)

Approve the CA-LEP proposal for alignment

(b)

Agree the draft LEP/CA Assurance Framework as appended to the report
(Appendix 1), which includes provision for:
a.
b.
c.

(c)

the LEP Board to assume the legal personality of the CA
the establishment of a growth delivery group structure with a focus on
economic sectors and programmes
the reduction in public sector representation on the LEP Board

Delegate authority to the Liverpool City Region Combined Authority’s Chief
Executive to:
d.

complete the diligence required
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e.

(d)

propose necessary amendments to the CA’s constitution for subsequent
approval by the CA

Delegate authority to the Liverpool City Region’s Metro Mayor and Chief
Executive to nominate CA directors to the proposed holding and group
delivery companies, noting that the holding company shall have political
representation and the group delivery company shall have officer
representation

3.

PART A: RATIONALE AND MAIN CONSEQUENCES

3.1

National Context: LEP Review

3.2

The Liverpool City Region Local Enterprise Partnership launched in 2012 with a
mandate to promote economic development in the City Region. The Combined
Authority launched in 2015, elected our Metro Mayor in 2017 and has since
established capacity to deliver its own mandate in economic development.

3.3

The LEP and the CA together wish to use the opportunity presented by HM
Government’s recent, national LEP review to consider what opportunities exist to
align the roles and responsibilities of each. The objective is to improve the
partnership by 1) clarifying respective roles and, where possible, 2) eliminating
duplication.

3.4

A positive example of the opportunity for alignment is the recent “one front door”
initiative, through which our LAs, the CA and the LEP have simplified the landscape
for inward investors, raising the potential to improve LCR performance and
eliminate duplication.

3.5

Current LEP Structure

3.6

To grasp the proposal below, it is helpful to recall the LEP’s current structure. There
are presently three parts, as follows:
1.

The LEP Board meets six times a year to provide insight from LCR’s
business, higher education and third sector communities, and to record its
opinions and decisions. Each local authority leader/mayor and the Metro
Mayor is a member of the LEP Board. It also maintains seven sub-boards,
one for each of the LCR’s named growth sectors and an advisory council
comprising LCR stakeholders. Together these act as a single body to
provide an LCR “voice of business” to the CA, LAs and to central government

2.

The LEP Company provides executive and secretariat functions in support of
the LEP Board, seven sub-boards and advisory council. The LEP Company
employs the LEP staff and is the body the LEP Board and third party
organisations mandate to deliver programmes like LCR 4.0, destination
marketing, LCR Activate and, now, One Front Door. The LEP Company
presently receives its funding from subscriptions (see below), central
government, ERDF and other competitive sources.

3.

LEP Members are the 68 public, private and third sector organisations that
provided approximately £0.7m in funding in 2018. Each of our LAs are LEP
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Members. Each LEP members owns a share in the LEP Company by acting
as a guarantor. The members also have voting rights.
3.7

Our local authorities have several roles in the LEP: LA leaders/mayor participate in
the LEP Board; they therefore commission activity undertaken by the LEP Company
and co-fund this activity by being LEP Members.

3.8

Current Alignment

3.9

The CA and the LEP Board already cooperate well, with the Metro Mayor attending
the LEP Board and the LEP Board chairperson attending the CA (in a non-voting
capacity). The CA provides the political voice of the City Region towards
government, whilst the LEP Board provides a voice of business.

3.10

The CA and the LEP Company also cooperate well. They are co-located in Mann
Island and undertake joint work, most notably in the Strategic Investment Fund,
where the LEP Company plays an active role in the CA’s investment panel and LEP
Company sector leads contribute to project prioritisation.

3.11

As the summary table on page below shows, however, the CA executive and the
LEP Company in particular continue to have areas of overlap and uncertain
responsibility. Areas that could be clarified are:
CA Role
Devolved policy
development
Investment of certain
devolved funds

3.12

LEP Role
Growth policy
development inc. sector
engagement
Investment of certain
devolved funds

Devolved skills and
adult education
delivery
Inward investment

Delivery of careers hub

Delivery of CA
priorities (e.g.
Housing First)

Delivery of sectoral and
growth programmes (e.g.
LCR 4.0)

Inward investment

Commentary
Risk of duplication and
confusion
Risk of duplication mitigated by
LEP mandating CA to invest
funds on its behalf
Risk of duplication and
confusion
Risk of duplication and
confusion eliminated by One
Front Door initiative
LEP Company’s role as LCR
delivery body needs clarification

Programme delivery is a key area. The LEP Company has frequently acted as lead
partner for LCR wide economic growth initiatives like Local Growth Hub and
Destination Marketing. Not all the LEP Company’s business comes from the LEP
Board, our local authorities or CA. It has also partnered with our universities and
other third parties to provide growth related programmes like LCR Activate (for
creative and digital tech) and LCR 4.0 (for SMEs in advanced manufacturing).
These programmes are usually proposed by the LEP Board / sector boards and
funded from subscriptions and external growth funding like ERDF and SIF. .
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3.13

The diagram below summarises the current legal structure of the two organisations:
each operates its own parallel but separate structure1, linked by cross membership.

3.14

Proposal for Further Alignment

3.15

The CA and the LEP have developed a joint proposal for strategic alignment.

3.16

The proposal contains no changes to the LEP Board’s role. It will continue to
provide business and third sector insights to the CA and our local authorities,
mainly through their participation in the board. The LEP Board, and in particular its
chair, will continue also to provide a voice of LCR business to central government.

3.17

In order to comply with the national LEP review, however, the CA does propose to
act as accountable body for all the LEP Board’s activities (extending beyond its
current role as accountable body for investing devolved funds) and to permit the
LEP Board to acquire its legal personality (thus satisfying the review’s requirement
for LEP boards to acquire a legal personality). The LEP Board will use the CA’s
legal personality but continue to operate under its own constitution and therefore at
a distance from the CA itself.

3.18

The proposal does seek functional, ownership and governance changes to the LEP
Company. The CA will assume sole responsibility for all policy development (but will
continue to seek the LEP Board’s advice in its development) and will manage all
devolved growth funding (with LEP Company’s participation in project development
and investment panel). This focuses the LEP Company’s role away from policy
making and onto on sectors and programmes, as follows:
-

1

Sector managers and their teams will continue to service the LEP Board and its
sub-boards (the independent secretariat function in government’s language)

Except in the SIF, for which the CA already acts as accountable body for the LEP.
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-

The LEP Company will continue to deliver programmes of activity aimed at
economic growth and sector management. These programmes will fall into
areas where a) the CA itself is not equipped to deliver and b) the geographical
and sectoral nature of the programme make delivery by our LAs less effective.
The four areas in which the LEP Company is likely to deliver programmes are:
place marketing & inward investment (“One Front Door”); destination marketing
& visitor economy (noting the continuation of service delivery by Marketing
Liverpool); business growth (working with our local authorities’ nominated
growth hubs); and employer led skills / careers. Whilst One Front Door was the
priority for 2018, the CA proposes to work with our LAs and the LEP to
investigate improvements to LCR’s business growth offer in 2019.

3.19

The LEP Company’s role will be non-exclusive. The CA may choose to commission
the LEP Company or another body to deliver its programmes. Likewise, the LEP
Company will continue to deliver programmes for third parties like our universities,
as well as those identified as priorities by the LEP Board.

3.20

The LEP Company will become the “Growth Delivery Group”. The legal rationale for
this is described below; the name is a working title only.
The graphic below summarises the realignment of roles between the two
organisations:

3.21

The CA notes that the changes represent a change in orientation: the LEP
Company will go from being a company with a mixed policy and delivery brief to the
Growth Delivery Group with an exclusive delivery brief. Its objective will become to
deliver economic growth as effectively as it can with a focus on operational
excellence. The CA considers this change critical.
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3.22

The LEP Board wishes to be able to commission the Growth Delivery Group to
undertake the above directly, without going out for procurement. This is sensible
because procuring services from third parties would take longer and cost more. To
commission directly, EU law requires that the Growth Delivery Group to be
controlled by the commissioning party. Since the LEP Board is using the CA’s legal
personality, the CA itself is the commissioning party in this case. The CA must
therefore obtain majority control of the Growth Delivery Group.

3.23

The proposal does not intend to make the Growth Delivery Group an extension of
the CA. The Growth Delivery Group will continue to manage its funds
independently, though it will raise programme funds externally and from the
Strategic Investment Fund. Nothing in this proposal obliges the CA or our LAs to
increase their funding to the LEP.

3.24

Part B of this paper contains the full legal structure proposed. The Growth Delivery
Group comprises a group of four companies and is more complex than the current
arrangements. The structure resulted from external legal advice and options
analysis. Whilst complex, it has two main benefits: first, it allows CA members to
provide strategic input and for officers to provide governance and management
input; second, it provides the greatest flexibility for the Growth Delivery Group to
receive direct commissions from the LEP Board and the CA, and also to bid to work
for third parties.

3.25

Finally, note that the national LEP review requires our LEP to delink financial
support from any perception of political influence. Whilst it made no suggestion of
undue influence in the Liverpool City Region, the LEP will stop its membership
model. It will instead raise an impact fund designed to support the Growth Delivery
Group’s economic growth activities but linked in no way to participation in the LEP
Board or its sub-boards. The 68 current members, including our LAs, may choose
to continue their support by contributing to this impact fund.

3.26

The graphic below summarises the legal changes proposed and can be read as a
before and after comparison with the first graphic presented.
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3.27

Capturing the Proposal

3.28

One requirement of the national LEP review is for mayoral combined authorities to
develop a shared assurance framework with their LEP. Please see Appendix 1 for
the draft Liverpool City Region assurance framework and note:
-

the draft builds on the SIF assurance framework that received CA approval in
December 2018; the provisions of that document are unchanged; the new text
meets the requirements of government’s checklist for shared assurance
frameworks; and

-

the framework foresees a reduction in the number of public sector
representatives to the LEP Board from seven to six at most. The change is
driven by requirements of the national LEP review. Leaders and mayors will
have opportunity to consider their preferred representation, and this paper seeks
delegated authority to provide that consideration through the Metro Mayor.
Please note that the LEP Board plans to discuss this issue at its meeting of 21
March 2019; leaders and mayors will have the opportunity to participate in
discussion there.

3.29

The LEP Board will continue to operate under its own constitution. Any changes to
this are a matter for the LEP Board rather than the CA alone.

3.30

The Growth Delivery Group will capture its role in its articles of association and
reflect them in its annual business plan.

3.31

Commitment to Review

3.32

The CA believes the proposal represents the optimal alignment and legal structure
available at this point. These are likely to evolve over time. The completion of our
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Local Industrial Strategy, in approximately 12 months, will provide opportunity to
review the arrangements, and the CA commits to this review.
4.

PART B: TECHNICAL DETAIL

4.1

The Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (“MHCLG”) published
in 2018 a review of the operation of LEPs nationally. The review confirmed the
benefits HM Government perceives LEPs to have generated since their
establishment in 2010. It also aimed to ensure LEPs are ready to support delivery of
the Government’s Industrial Strategy and attendant local industrial strategies.

4.2

In January 2019, MHCLG also published a new National Local Growth Assurance
Framework that applies not only to LEPs but also Mayoral Combined Authorities
with a Single Pot funding arrangement. As a consequence, the LEP and LCR CA
are required to redraft their respective assurance frameworks2. This document will
govern the CA’s and the LEP’s relationship with central government and also with
each other. It will establish the LEP’s legal status, governance, role and
responsibilities and its alignment with the CA. The draft assurance framework is
attached to this report for consideration.

4.3

The review provides LCR with an opportunity to confirm the LEP’s role and
responsibilities and to update them to reflect the 2014 establishment of the CA, the
2017 election of our Metro Mayor and the 2018 increase in the CA’s operating
capacity. The opportunity is therefore to agree an integration strategy, provide
clarity on respective roles and, in doing so, to improve on-the-ground impact.

5.

PROPOSAL FOR CA-LEP ALIGNMENT

5.1

Role and Responsibilities

5.2

The LEP Board and Growth Delivery Group will “do”:




Insights – private, education and third sector input into the public sector’s
economic development agenda
Sectors – management and promotion of horizontal, key/high growth
economic segments across LCR
Programmes – delivery and commissioning of initiatives and activities aimed
at increasing economic and productivity growth

The LEP’s remit, membership and geographical reach give it competitive advantage
in these areas, to be captured in the its articles of association and embedded in its
annual business plan. In focusing on these, it will leave the substantive policy and
investment work to the CA although it will continue to offer insight into their
development. The passing of responsibility for executing investment work is already
reflected in the CA’s SIF assurance framework.

2

It will substantially incorporate the CA’s recent Strategic Investment Fund (“SIF”) assurance framework.
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5.3

Ownership

5.4

The LEP is currently formed of two bodies: first, an unincorporated partnership,
which forms the LEP Board comprising leaders and mayors, private sector
representatives, education and third sector representatives. This Board has sector
sub-Boards that sit below it and an advisory council that provides a sounding board
of key stakeholders. Second, it has a company limited by guarantee, the LEP
Company, that serves as its delivery company, hiring the staff that service the
Boards and delivers the LEP’s programmes.

5.5

The national review requires LEP Boards to acquire a legal personality. The CA
proposes to meet this requirement by hosting it. This will make the LEP Board a
formal part of the CA, to be reflected in the CA’s constitution. However, in its LEP
review, MHCLG made clear that adopting the legal personality of the CA did not
lead to its loss of independence: it will have its own constitution and remain
accountable for its decisions and for the funds that are awarded to it.

5.6

Further, MHCLG requires that LEP boards be supported by an executive secretariat
independent of local government. The LEP Company, which provides this executive
secretariat (i.e. delivery activities), is owned by its sixty-eight member-guarantors
who are drawn from the business community and other sectors including all six
constituent local authorities.

5.7

If the LEP Board takes the CA’s legal personality and wishes to commission without
procurement its secretariat activities, the CA needs to hold majority control in the
secretariat company. Yet neither the CA nor the LEP Board wish for the CA wholly
to own the secretariat company.

5.8

The CA proposes to replace the current single LEP Company structure with a group
structure that enables direct commissioning and may improve the VAT position. The
trade-off for these advantages are structural complexity and the CA’s need to take a
controlling interest in the structure. Note that this proposed structure has successful
precedent and is often deployed to cover local authorities’ outsourced and
commercial activities.
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5.9

Proposed Structure

5.10

The purpose of the entities proposed are:
-

-

Holding Company (HoldCo) – to enable shared ownership of the LCR Group
Delivery Company amongst CA guarantors and LEP Board guarantors
Delivery Company (DelCo) – to employ staff and undertake activity; the
existing LEP Company may be updated to fill this requirement
Teckal Company – to act as contract recipient for CA commissions, enabling
direct commissioning rather than procurement. Teckal refers to a landmark
case in EU State aid law that now provides for companies that are controlled
and perform 80% or more of their activity for a public sector host to receive
direct commissions. This case law is now enacted into the Public Contract
Regulations 2015
Trading Company – to act as contract recipient for non-CA commissions,
including any commercial activities the LEP may undertake

5.11

Governance

5.12

This proposal does not touch the functions and focus of the LEP Board, which
operates under its own constitution is a matter for the LEP alone. The changes to
the LEP Company, however, require an update to the governance of the Growth
Delivery Group. Since the CA will take majority ownership in the Holding Company,
which will be a company limited by guarantee, the proposal is for the CA to
nominate a majority of guarantors and for the private/education/third sector to
provide a minority of guarantors through election at the LEP Board. In other words,
the LEP Board will be asked to nominate guarantors onto the Holding Company to
represent its interests and the CA will nominate the majority of the guarantors to
reflect the public nature of the re-purposed group.
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5.13

The role of Holding Company is limited and its primary purpose is to appoint (and
dismiss) company directors who will ensure that Delivery Company and its
subsidiaries perform the functions for which they are commissioned and/or have
scope to perform in non-commissioned activities. It will also seek assurance that the
company structure remains compliant with Teckal requirements.

5.14

Management and Operations

5.15

Substantive management of the LEP’s sectors and programmes will occur at the
Delivery Company level. The LEP guarantors in the Holding Company will together
nominate a small number (four or five) non-executive directors with a mandate to
oversee the Delivery Company. The current management team will remain in place.

5.16

Commissioning

5.17

The proposal allows the CA to commission the Delivery Company directly both
through the LEP Board and the CA. The proposal also allows the Delivery Company
to compete for work from other entities on a competitive basis. For example, it
receives commissions from universities and can continue to do so by routing this
work through the Trading Company rather than the Teckal Company.

5.18

Financial Resources

5.19

The LEP Company currently meets the cost of its operations and programmes
through HM government funding, LA contributions, private subscriptions and
programme based funding, often from European Structural Investment Funds and
SIF. The table below shows the 2018-19 values for income and it can be seen that
the resources provided for core activities are doubled from other sources.
£’000
HMG (Depts and Agencies)

Core LEP
1,333.9

EU (ERDF and Interreg)
LA

Total

Total
1,333.9

803.4
230.0

Private subscriptions
Other (e.g. sponsorship, trading)

Additional Delivery

803.4
230.0

443.0

443.0

55.0

355.0

410.0

1,618.9

1,601.4

3,220.3

5.20

Private subscriptions are no longer acceptable to MHCLG. The LEP proposes to
replace these with an “impact fund” that enables the private sector to continue to
support LCR activities financially but decouples this support from perceived
influence on the LEP Board.

5.21

The LEP Company currently operates as a not for profit entity and manages its
finances balancing its budget or using prior year reserves, and has adapted its
offering to fit resource available. Nothing in this proposal will change that approach.
The accounts for the company since it assumed the role of supporting the LEP
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Board, in March 2012, can be found on the LEP website but the results are
summarised below:
Fin. Year ending

Accumulated Surpluses

31 March 2018

Surplus/(Deficit) of income
over expenditure
£(290,339)

31 March 2017

£ (82,234)

£640,682

31 March 2016

£

13,686

£722,916

31 March 2015

£ (41,127)

£709,230

31 March 2014

£ (25,512)

£750,357

31 March 2013

£

£775,869

38,885

£350,343

5.22

Diligence for the CA’s benefit will confirm the LEP’s trading position. The proposal
does not create a new or increased financial liability to the CA or its constituent
councils: the CA can continue to fund the LCR’s delivery activities as before and the
LAs may continue to provide core funding at their sole discretion. The CA will have
no obligation to fund the Growth Delivery Group in the event of its financial difficulty
or to fund redundancies. Nevertheless, the proposal does increase the reputational
link between the CA and the LEP, such that the actions or omissions of the LEP
would reflect on the CA.

5.23

Options Analysis Completed

5.24

In considering options to generate this proposal, the review team adopted a
summary matrix as a guide. This considered three options: the above proposal,
outsource LEP delivery functions and bring LEP delivery in-house. It tested each
option’s performance against the following hurdle criteria: ownership and control of
the company structure; guarantors and remit (business plan approvals, reserved
decisions, funding, accountability and viability); proposed scrutiny arrangements;
funding and activity; LEP Board membership; and conflicts of interest; and VAT
efficiency. The above proposal performed best. Please see Appendix 2 for the
summary matrix.
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6.

DILIGENCE AND CONSEQUENCES FOR CA

6.1

Diligence

6.2

Should the CA accept the recommendations, both the CA and LEP officers will
complete technical diligence on commercial liabilities, legal structure and state aid
as applicable, and implications for the LEP staff. The CA will also need to identify
guarantors and directors to represent its interest in the new proposal.

6.3

A further report will be submitted to the annual meeting of the CA to outline the
constitutional changes necessary to allow:



Positive engagement by the CA’s scrutiny committee
CA control over an external entity

6.4

Consequences

6.5

The proposal means that the CA will act as accountable body for the LEP Board. It
already performs this role in respect of funds awarded to the LEP for investment
through SIF.

6.6

It also means that the CA will gain a controlling interest in the Growth Delivery
Group alongside a minority of LEP Board selected guarantor(s). Whilst no financial
obligations to support the organisation follows, there is a clear reputational risk that
financial, operational or probity failure at the delivery level could damage the CA’s
reputation. This is a necessary trade-off to achieve true alignment between the CA
and the LEP, and to secure direct commissioning.

7.

RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS
Financial

7.1

The proposal creates no new, recurring financial liability on the CA except for
annual accounting and audit costs for consolidation of the Growth Delivery Group
(though it will still have an independent external audit of its accounts as required
under Companies Act 2006).

7.2

The CA will spend approx. £25k in external advice to complete diligence on the
proposal.

7.3

Cost saving was not the driver for this proposal and there is no immediate potential
for cost saving, the LEP Company having already optimised its middle and back
office functions. The main financial advantage lies in the potential, improved
efficiency of the sector and programme services, the ability to improve direct
commissioning through the Teckal Company and the potential to optimise VAT
arrangements.
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Human Resources
7.4

There are no HR implications for existing CA staff. The LEP Company’s staff will
continue under their current terms of employment within the Delivery Company.
Over time, the LEP may wish to update certain team members’ job description to
reflect its renewed remit and alignment with the CA.
Physical Assets

7.5

None.
Information Technology
None.

8.

RISKS AND MITIGATION
Risk
Failure to heed LEP review

Description & Mitigation
CA fails to respond to LEP review, exposing LCR to
non-compliance with central government
requirements, risking sanction and reputational
damage. However:
- CA and LEP are cooperating actively to complete
review requirements in good faith

LEP Board act or omission
implicates CA in bad
practice

The LEP Board will adopt the CA’s legal personality
and use it as accountable body, linking the two
organisations. The CA has already accepted the
principal by acting as accountable body for LEP’s
devolved funds through SIF.
- A functional separation between LEP Board and
CA remains since the LEP Board will continue to
operate under its own constitution

LEP breaches shared
assurance framework

Shared assurance framework is a MHCLG
requirement; breach by the LEP could implicate CA
with financial, reputational or legal consequences.
The CA will need to understand the new framework in
detail. Also:
- The shared assurance framework is a MHCLG
requirement
- The shared governance provisions make
operational requirements clear
- The LEP Board continues to work under its own
constitution with sole responsibility for its actions

CA majority guarantee over
Growth Delivery Group
creates significant liability

Ownership implies responsibility. CA majority
ownership of the Growth Delivery Group is necessary
to CA to satisfy procurement objectives and VAT
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savings. The CA has no intention to make the LEP a
wholly integrated operation. The CA can achieve “no
new financial liability now or in future” by:
- completing comprehensive due diligence with
external advice before completion and
- adopting a clear position that the LEP companies
will continue to operate independently without
explicit or implied financial support from the CA
- continuing to fund LEP activities on a programmeby-programme basis
Note that LEP staff will receive no change in terms
and conditions of employment.
Growth Delivery Group is
complex and
commissioning without
procurement relies on
“Teckal” state aid route

The proposed structure replaces one company with
four and thereby adds complexity to the LEP-CA
relationship. However:
- The structure results from external legal advice to
the CA and is based on precedent for subsidiary
companies in local government
- The Teckal commissioning route has UK
Government and European Union acceptance
- The LEP Company can be adapted to form the
Delivery Company which is the core entity of the
new structure, i.e. it exists already
- The structure can be updated at review

Democratic deficit: LEP
Board gain unfair access to
political process

No change considered above provides greater access
to public sector than the existing arrangement.
Rather, the proposal removes subscriptions from the
existing LEP model which are no longer acceptable to
government.

Proposal proves inefficient
or inoperable

This whole proposal can be modified in future review,
to which the CA commits.

9.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS

9.1

The CA does not anticipate that the actions identified in this report will have any
impact on individuals with protected characteristics. Due diligence will consider this
matter further if necessary.

10.

COMMUNICATION ISSUES

10.1

The contents of this report must receive LEP Board approval to proceed. The next
LEP Board is planned for 21 March 2019.

11.

CONCLUSION
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11.1

MHCLG’s 2018 LEP review provides an opportunity and requirement to align CALEP roles and responsibilities, and to formalise them in a shared assurance
framework. The proposal outlined provides for the LEP to renew its remit to
providing insight, sector support and programme delivery in economic growth. It
foresees the CA to become sole accountable body for the LEP Board and the
creation of a newly formed Growth Delivery Group around the re-purposed LEP
Company. This gives it a direct commissioning route for LEP programmes but
requires majority ownership of the delivery arm, active participation in governance
and consolidation of accounts. No additional financial liability associated with this
ownership is envisaged currently or in the future.

Mark Bousfield
Director of Commercial Development and Investment

Contact Officer(s):
John Fogarty, Treasurer, 0151 330 1101
Kirsty Pearce, Director of Policy and Strategic Commissioning, 0151 330 1101
Jill Coule, Chief Legal Officer, 0151 330 1855
Tony Wade, Finance Director LEP, 0151 237 3946
Mark Basnett, Managing Director, LEP, 0151 237 3906

Appendices:
Appendix One – Draft CA/LEP Assurance Framework
Appendix Two – Summary Options Matrix
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Appendix 1: Draft Assurance Framework
Please see separate document.
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Appendix 2: Options Matrix

FACTOR TO CONSIDER

PROPOSED
MODEL –
GROUP
COMPANY
STRUCTURE

PROCURE
ALL
SERVICES
REQUIRED

INSOURCE/IN
-HOUSE

Y

Y

N

Accountability
 Ensure that the LCRCA is
designated as the accountable body
for the LEP to handle all public
money

Y

Y

Y

Efficiency and Corporate Identity
 to demonstrate how the LEP and
the LCRCA will work together in
their approach to staffing, branding
and other resource assets

Y

Y

Y

Overview and Scrutiny
 How the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee of the LCRCA and
Councils with interact with the LEP

Y

Y

Y

Teckal compliance
Stability for LEP/LCRCA
VAT efficiency

Y
Y
Y

Y
N
N

Y
N
Y

Meet Government Requirements
Advisory and Challenge function
 To ensure that the LEP has a
strong, independent voice in the
decision making process within
LCRCA’s
 to ensure that the LEP Chair and
Board are able to draw directly on
appropriate support and expertise
from staff
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1.

Introduction and overview

1.1

In January 2019, HM Government published a revised Assurance Framework,
the „National Local Growth Assurance Framework‟, which replaced the previous
LEP National Assurance Framework and incorporates Single Pot Assurance
Frameworks where operated by a Mayoral Combined Authority.

1.2

The change and the amalgamation of the two separate frameworks reflects the
evolution of LEPs and their changing roles alongside Combined Authorities and
especially Mayoral Combined Authorities. The new framework brings clarity to
the respective roles of LEPs and Mayoral Combined Authorities and in
particular in preparation for the development and delivery of Local Industrial
Strategies.

1.3

The revised framework will take full effect from 12 April 2019 and will be subject
to annual review and therefore will replace the two re-existing frameworks,
namely;
i.

Liverpool City Region Local Enterprise Partnership National Assurance
Framework – dated 10th December 2018; and

ii.

Liverpool City Region Combined Authority Strategic Investment Fund
Assurance Framework – dated December 2018

1.4

Whilst this framework replaces these, the components of the predecessor
frameworks remain valid but are now presented as a single framework such that
there is greater clarity, transparency and avoidance of duplication. In short, it
better explains how the LEP and CA work together to make use of public funds,
in a way that achieves value for money on achieving inclusive growth for the
Liverpool City Region and in a transparent manner that is held accountable to
HM Government and its locality.

1.5

In addition to the introduction of a Metro Mayor and the operation of a Single
Pot, known locally as the Strategic Investment Fund, it has been agreed with
the Combined Authority that the LEP retains its strategic role as the primary
body for advising and promoting economic development across Liverpool City
Region. The relationship is further reinforced by the LEP Chair being a member
of the LCR Combined Authority (CA).

1.6

Further, the LEP Board was previously an unincorporated partnership and in
line with guidance, following the Ministerial Review of LEPs, has now adopted
the legal personality of the LCR CA. This was chosen in preference to creating
an incorporated entity so as to demonstrate the close collaboration between the
two entities.

1.7

This arrangement has neither subsumed the LEP nor compromised its
independence or its integrity. These qualities are preserved through the local
agreement between the LEP Board and the CA. The LEP Board is supported
further by a dedicated executive (The LEP Delivery Company and supporting
Companies).

4
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1.8

Both the LCR CA and LEP Board are
committed to meeting the required standards set by this framework and all
attending guidance, both direct and indirect, explicit and implicit. Such
commitment will extend to all executive functions carried out on behalf of the
LEP and CA, in this respect, whether directly managed or through commissions
and contracts.

1.9

To provide clarity and transparency the LEP and CA have adopted specific
roles to bring focus to their work and avoid duplication. However, both share a
common purpose to drive forward inclusive growth for LCR and for the benefit
of its residents, businesses and other stakeholders which in turn will be of
benefit to the UK.

2

Roles and responsibilities of the Liverpool City Region’s Local Enterprise
Partnership and Combined Authority
LCR Local Enterprise Partnership Board and Delivery Companies (“LEP”):
Role and Responsibilities

2.1

The LCR LEP is distinct from the Combined Authority and is the primary body
for promoting economic development across the City Region. It operates as an
independent partnership board of representatives of the private and public
sectors, plus other relevant stakeholders. Its chairperson, drawn from the
private sector, is a non-voting member of the Combined Authority.

2.2

The LEP Board operates with the support of a series of sector and thematic
specific sub-boards, providing focused insight and advice to inform LCR and
HM Government policy/activities. The main board comprises of representatives
of local government, taken from the LCR metro mayor, Liverpool City Mayor
and other constituent local authority leaders, private sector representatives,
education and third sector representatives and is chaired by a LCR senior
businessperson. Sub-board members are leaders from business and the public
sector who provide strategic insight, intelligence and guidance to the LEP
board. The LEP board and its sub-boards are supported by executive capacity
provided by a self-standing Group of LEP Delivery companies.

2.3

The LEP Board has a key interface role with HM Government in progressing
interventions and supporting the development of the overall growth strategy for
LCR. Its growth strategy provides the evidence base for making investment
decisions and allocating the SIF, in addition to local transport objectives and
statutory requirements.

2.4

In line with HM Government policy, the CA is leading the development of the
Local Industrial Strategy but with the close support and advice and insight of the
LEP together with executive resource through revenue funding awarded to the
LEP.

2.5

As stated earlier the LEP has adopted the legal personality of the CA and the
constitutions of both the LEP and CA allow for decisions reserved to the LEP to
be executed by the CA. These largely relate to specific activities or funding

5
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streams and are not listed here but can
be seen in schedule 1 appended to this framework.
2.6

However, in general, the LEP reserves decision making over revenue funds
awarded to it but capital funds are invested through the Strategic Investment
Fund (SIF) that is governed and administered by the CA. The CA reports on the
use of these funds including impact and also produces the Local Growth Fund
Data Quarterly Returns for the LEP Board‟s consideration before submission to
HM Government.

2.7

With regard to the SIF, the LEP Board engages in the following way:




2.8

It contributes actively to strategy formation. In particular, the LEP drafted
the sector priorities for inclusion in Section 2 of the Investment Strategy; this
ensured the proper reflection of the growth strategy;
 It will name a senior executive representative(s), independent of the CA and
the constituent local authorities, to the SIF‟s internal investment panel,
giving it an active voice in project prioritisation and portfolio monitoring;
 LEP sector specialists will routinely join project teams for SIF investments to
lend sector expertise to the proposition. In this way, the CA and LEP will codevelop investment propositions;
 Its chair is a non-voting member of the CA board and will routinely provide a
LEP view of projects at the time of their submission for approval;
 It will collaborate in policy formation, particularly in the forthcoming local
industrial strategy and will influence the long-term priorities that the SIF
targets; and
It allows certain funds that it receives – Local Growth Funds in the main – to be
invested on the SIF platform. In so doing, it relies on this Assurance
Framework. The LEP Board has satisfied itself that its reliance on this
Assurance Framework meets HM Government reporting requirements.
Besides SIF investment, the Combined Authority and LEP are collaborating on
inward investment, place and destination marketing, internationalisation
strategies and other growth promoting areas. In response to the 2018 LEP
review, the Liverpool City Region LEP and CA reviewed its executive structures
and resources and will seek opportunities to use the pre-existing commercial
entity to provide delivery capacity to LCR priorities.
LCR Combined Authority (“LCRCA”): Role and Responsibilities

2.9

6

LCRCA is a mayoral combined authority whose membership currently
comprises the Liverpool City Region Metro Mayor (“LCR Mayor”), the five local
authority leaders of Halton, Knowsley, Sefton, St Helens and Wirral Councils,
the elected Mayor of Liverpool City Council and the Chair of the Local
Enterprise Partnership. Warrington and West Lancashire Borough Councils are
Associate Members and there are two co-opted Members in the Merseyside
Police and Crime Commissioner and the Chair of the Transport Committee.
The November 2015 Devolution Agreement together with the March 2016
updated agreement, details the CA‟s remit and authority.
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2.10 The LCRCA governs through a small
dedicated number of Committees, each with their own remit. Overall the CA
operates to ensure effective management and oversight of delivery against
LCRCA obligations and objectives. However, it has also adopted a Portfolio
responsibility for its Members to balance democratic accountability with delivery
capacity.
2.11 The LCR Mayor has divided the Combined Authority‟s key priorities and
competencies into discrete portfolios and allocated a Combined Authority
member to lead each portfolio with support from a deputy portfolio holder and
nominated senior officer. The portfolio holder is a local authority leader, a LEP
Chair. The deputy portfolio holder is a councillor. The portfolios are set out
below and the Chair of the LEP is the Business Growth and Brexit Portfolio
holder:










Business Growth and Brexit;
Inclusive Growth, Economic Development, Digital and Innovation;
Energy and Renewables;
Culture, Tourism and the Visitor Economy;
Public Service Reform and Further Devolution;
Education, Employment and Skills;
Housing and Spatial Planning;
Policy and Resources, Strategy and Delivery;
Transport and Air Quality; and
Criminal Justice.

2.12 The portfolio teams may include SIF interventions in their delivery plan and may
use their portfolio responsibility to engage with the Combined Authority‟s
Investment Team (directly or through the CA board). SIF activity forms a base
component of the “Inclusive Growth, Economic Development, Digital and
Innovation”, “Housing and Spatial Planning” and “Transport and Air Quality”
portfolios.
2.13 Clearly the portfolio responsibilities describe a wider range of responsibilities
than the relationship between the LEP and CA require but in including the LEP
it is ensured that a truly inclusive approach to growth is followed.

7
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PART A - Mayoral Combined
Authority
3

Liverpool City Region Combined Authority Governance

3.1

All aspects of LCRCA and its procedures are subject to the core principles of
transparency and good governance.
The Authority meets frequently in a public forum. The dates of the Authority
and committee meetings are set annually in advance and published on the
website. For each meeting, the Agenda and papers are published in advance
on the LCRCA website and historical packs are also available. Openly
publishing all the core documents enables the CA to inform the public of key
decisions and future strategic issues. The Authority debates key decisions to
ensure that matters presented to the public reflect the combined views of the
CA members.
The LCR Mayor chairs the Combined Authority in which each member has one
vote. SIF spending proposals are approved or rejected by simple majority, in
accordance with the Constitution. Proposals for decisions by the CA may be put
forward by the LCR Mayor or any Combined Authority member.
The LCR Mayor is required to consult the CA members on his strategies, and
the CA may reject these proposals in accordance with the voting requirements
as set out in the LCRCA constitution in force at the relevant time. . The CA
also examines the Mayor‟s spending plans and are able to amend these plans,
if two-thirds of the constituent council members agree.
The Combined Authority ultimately decides on all SIF (and other funding)
projects. It will also approve SIF strategy, priorities (linked to mayoral priorities,
portfolio plans and the Combined Authority‟s own corporate plan) and portfolio
performance. By receiving periodic updates on portfolio performance and the
activities of both the internal and full investment panels, it will be able to
consider projects in their wider context.

3.2

8

Combined Authority meetings are open to members of the public. Members of
the public can ask questions of the Mayor and Leaders in an open forum.
Additionally, the public can engage with the Mayor through the LCRCA website.
The CA‟s governance structure is shown in the diagram below:
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3.3

Beneath its board, the Combined
Authority governs through a number of Committees, each with their own remit.
Overall the CA operates to ensure effective management and oversight of
delivery against LCRCA obligations and objectives.

3.4

Committees
Further detail on the scope of each committee can be read in Section 3 of the
Constitution. The Committees that are in operation are set out below. As of
April 2019, there is reference in the CA constitution to an Investment Committee
and its Terms of Reference. This Committee has not been convened and its
inclusion in the LCRCA Constitution is being reviewed.

3.4.1 Overview and Scrutiny Committee - Exists to achieve greater public
accountability over all CA decisions made and services delivered to the whole
Liverpool City Region. The Committee can review and/or scrutinise decisions
made by the CA or the Mayor and make recommendations/reports to the CA
and/or Mayor. Annually it publishes its work plan which indicates how it will
exercise its powers. It may choose to scrutinise the SIF.
3.4.2 Appointments & Disciplinary Committee - Makes recommendations to the
Board on CA staffing, remuneration, terms and conditions.
3.4.3 Transport Committee - Oversees transport and travel policy matters and has
oversight of Merseytravel as the Passenger Transport Executive and Executive
Body for the CA.
3.4.4 Audit and Governance Committee - Provides assurance on the adequacy of
the risk management framework (including the Annual Governance Statement)
promotes and maintains high standards of conduct by CA Members. The
Section 73 Officer is responsible for reporting on the financial management and
assurance of the SIF to the LCRCA Audit Committee through the delivery and
outturn of the annual internal audit plan and published accounts.
3.5

Accountable Body Role and Financial Management
The Combined Authority acts as the accountable body for the SIF. Accountable
bodies are responsible for the proper administration and financial probity of
external funds received. They are legally constituted bodies with a statutory
role. The accountable body must ensure the effective use of public money and
have responsibility for the proper administration of funding received and its
expenditure.
The Order that established the LCRCA in 2014 states that the functions of the
constituent councils in relation to economic development and regeneration are
exercisable in reliance on the general power of competence as set out in
Section 1 of the Localism Act 2011. It is under this general power that the
Combined Authority discharges its functions as an accountable body. The
Combined Authority ensures that appropriate governance and accountability
arrangements are established and followed to meet the responsibilities of the

9
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Combined Authority in respect of its
accountable body role for the proper administration and use of external funding.
Merseytravel was appointed as the Executive body of the Authority for the
purposes of Part 5 of the Local Transport Act 2008 and Part 6 of the Local
Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act 2009 (LDEDCA
2009).
As accountable body, the Combined Authority will ensure that the SIF is
managed in a manner that is lawful, transparent, evidence-based, consistent
and proportionate. It is responsible for overseeing policy, the prioritisation of
funding, ensuring value for money, evaluating performance and managing risk.
The Combined Authority will:




hold the Investment Funds and make payments in accordance with the
decisions of the CA/Mayor;
record and maintain the official record of proceedings relating to decisions
made on all investment projects; and
account for SIF funds in such a way that they will be separately identifiable.

The Director of Commercial Development and Investment, appointed to
manage the Combined Authority‟s Investment Team, will present quarterly
financial reports for the LCRCA/Mayor in relation to the funds overall, costs of
the investment projects and profiling of spend.
The Combined Authority‟s s73 Officer, the Director of Corporate Services, is
ultimately accountable for the SIF‟s financial management including budgeting
and reporting of performance. The Combined Authority discharges this
responsibility with reference to the finance team, the internal audit team and
programme management office, which form part of the directorate for corporate
services.
The assurance framework and the SIF will be managed in accordance with the
usual local authority checks and balances, including for example those set out
in the Local Government Fiscal Framework and the Local Government
Accountability System Statement.
3.6

Conflicts of Interest and Transparency
LCRCA is committed to being open, transparent and accountable and has a
publication scheme providing information about the Authority‟s finances,
performance and decision-making which covers:
What LCRCA is and what it does;






10

LCRCA spending;
Priorities and performance;
How the LCRCA makes decisions;
LCRCA policies and procedures;
Lists and registers; and
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The services offered by the LCRCA.

Team members, whether in the SIF Investment Team or elsewhere in LCRCA,
have a responsibility to report conflicts of interest as defined in the Officers
Code of Conduct set out in the Constitution, Part 6, and Section B. Part 6,
Section A details the Members Code of Conduct. Both these codes of conduct
require declaration of interest whether personal or financial and they are not
limited to the individual employee but to their wider relationships.
3.7

Corporate Governance and Code of Conduct
The Combined Authority will have the benefit of the following policies:







4

Confidential reporting (whistleblowing);
Complaints;
Gifts and hospitality;
Freedom of Information;
Data Protection; and
Declaration of interests.

SIF Decision Making
All applications to the SIF are subject to the same rigorous investment appraisal
process although this process does follow the principles of proportionality. This
section describes the three bodies that contribute to SIF decision making: the
internal panel, the full investment panel and the CA board. It also describes the
governance arrangements in place for these bodies. The investment process
itself is addressed in Section 3 of this document. See paragraph 3.4 for the up
to date explanation of the position of the Investment Committee which is
provided for in the LCRCA constitution.

4.1

Internal Panel
The Internal Panel comprises senior CA officers and a senior LEP executive
member. It is constituted for its ability to meet regularly, monitor pipeline and
portfolio performance and maintain CA governance standards. Composition is
as follows:

11

Member
Head of Finance
Head of PMO
Director of Strategic Policy &
Commissioning
Director of Integrated Transport (for all
transport projects)
Chief Legal Officer

Role on panel
Full member with veto right
Full member with veto right
Full member with veto right

MD or FD of LEP
CA Head of Paid Service
Director of Corporate Services

Full member
Observer
Observer

Full member with veto right
Full member with veto right
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The internal panel will consider called
projects at the outline stage. It will reach decisions by consensus. Members
with a veto right may use it to refuse a project or decision that would breach SIF
governance requirements and/or run counter to good economic development
policy. The internal panel will report its activity and decisions quarterly to the full
investment panel and CA board.
The internal panel will also act as executive board in the management of
portfolio projects, with its decisions reported quarterly to the full investment
panel and CA board.
The Combined Authority will permit members to delegate an alternate to assure
continuity of function to the SIF.
4.2

The Investment Panel
The full investment panel comprises all members of the internal panel plus 6-8
independent members selected for their experience, expertise and alignment
with LCR‟s objectives. Members are likely to have acted as senior executives in
their organisation and be accustomed to the duties of an executive or
supervisory board member. Independent members will have no executive
responsibility but will provide advice on strategy, planning, proposed
investments and overall SIF performance. The Panel‟s recommendations will
critically inform LCRCA leaders‟ decision making.
The Panel shall:




Review the SIF business plan and identify opportunities for improvement
Review the SIF portfolio and identify opportunities to improve performance
Act as a critical friend to each proposed project, interrogating its
assumptions, plans, delivery and expertise to maximise the potential for
successful delivery and generation of the targeted economic outputs
Consider project submissions at the concept, interim and final review stages
and provide guidance (detailed where necessary) on:— The project‟s strategic fit with LCRCA‟s objectives and investment
strategy
— The project‟s quality with respect to its structure, delivery, operations,
financing and impact
— The project‟s risks, mitigation of these risks and portfolio impact
— The structure, role and risks of LCRCA‟s proposed financial contribution
— Opportunities to enhance LCRCA‟s impact by linking and/or modifying
other projects and interventions under consideration.

Independent Members will operate by consensus in formulating meeting
minutes to guide LCRCA in conducting diligence, negotiations and decisions
about projects. In particular, the Panel will submit concise but detailed
commentary to LCRCA leaders before they consider approving a project.
Internal panel members will hold rights of veto on projects, again designed to
assure that each department (legal, finance, programme management etc.) can
12
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assure compliance with its operating
requirements. The outcome of Internal Panel meetings will be shared with the
Investment Panel. Please refer for more detail to the terms of reference
provided in Annex 1.
5

Performance Management
LCRCA‟s Corporate Programme Management Office (the “PMO”) will provide
regular reporting on SIF activity and performance. These reports will highlight
project progress (milestone tracking), financial performance, dependencies, key
delivery risks, issues and other Key Performance Indicators.
In compiling these reports, the PMO will seek performance information from
project sponsors (and their representatives) proportionate to the scale,
complexity and risk associated with the project being considered. The
monitoring will also reflect the form of the investment instrument.

6

Delegated Authority
The Constitution allows the Combined Authority board to create an Investment
Committee with delegated authority to consider certain SIF projects. The
Combined Authority has not, to date, activated this committee and its inclusion
in the Constitution is being reviewed. .

7

SIF Investment Team
The Combined Authority‟s Directorate of Commercial Development and
Investment (the “Investment Team”) is responsible for the SIF‟s operation and
management. The team manages projects throughout their lifecycle, from
identification through prioritisation, diligence, approval and monitoring to
closure.
The team‟s Director reports to the CA‟s Head of Paid Service, participates in
senior CA management and is responsible for the SIF‟s overall performance,
including risk management. The team combines conventional public sector
regeneration acumen with commercial investment experience and has been
recruited not only for its skills in underwriting investments but also in assembling
high-quality projects. Indeed, a portion of the team is focused on helping project
sponsors prepare their project for investment, to maximise SIF‟s impact. The
team‟s working hypothesis is that the combination of commercial acumen and
pro-active support will maximise value for money to the public purse.
The team receives support from the following CA resources:


13

Directorate of policy and strategic commissioning, the CA‟s prime policy
making body, which collaborates on the potential for commissioned
projects, SIF alignment with strategic priorities and maximising value for
money through options appraisal; the policy function plays an integral role in
formulating SIF project calls;
Finance, which manages the SIF as a discrete programme and provides
performance reporting and management insight on programme;
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Legal, which supports at two levels:
1) transactional, with a lawyer assigned to each project to co-manage the
external transaction counsel or to draft documents internally, depending on
availability and complexity; 2) constitutional, to oversee governance and
compliance with and the Constitution;
Merseytravel, which provides intelligence to identify, assess and deliver
integrated transport projects, including through the Transport Advisory
Group through which local authorities engage in transport pipeline
formation;
Internal audit, which has a critical role to play in providing independent
verification of financial performance and processes; and
The PMO, whose engagement is described in further detail below.

Each of these sources, other than internal audit, nominates a member and has
a veto right on the internal investment panel.
8

Role of the Programme Management Office
The PMO sits at the heart of the Combined Authority. It exists to provide a
strategically aligned and co-ordinated approach to project delivery and
facilitates an exchange of project performance information which feeds the
decision making processes. It provides independent assurance of project
health and it fulfils three key functions in the management of the SIF:







It provides programme management expertise and support to the Investment
Team as it coordinates the internal investment decision making process. It
ensures a rigorous approach is applied to the management of SIF
applications covering risk, issues, project plans and decision making. It also
provides assurance that the decision making process is consistent with the
Investment Strategy and this Assurance Framework.
It co-ordinates with SIF applicants to ensure that the information SIF
applicants provide is in the right format and that application documentation is
full and complete. It scrutinises application data, commercial and legal
documentation and highlights any issues of concern. It also co-ordinates
Business Case appraisals with independent assessors.
Once a public decision to provide project funding has been confirmed, and a
project moves into delivery, the PMO monitors ongoing contractual
performance. In conjunction with the Finance team, the PMO produces
regular reports which highlight progress being made towards project
completion and benefit realisation. This monitoring continues until the project
is closed.
Following closure, the PMO assists and co-ordinates post completion
Monitoring and Evaluation activity, working closely with the LCRCA‟s
Research and Intelligence Team.

The PMO sits within the CA‟s Corporate Services Directorate, separate from the
Investment Team, helping to maintain the independence of its assurance role.

14
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9.

Accountable and Transparent
Decision Making
This section describes the SIF investment process, explains the approach to
transparent decision making and offers guidance on the methodology the CA
adopts, and the information it requires, when progressing funding applications.

9.1

Investment Strategy
The Investment Strategy, originally approved in July 2018, is based on the
Strategic Economic Plan (Growth Strategy) for the area prepared by the Local
Enterprise Partnership (LEP). It also reflects LEP strategies completed after the
Strategic Economic Plan (such as the 2017 Science and Innovation Audit and
sectoral skills audits) as well as mayoral priorities and local transport objectives.
It forms the basis for investment decisions alongside the delivery of statutory
requirements, and the conditions and objectives of each funding source.

9.2

Investment Process
The LCRCA investment process is shown below. Its purpose is to demonstrate
the coherent, transparent methodology the CA adopts in managing public
funding.

Each approval stage, and the steps necessary to reach that stage, are
described in detail in section 4 of the Investment Strategy.
The purpose of this section, consequently, is not to repeat the information
provided there but to summarise the investment process and provide additional
assurance where pertinent.
15
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The LCRCA‟s Investment Team manages applications through all stages of the
process with support from the PMO.
Section 4 of the Investment Strategy provides detail of the investment process.
A summary follows below.
Step 1 – Calls and Commissions
The CA will generate project opportunities either by call or commission. The CA
may call for projects in batches but will operate by preference under an “open
call” system that allows projects to progress when ready. Any call will at a
minimum be published on the CA website and communicated to the CA
members. The call documentation will clearly outline the nature of the projects
desired and the minimum criteria being applied. Please refer to Annex 2 for full
guidance on the format of calls. Project sponsors will complete a standard
template response which is designed to aid simplicity and transparency.
Information submitted at this stage allows the Investment team to submit a short
outline paper to the Internal Panel, intended to identify those projects most likely
to meet the CA‟s objectives as stated and therefore worthy of progressing
through the approval process.
The CA may commission projects by specifying desired outcomes and either
delivering a project itself or inviting organisations to deliver the outcomes
through a commission or procurement.
Step 2 – Concept (SOC – strategic outline case)
On progression to the concept stage, the Investment Team will engage with the
Sponsor (and/or their representatives) to understand the project in greater
depth. The Team will identify due diligence requirements and conduct market,
operational, financial and structural due diligence. Project submissions will
comprise a concept paper, prioritisation result and agreed, high level terms for
financing, to be considered for progression by the full panel.
Step 3 – Interim Review (OBC – outline business case)
Interim review is intended for projects that are unusually large, complex, novel
or protracted in negotiation. Project submissions will comprise an outline paper,
external economic appraisal and funding term sheet, allowing the panel to
provide detailed feedback on the potential for changes, improvements before
progressing to final review, or to recommend rejection on reasoned grounds.
Step 4 – Final Review (FBC – full business case)
Projects with satisfactory diligence, term sheet and external appraisal will be
submitted for consideration at the final stage by the Investment Panel, which will
provide final commentary to the Combined Authority on the project‟s merits.
Please see Annex 3 for the summary content of a final review submission.
16
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Step 5 – Approval
Projects recommended for approval by the Investment Panel will be submitted
to the Combined Authority for final consideration. The basis for this approval will
be a summary project submission, summary appraisal submission and the
Investment Panel‟s commentary.
Projects approved in principle by the CA will receive delegated authority for
officers of the CA to enter into legal documentation and proceed to disbursing
the SIF commitment. Projects that are rejected will receive reasoned feedback.
All financial commitments that the Combined Authority approve remain subject
to the satisfactory completion of legal documentation and are therefore
approved in principle. It is reasonably likely that Combined Authority officers
will negotiate legal terms within the scope of the principle decision, even after
the Combined Authority decision.

9.3

Stakeholder Engagement
In 2016, the LEP, acting as a link to the region‟s private sector, published
„Building our Future,‟ a growth strategy for the City Region. The Investment
Strategy builds on the 2016 Growth Strategy, the Metro Mayor‟s election
manifesto and the City Region‟s devolution arrangements. It is designed to
provide a sound basis for taking investment decisions over the next 12-18
months. It foreshadows a longer-term strategy to be built on the City Region‟s
Local Industrial Strategy, due to be developed during 2018.
Section 2 above provides detail on how the SIF process will engage the
Combined Authority‟s policy directorate and the LEP, both strategically and at
the project level. The LEP will play an important role in identifying sector led
opportunities and the Investment Team will interact and consult with the LEP
sector leads to help achieve this objective.
The CA will engage with member local authorities at the CA board level, where
priorities, performance and funding distribution are monitored; at regular Chief
Executive and senior officer meetings, where priorities can be discussed; and
through regular working groups amongst delivery groups like the transport
advisory group and the major projects delivery working group.
The Investment Team will also maintain ongoing dialogue with the City Region‟s
businesses, third sector and public organisations to inform them of the
availability of funding, the current objectives, and to identify and co-design
project opportunities from an early stage.
LCRCA will use its website to engage with the wider community and will be
used as a platform for transparent sharing of the SIF processes and objectives.
Details of all SIF investment calls, decisions and funding allocated will be

17
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published online, in line with the
LCRCA‟s publication scheme and the Local Government Transparency Code.

9.4

Pre-development Funding
The Combined Authority considers project development to be a significant
barrier to growth. The CA cannot reach its potential without acting to improve
the City Region‟s project development capacity. The absence of high-impact,
investment ready projects is a risk to SIF. The risk is that the CA finds it has
more funds than projects and struggles therefore to generate the economic
growth it was established to enable.
Project development requires the commitment of risk funding and dedicated
personnel from an early stage. The inability to develop projects damages most
of those sectors with long planning cycles, typically transport, housing and other
economic infrastructure.
In order to commit SIF funds in an orderly way, the CA will – selectively, and
with caution, intervene to expand and improve the pipeline of projects that it
might fund, providing risk funding and expertise to help analyse markets,
identify opportunities and develop projects towards a deliverable state.
The CA will allocate up to 2% of non-transport funding and 6% of transport
funding to pre-development for a period of two years from October 2019,
attaching to it conditions to maximise its impact and minimise the moral hazards
associated with funding pre-development. The funds will be drawn from SIF
revenue sources until they can be capitalised into a project per the Section 73
officer‟s confirmation.
Please refer to Annex 4 for the guidelines the CA will observe in managing predevelopment funding.

9.5

Use of Evidence
The CA has committed to an evidence based approach to policy and
investment. For each investment proposition, it will obtain and review evidence
on the strategic case for intervention as well as its financial and commercial
assumptions. There are three main sources for evidence:
1. Evidence obtained from third parties to support diligence on projects. For
example, a property intervention is typically supported by a market report
and valuation from a professionally qualified firm of surveyors.
2. Evidence obtained from the CA policy team, Merseytravel and LEP
following their own research and policy examination. The LEP‟s 2017
Science and Innovation Audit and 2018 Internationalisation Strategy
exemplify good, evidence-based evidence on which SIF investment
decisions could be based.

18
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3. Evidence submitted by project
sponsors, to the extent this meets a minimum standard for rigour and
methodology and can be verified through external reference.
The role of the Investment Team is not to be expert in all areas but rather to
assure evidence and expertise is brought into the investment process at each
stage.
The CA will identify best practice in public investment, including from the What
Works Centre for Local Economic Growth1. It will use this best practice to inform
shape calls and commissions, and to work with project sponsors to maximise
their benefit of their proposal.

9.6

Prioritisation
Appendix 2 of the Investment Strategy details the criteria used to prioritise
projects for SIF investment and the scoring mechanism that will be used. The
CA will treat project proposals received under “calls”, including open calls, to an
outline review before committing significant time to their progression. This
outline stage assesses projects for their strategic fit, public value and
deliverability. The purpose of the gateway is to ensure that only projects that are
fundamentally orientated to the goals of the SIF are deliverable. Projects which
do not credibly demonstrate that they will address one or more of our strategic
investment aims will be rejected.

9.7

Appraisal
A key objective of the assurance framework is to support the CA in assessing
whether potential investments offer good value for money (VfM) and have the
capacity to generate and deliver the growth objectives set out in the Growth
Strategy. The appraisal process for the SIF will be consistent with HM
Treasury‟s Green Book and Business Case Appraisal process2, including
supplementary and departmental guidance, such as the Department for
Transport‟s (DfT) WebTAG appraisal guidance and MHCLG‟s Appraisal Guide.
This will work from the five cases model:




1
2

strategic case – which provides a compelling case for change and explains
how the project provides fit with the objectives of the organisation and wider
public sector agendas;
economic case – which describes how the project/preferred option
represents best public value;
commercial case – which demonstrates that the deal is attractive to the
market, can be procured and is commercially viable;

http://www.whatworksgrowth.org/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-green-book-appraisal-and-evaluation-in-central-governent.
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the financial case – which confirms
that the proposed spend is affordable; and
management case – which confirms that what is required from all parties is
achievable.


9.7.1 Proportionality
The CA undertakes to apply a proportionate application of HM Treasury‟s Green
Book and its attendant five business case model. Proportionality has two
senses:



First, the CA will allow projects requesting a non-repayable commitment less
than £1 million and/or a repayable commitment of £3 million to progress
directly from outline approval to final approval. This eliminates the concept
(SOC) stage, allowing the project to be funded more quickly and the
Investment Team to focus its scarce resources on larger funding requests.
Second, the CA will adopt a risk based approach under which it will allocate
Investment Team development and diligence time according to the size, risk
and complexity of projects and programmes (as stated in Section Five of the
Investment Strategy). Even in accepting differences in the depth of analysis
and diligence it undertakes, the CA will adopt the same base approach and
templates to prepare and submit its papers. Please refer to Annex 3 for the
summary headings of the final review (FBC).

9.7.2 Consideration of Options
Where the project promoter is a public sector organisation (including the CA
itself when it proposes projects), the CA requires the consideration of options
per HM Treasury‟s Green Book and will engage with the promoter to ensure the
options considered fairly reflect the availability, terms and objectives of the CA‟s
funding. The CA will report the options considered in its presentation of projects.
Where the project promoter is a private or third sector organisation, the CA‟s
ability to require options analysis may be limited since it may fund the project
under consideration but is not leading its delivery. In these cases:




20

The CA may consider options at a higher level, i.e. choose amongst a
number of projects that deliver the same outcomes (e.g. multiple proposals
for office development in the city centre);
Engage with the project promoter to consider alternative options for delivery
within that promoters‟ financial and operational parameters; and
Accept that the project itself has no alternative options but consider the
different financing approaches the CA could take, also to optimise value for
money.
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9.7.3 Appraisal Criteria
A single appraisal approach will be applied to all projects, regardless of sector
or geography, which will be transparent and equitable. The project appraisal
criteria will include:











fit with the Growth Strategy, SIF objectives, the LCRCA Corporate Plan and
other relevant strategies – including strategic linkages with other thematic
projects;
clear evidence of the rationale and need (or demand) for the project and
application of best practice;
common and comparable output criteria, the additional GVA and
employment impacts, as well as the wider benefits, at the LCR level;
clearly defined inputs, activities, outputs, and anticipated outcomes and an
assessment of additionality (including displacement and deadweight);
clear detail of the financial costs of the proposal and evidence of the need
for SIF support and availability of match funding;
confirmation that the investment represents value for money (the degree to
which benefits exceed costs assessed using Benefit Cost Ratios and Net
Present Public Value) and is the preferred option in line with the most
recent HM Treasury Green Book guidance;
that the project has robust risk management, delivery, and monitoring and
evaluation arrangements; and
that the project complies with necessary regulations and requirements,
including legal due diligence requirements and state aid.

The SIF has been established with a principle of becoming a self-sustaining
fund over time. Where the project‟s financial profile can support it, preference
will be given to support in the form of loans or investments that generate a
return, along with additional business rates and/or Council Tax generated being
recycled to the Fund on a pro-rata basis reflecting public sector investment. In
addition, private and other public sector leverage will be maximised.
Projects will be appraised against these criteria and should also meet minimum
thresholds and requirements. For example, a Benefit Cost Ratio of at least 2.0x
is expected for transport schemes, representing “high” value for money. This
will allow projects to be compared and those with the highest impact to progress
to funding. For transport projects, the expectation is that all schemes must
achieve “high” value for money (as set out within DfT‟s guidance) at all stages
of the approval process, and independently verified on behalf of the Combined
Authority as part of the assessment process. Such projects must also have
been subject to earlier rigour to de-scope the scheme, or else to explore higher
VfM alternatives.
Notwithstanding the above principles on value for money, the CA will be able to
approve schemes having lower VfM, having regard to specific circumstances
including:21
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very convincing3 wider economic, social and environmental benefit;
the ability of the scheme to address multiple city regional policy objectives;
circumstances where very significant levels of match funding are being
provided by the scheme promoter; or
where there are other urgent4 considerations.



The Investment Team will offer professional advice on the relative weight that
should be afforded to such considerations. Recommendations to the CA will
clearly explain the rationale for approving a lower VfM scheme and the
implications of the recommendation.
9.7.4 Assessing Value for Money (VfM)
Good VfM, as defined by the National Audit Office (NAO) is the optimal use of
resources to achieve the intended outcomes. „Optimal‟ being „the most
desirable possible given expressed or implied restrictions or constraints‟. VfM
is not just about achieving the lowest initial price, it is defined as the optimum
combination of whole life costs and quality, with due regard to propriety and
regularity.
The NAO uses three criteria to assess the VfM of government spending i.e. the
optimal use of resources to achieve the intended outcomes:



economy - minimising the cost of resources used or required (inputs) –
spending less;
efficiency - the relationship between the output from goods or services and
the resources to produce them – spending well; and
effectiveness - the relationship between the intended and actual results of
public spending (outcomes) – spending wisely.

The focus of the SIF appraisal will be on projects that deliver growth, provide
VfM and meet the wider strategic objectives set out in the Growth Strategy. The
CA will make investment decisions based on a range of evidence, such as the
strategic case and other local impacts and analyses of cost effectiveness (inc.
jobs and GVA), as well as the wider VfM appraisal.
The CA will take account of a range of evidence when deciding to invest in a
project (such as the local impacts on the economy and investment unlocked)
within the context of a wider VfM appraisal. Even if the national Benefit Cost
Ratio is low/poor, the LCRCA may decide to invest in a project based on the
3

I.e. benefits that are core to the Combined Authority’s strategy, as described in its corporate plan or investment strategy but
which may not be captured entirely in value for money calculations, even considering the social impacts contained in HM
Treasury’s 2018 Green Book update. An example of this may be in addressing localised air quality problems, which is vital for
public health but may not generate sufficient value for money in a conventional transport appraisal to permit focused
intervention.
4
This applies where a project becomes necessary to safeguard initiatives or projects that are core to the Combined
Authority’s strategy, as described in its corporate plan or investment strategy.
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overall business case, including local
impacts, by referring to the specific circumstances described in the appraisal
criteria above.
As set out in the National Guidance, in addition to following the Green Book
Business Case guidance, the methodology used to assess VfM for the Single
Pot funding (known as the Strategic Investment Fund (SIF) locally) will reflect
the established guidance of the relevant government department and detailed in
Appendix 1 of the Single Pot Assurance Guidance, which is summarised below:
Transport – the standard against which the CA will assess the robustness of
the economic case of transport projects will be the established WebTAG
methodology. Schemes will also be subject to the minimum requirements on
VfM assessment, assurance and evaluation of transport projects set out in
Appendix B of the Single Pot Assurance Framework National Guidance. They
are based on the requirements for Local Transport Bodies and the Local Growth
Fund.
The modelling and appraisal of transport schemes, defined as any scheme that
significantly changes the transport network infrastructure, must be developed in
accordance with the guidance published in WebTAG5, including the application
of DfT appraisal periods and HMT Green Book discount rate. The central case
used in scheme appraisals will also need to be based on forecasts which are
consistent with the latest version of National Trip End Model NTEM6. Appraisal
results from this central case will be clearly reported to decision makers. At
every stage of the approval process, the economic case and corresponding VfM
statement will also be reviewed and updated to reflect changes in the scheme‟s
scope and cost and extant WebTAG / NTEM guidance. Scheme promoters
should also have regard for DfT‟s proportionate update guidance in preparing
their project7.
A VfM statement and a monitoring and evaluation plan will be required for all
transport projects in line with DfT advice on assessing VfM8 and monitoring and
evaluation9. This VfM statement will be produced by scheme promoters and
independently scrutinised by the Combined Authority, drawing on independent
technical support. The statement will be signed off by the Director of Corporate
Services, and this will be formally recorded. Safeguards will prevent the VfM
statement from being validated by an officer with a potential conflict of interest
(e.g. by virtue of also being a beneficiary or scheme promoter). In such
circumstances, the VfM statement would need to be signed off by an alternate
of suitable seniority and experience such as the Head of Paid Service.

5

DfT’s appraisal guidance, https://www.gov.uk/guidance/transport-analysis-guidance-webtag.
DfT’s planning dataset, https://data.gov.uk/dataset/11bc7aaf-ddf6-4133-a91d-84e6f20a663e/national-trip-end-modelntem.
7
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/webtag-tag-proportionate-update-process.
8
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/dft-value-for-money-framework
9
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/monitoring-and-evaluation-framework-for-local-authority-major-schemes
6
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The CA‟s base expectation is for a BCR
of 2.0x or higher.
The CA will require that business cases be published and publicised by local
stakeholders three months or more before funding approval is sought so that
external comment is possible. Opinions expressed by the public and
stakeholders must be available to the CA when decisions are being taken.
Housing – Homes England good practice, advice and guidance will need to be
adhered to, alongside MHCLG‟s appraisal guide for residential and nonresidential development. To assist the decision making process, each business
case will need to provide estimates of the Benefit Cost Ratio and Net Present
Public Value.
Skills capital – Skills Funding Agency good practice, advice and guidance will
provide a reference for skills capital projects.
Enterprise, innovation and business support – these projects will need to
demonstrate ability to deliver VfM through evidence-based business cases
aligned with HM Treasury Green Book guidance, with a commitment to
publishing results to add to the evidence base on what works and contribution
to local and national policy goals on productivity and growth.
Regeneration – projects will need to be in line with the National Planning Policy
Framework and the Planning Practice Guidance. Projects beyond housing and
transport interventions, for example enabling works, land assembly, utilities
and/or public realm projects, the MHCLG appraisal guide will be useful in
helping to appraise the costs and benefits of these types of interventions.
9.7.5 Responsible Senior Officers
The Director of Commercial Development and Investment is the senior officer
responsible assuring adherence to the Investment Strategy, including the
investment process and the standards outlined above for prioritisation, appraisal
and securing value for money. The Director and the Investment Team‟s role is
to prepare optimal submissions for consideration by the Investment Panel and
the Combined Authority.
The Investment Panel is responsible for scrutiny and recommendations on each
business case. The veto rights available to the Head of Finance, Chief Legal
Officer, PMO, Director of Integrated Transport, and Policy and Strategic
Commissioning assure a separation between those responsible for preparing a
project submission and those responsible for approving/recommending it. It also
assures that projects submitted for funding by the Directorate of Commercial
Development and Investment are considered by responsible officers outside
that directorate.
24
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To create an appropriate working
tension between project submissions and value for money, the Director of
Corporate Services, who is also the Section 73 Officer and to whom the heads
of PMO, and Finance and Chief Legal Officer report, carries responsibility for
assuring value for money.

9.8

Risk Management
Risk Management is at the heart of the SIF investment process. Section 5.7 of
the Investment Strategy sets out how risks will be monitored at a Project,
Programme and Portfolio level. The Director of Commercial Development and
Investment is the senior officer responsible for the propriety and performance of
SIF projects and portfolio.
The Investment Team will make risk integral to its structuring and presentation
of projects, maintaining its own view of risk. The CA will also require project
sponsors to maintain a risk log. Risk mitigation measures will be agreed with
project sponsors prior to approval. When a project is in delivery, the CA will
require the risk log to be maintained, regularly reviewed and reported on. The
PMO, alongside Internal Audit, will regularly report on risk and performance to
the Audit and Governance Committee.

10.

Monitoring and Evaluation
Monitoring and evaluation (M&E) is a critical component of an effective
performance management regime. M&E quantifies and assesses the relative
impacts and benefits of a scheme or series of policy interventions, including
how it was delivered and whether the investment generated the intended
benefits and delivered value for money. M&E creates a feedback loop to inform
future policy development, priorities and budgets.

10.1 Effective Monitoring and Evaluation
The LCRCA is committed to implementing effective M&E so that it is able to:a) Provide local accountability to the public by demonstrating how devolved
funding is spent and the benefits achieved, and tracking progress against
local strategies and action plans (such as the „Building Our Future‟ Single
Growth Strategy10). As such, M&E will be important to demonstrate the value
and effectiveness of local decision-making and to shape future priorities;
b) Comply with external scrutiny requirements i.e. to satisfy conditions of
the Devolution Deal. Specifically, M&E will be used to demonstrate local
progress and delivery to senior government officials and Ministers who are
ultimately accountable to parliament for devolved funds;
10

http://liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk/uploadedfiles/documents/SGS_SUMMARY.pdf
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c) Understand which policies/interventions work and are effective, and
justify reinvestment or further funding. M&E will provide a useful feedback
loop and enable this to be communicated to relevant stakeholders;
d) Develop an evidence base for input into future business cases and land
use/transport models; and can also be used for developing future
submissions when competing for funds. M&E will collect, collate and analyse
data which can be utilised for future work.
The LCR Combined Authority‟s Devolution Deal specifically includes a
commitment between Government and the LCRCA to work together in
developing an approach to monitoring and evaluating the impact of the Deal.
The Authority last reviewed its Devolution Deal Monitoring and Evaluation Plan
in September 2018. This sets out the approach of the Combined Authority and
its partners in respect of the deal as a whole, covering all of the governance
changes, powers and new funding freedoms that arise. This is to understand
their effectiveness and impact, and to provide a feedback loop to inform future
policy and strategy development.
Furthermore, all projects funded by the SIF, regardless of the size, will be
required to have an effective monitoring and evaluation plan in place which will
form a key part of the business case, to assess the effectiveness and impact of
investing public funds and to identify best practice and lessons learned that can
inform decisions about future delivery. The monitoring plan will guide the
collection of data from individual projects and will be designed to ensure that it
captures information required by LCRCA and all government departments.
Individual monitoring and evaluation plans will need to be proportionate, in line
with procedures for appraisal, and depending on the type of project, they will
also need to ensure that they are in line with the latest government department
guidance where relevant11.
The LCRCA‟s approach to M&E makes use of the Magenta Book12 definition of
monitoring and impact evaluation:Monitoring
Seeks to check progress against
planned targets, formal reporting and
evidencing that spend and outputs
are successfully delivered and
milestones met.

Evaluation
Assessment of the effectiveness and
efficiency during and after
policy/intervention implementation. It
seeks to measure outcomes and
impacts to assess whether anticipated
benefits are realised.

11

For example, DfT issue guidance for the monitoring and evaluation of transport projects as set out at
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/monitoring-and-evaluation-framework-for-local-authority-major-schemes
12
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-magenta-book
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Monitoring
The LCRCA will be using its performance management regime as the primary
means of monitoring progress of the objectives/deliverables set out in the
Devolution Deal. The same system will also be used to undertake performance
management of other key areas of the LCRCA‟s activity and interest such as
the projects funded from the Strategic Investment Fund. Performance
management reports will be provided regularly to the LCRCA‟s governance
structures to inform decision-making and if necessary additional interventions to
deliver the agreed outcomes. The LCR LEP Board will receive reports on the
performance and effectiveness of Local Growth Funds being invested through
the SIF. Reports will also be provided to the Cities and Local Growth Unit.
Evaluation
The LCRCA will adopt a two-tier approach, which is in line with government
requirements:a) Devolution Deal commitments, monitored by theme; and
b) A collection of individual projects, monitored in detail, as agreed with
individual Government Departments.
One salient example of individual projects under part (b) above concern the
approach to the LCR‟s £30 million Investment Fund (“gainshare”) allocation
over the next 30 years. As a condition of this fund, there will be five-yearly
gateway reviews undertaken by a national evaluation panel. SQW has been
appointed to put in place the national framework for conducting these Gateway
Reviews and to work with localities on developing a Local Framework to assess
the impact of projects and intervention that are funded from SIF gainshare
monies. This work will provide context for understanding the impact of wider
devolved funding pots investment at a country-wide level. The Devolution Deal
Monitoring and Evaluation Plan makes specific reference to this process as an
example of a specific, in–depth evaluation process.
The CA has agreed the intended list of Gainshare funded projects that would
form part of the national SQW evaluation, namely:Project
International Festival of Business 2018
Liverpool Cruise Liner terminal
Paddington Village, Liverpool City Centre
Parkside strategic investment site access road
Shakespeare Theatre, Prescot

Project Stage
Complete / M&E
Approved
Approved
In Diligence
Approved

10.2 Responsibilities and Resources
27
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The primary M&E responsibilities are
outlined in the table below. These responsibilities will be reviewed over the
coming year in light of changes being taken forward as part of the CA‟s new
staffing structures.
Responsibility
Setting the LCRCA‟s strategic approach to
Monitoring and Evaluation, including
annual review

Resource
Head of Paid Service

Monitoring progress of Devolution Deal
Research and Evaluation Team (with
objectives and of LCRCA wider programme support/input from PMO, policy leads
of activity, including projects and
and the LEP)
programmes funded from the SIF
Preparation of individual Monitoring and
Evaluation Plans

Devolution Theme Leads/SIF applicants

Undertaking individual evaluation

Independent teams that are in the same
organisation as the Devolution Theme
Leads/SIF applicants

Developing the Local Framework in support Research and Intelligence Team / PMO
of the Gateway Assessment
(with support/input from policy leads and
the LEP)
Maintaining a repository of Monitoring and
PMO / Research and Intelligence Team
Evaluation data
(with support/input from policy leads and
the LEP)
Dissemination of evaluation conclusions

PMO / LCRCA / LEP Communications
Team

10.3 Ongoing Project Performance Monitoring
Performance information will be co-ordinated and assessed by the LCRCA‟s
PMO. Templates to assist with information capture will be provided and will be
proportionate to the scale, complexity and risk of the project. Individual
monitoring and evaluation plans along with project specific Key Performance
Indicators will be agreed as part of the project business case and contract.
All projects in delivery will be expected to report to the CA on:
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Performance against Business Plans & Milestones;
Risks;
Issues;
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Financial performance information
(as appropriate for the investment instrument);
Quality; and
Benefits, Outputs and Outcomes (as appropriate).

Portfolio
Using an agreed list of metrics, reports on overall portfolio performance will also
be provided. Delivery progress will be summarised alongside other Key
Performance Indicators. To ensure transparency, this information will be
published on the CA website.

10.4 Benefits Management
All projects will be required to produce a benefits realisation plan as part of their
Business Case, which identifies the outcomes (benefits) they are planning to
deliver, how outcomes will be measured, a baseline assessment, and how they
intend to implement, monitor and assess the project to identify whether the
benefits have been realised. This is key to meeting the ongoing monitoring and
evaluation requirements later in the project lifecycle. The PMO team will coordinate the process of providing the CA with the information that it requires to
assess the ongoing performance of the projects invested in by the SIF.

10.5 Change Control
The CA has a formal change request process in place which ensures that project
changes are well understood and agreed before a change takes place. This
process is co-ordinated by the PMO team. This includes changes to project
documentation, plans and funding agreements.
Making a change Request
The PMO team, with assistance from the Investment Team, will engage with
project sponsors on changes requested and will encourage a collaborative
approach that encourages early discussion of changes that may become
necessary.

10.6 Five-year gateway review
As a condition of the LCRCA‟s £30 million Investment Fund (“Gain Share”)
allocation over the next 30 years, there will be five-yearly gateway reviews
undertaken by a national evaluation panel. SQW has been appointed to put in
place the national framework for conducting these Gateway Reviews and to
work with localities on developing a Local Framework to assess the impact of
projects and intervention that are funded from gainshare.
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Individual project monitoring and
evaluation plans (part of the investment submission) will need to define the
arrangements agreed to engage with SQW.

10.7 Project Closure
All projects will be required to produce a closure report on completion of the
project. This report must confirm:





30

All activities have been delivered in accordance with the contract;
The final financial profile for the project;
That there are no outstanding risk or issues requiring attention; and
Any other matters reasonably required by the Investment Team and/or PMO.
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PART B – Local Enterprise
Partnership
11

Governance and decision-making arrangements

11.1 The Liverpool City Region LEP was established in shadow form in 2010 until it
became an incorporated entity in March 2012. The requirements of Local
Growth Deals, in particular the LEP Assurance Framework, led to the LEP
reviewing its governance structures and its delivery responsibilities and whether
these were compromised or conflicted by its legal form. On occasions, the LEP,
in its incorporated status, may act as the promoter or deliverer of schemes
falling within the scope of, or funded by the Local Growth Funds and as a
recipient of other funds. As a consequence, the LEP instituted changes to its
governance in April 2015, to clearly separate its strategic role and its delivery
role. This was to avoid a conflict of interest for board members who have
responsibilities to the LEP as a Company, with delivery responsibilities, and
also „strategic‟ responsibilities in the LEP‟s capacity as a strategic adviser in the
use of Local Growth Deal funds.
11.2 In December 2015, these changes took on legal form by the removal of LEP
Board Members‟ status as Company Directors of the LEP incorporated entity
other than for a sub-set of the LEP Board. The latter act as a Company Board to
oversee the LEP‟s business and co-delivery activities, this is distinct and
separate to the LEP Board who provide the strategic leadership for the
development and implementation of economic strategy. The changes resulted
in the LEP Board becoming an unincorporated partnership but following the
LEP Review has now adopted the legal personality of the LCR CA.
LEP Board Constitution and Conflicts of Interest Policy
11.3 Although the LEP has adopted the legal personality of the CA it remains
independent and fully accountable for the awards that are awarded to it and the
decisions taken over their use. As such, the LEP Board has its own Constitution
which can be viewed here;
https://www.liverpoollep.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/LEP-Constitution-final17-Mar-16.pdf
The LEP Constitution sets out the aims, objectives and priorities of the LEP
Board as well as its functions and responsibilities. It also includes the
composition of the LEP Board and the necessary number to make it quorate as
well as its accountability and arrangements for publishing its meeting agendas,
minutes and associated papers. The latter are published on the LEP website.
In addition to the LEP Board Constitution, there is a Code of Conduct and
Conflicts of Interest Policy. The latter is supported by a Declarations of
Interest Policy these can be found at the link below along with the individual
register of interest declarations;
https://www.liverpoollep.org/about-lep/lep-governance/about-the-board/
31
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11.4 In addition to these policies and following the Ney Review in 2017 the LCR LEP
has adopted other policies, namely; Confidential Reporting, Whistleblowing and
Gifts and Hospitality. These policies can be found here;
https://www.liverpoollep.org/about-lep/lep-governance/about-the-board/
11.5 A key strength of the LEP lies in its ability to harness the breadth of skills,
experience and priorities of the large number of private sector and public sector
partners that it represents through its Board, Advisory Council and sub-boards.
Democratic accountability in the LEP Board is provided through local authority
Leader and Mayor representation on the Board and also the elected Metro
Mayor. Accountability to the business community flows through the business
representation at the LEP Board, its sub-boards, the Advisory Council and its
relationship with representative organisations in the City Region.
LEP Board Membership
11.6 The LEP Board has twenty members, with a Chair taken from the private sector
along with representatives of local government of the LCR which is taken from
the Metro Mayor, the Mayor of the City of Liverpool and the other five local
authority leaders who together constitute the Combined Authority. The public
sector positions are ex-officio positions and will number six as a maximum of
the total of twenty. A further minimum of fourteen members will be taken from
the private sector and other sectors relevant to LCR such as higher education
and voluntary. This Board provides a unified platform which binds public and
private sectors together, bolstering joint and inclusive governance and decisionmaking processes ultimately leading to funding decisions taken by the
Combined Authority. The members of the LEP Board can be found on the LEP
website at
https://www.liverpoollep.org/economic-strategy/lep-board/
11.7 In seeking individuals to join as Members of the LEP Board, who are not exofficio local government representatives, the LCR LEP makes it clear that it
seeks representation from all sectors of the LCR economy, its geography and
its diverse community. Potential Members should also be able to demonstrate a
level of expertise, knowledge and experience to complement the other
Members of the Board and this will change over time.
The appointment of LEP Board Members is considered and proposed by an
Appointments Committee for approval by the LEP Board. The LEP Board has
also determined that one or more of its members will act to champion Equality
and Diversity, they also serve on the Appointments Committee. The Terms of
Reference of the Appointments Committee can be found here;
https://www.liverpoollep.org/about-lep/lep-governance/about-the-board/

LEP Sub-Boards
32
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11.8 The LEP Board extends its representation of the local community and draws
strength from the wider expertise and knowledge available through its subboards and Advisory Council. However, these have no authority conferred on
them either explicitly or implicitly in directing or deciding on the use of public
funds, their role is purely as expert advisers to the LEP Board on the growth
opportunities in the sectors or cross-cutting themes on which they focus their
expertise and experience.
11.9 Their terms of reference and the selection of a Chair are all at the discretion of
the LEP Board. Such matters are reported to the LEP Board and are recorded
and published in the agenda, papers and minutes of the LEP Board meeting at
which they were considered. Terms of Reference can be found on the LEP
website and are developed against a standard template that can be seen here
https://www.liverpoollep.org/about-lep/lep-governance/lep-sub-boards/

11.10 The linkages between the LEP Board and sub-boards is strengthened either
through the sub-board Chair being a member of the LEP Board or a member of
the LEP Board acting as a „Champion‟ and a member of the sub-board. The key
drivers of economic growth were identified as „Key Growth Sectors’. Subboards have oversight of their progress and success and are supported by lead
Executives who are not local government officers. More can be found about
these here;
https://www.liverpoollep.org/growth-sectors/
11.11 In addition to the Key Growth Sector sub-boards, there are other sub-boards as
follows;
a. Enterprise Advisory Board
b. Innovation Board
c. Mersey Waters Enterprise Zone Board (see section on Enterprise Zones at
2.19)
d. Sci-Tech Daresbury Enterprise Zone Board (see section on Enterprise
Zones at 2.19).
11.12 In particular, the Enterprise Advisory Board provides a direct interface with the
SME business community. The Chair of the Enterprise Advisory Board, who is a
member of the LEP Board, is also the nominated individual to engage with the
SME community.
11.13 In addition, the LEP has an Advisory Council which acts as a senior stakeholder
sounding board to provide an additional and focused feedback group.

Award and receipt of Government Funds
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11.14 The LCR LEP has primary responsibility
for the development and maintenance of the LCR‟s Growth Strategy („Building
Our Future‟) this can be found here which provides the strategic framework to
inform SIF investment decisions. Legally, the Combined Authority acts as the
final decision-maker and accountable body on public sector spend and has
responsibility for ensuring that public sector risks and responsibilities are met.
In relation to LGF funding decisions, the LEP acts in a strategic, expert
capacity, utilising the private sector capacity of its Board and sub boards. It
makes recommendations and provides advice to the Combined Authority on the
merits or otherwise of schemes coming forward for eventual financial approval.
Furthermore, the LEP is represented on the Combined Authority with the LEP
Chair being a member of the Combined Authority.
11.15 As previously stated the LEP Board has adopted the legal personality of the
LCR CA who is also the LEP‟s sole Accountable Body for the administration of
funds awarded to the LEP. and as such no funds are received or awarded
directly by it but it does make decisions over their use.
11.16 The decisions of the LEP Board are executed by the LCR CA and by local
agreement the LEP does not make decisions on all of the funds awarded to it.
Where it does not, it advises on the strategic merit of programmes and projects
in the context of the Single Growth Strategy. Schedule 1 to this framework, lists
the funds over which the LEP Board reserves decision making powers and
those which it has delegated authority to the LCR CA. Even where decisions
are reserved for the Combined Authority as the LEP Chair is one of its eight
Members, in a non-voting capacity, any dissenting views of the Chair would be
a matter of public record. Part A of this framework explains the governance and
decision-making processes of the LCR CA with regard to the Single Pot (known
locally as the Strategic Investment Fund (SIF)). This together with a SIF
Prospectus can be found at the link below;
https://www.liverpoollep.org/funding/sif/
City/City Regions Deals, Enterprise Zones and Cross-LEP Working
11.17 City/City Region Deal
In July 2012, the then LEP Chair, Robert Hough, and the Chair of Liverpool City
Region Cabinet, Mayor of Liverpool (Joe Anderson), submitted a Liverpool City
Region Deal to Government. The deal built on a separately agreed Liverpool
City Mayoral Deal, between Liverpool City and Government, introducing wider
reaching components covering the whole of the Liverpool City Region. The
submission can be found here. More specifically, an implementation plan was
agreed that allocated responsibility for delivery of each of the agreed actions,
the plan can be found here.
Since agreement of the deal, the Liverpool City Region Combined Authority was
formed and through a Devolution Deal became a Mayoral Combined Authority.
As a result, and so as not to have multiple competing deals within the City
Region any actions that were not complete were covered by the Devolution
Deal. The Devolution Deal is under the Governance of the Metro Mayor
34
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together with the Combined Authority,
the LEP Chair is a non-voting Member of the LCR CA.
11.18 Enterprise Zones
Prior to the formation of the LCR LEP (March 2012), two Enterprise Zones were
proposed by three of the constituent local authorities of Liverpool City Region
and were supported by a Shadow LEP Board. The Shadow Board included all
six leaders of the constituent local authorities of Liverpool City Region who
acted together as the Liverpool City Region Cabinet.
In 2011, Government created two Enterprise Zones that are located in Liverpool
City Region, namely, Liverpool Waters (March 2011 later extended to include
Wirral Waters and be known as Mersey Waters [MWEZ]) and Daresbury
Science and Innovation (August 2011 known as Sci-Tech Daresbury).
Two governing boards were created to oversee these zones and their
composition and terms of reference can be found here for MWEZ and here for
Sci-Tech Daresbury.
Whilst the LEP Board is represented on the governing bodies no funding
decisions are taken by the LEP Board in respect of the two EZs and by prior
agreement the respective local authorities determine rate relief and capital
allowances where appropriate and all retained business rates, where
generated, are under the control of the local authorities and not the LEP.
More information can be found on each enterprise zone as follows;
MWEZ
https://www.merseywatersez.co.uk/
https://enterprisezones.communities.gov.uk/enterprise-zone-finder/merseywaters-enterprise-zone/
Sci-Tech Daresbury
https://www.sci-techdaresbury.com/about/enterprise-zone/
https://enterprisezones.communities.gov.uk/enterprise-zone-finder/sci-techdaresbury-enterprise-zone/

11.19 Cross-LEP Board working
The LEP is an active participant and supporter to the LEP Network, both
financially and in staff engagement. Staff members are also involved in national
working groups and on advisory boards such as Scale-Up and Growth Hubs.
At sub-national level the LEP is a member of the Northern Powerhouse Council
of LEPs (NP11) at both Chair and executive level. Through the Chair, the LEP
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is a member of the Transport for the
North Board and Transport for the North Partnership Board.
At regional level, the LEP Chair meets regularly with the other LEP Chairs of the
other four North West LEPs and who also work through the North West
Business Leadership Team. The five LEPs of the North West have formed a
North West Local Energy Hub which Liverpool City Region LEP hosts. There is
further collaboration with sub-sets of north-western LEPs such as in Atlantic
Gateway. The LEP senior executives have regular meetings with Greater
Manchester and Cheshire and Warrington LEPs. The creation of Mayoral
Combined Authorities for Liverpool City Region and Greater
Manchester provide additional means of collaboration.

11.20 LEP Board Executive
The LEP Board and its sub-boards, which are all voluntary are provided with
executive support through an incorporated entity which employs staff and enters
contracts to provide support and also to undertake direct interventions in the
City Region economy to stimulate growth.
The activities of this entity are under the oversight of nominees of the LEP
Board and LCR CA but who do not who assume Company Director
responsibilities. Non-executive Directors (NED) are appointed by these
nominees and who also have the power to dismiss the NED.
12

Transparent Decision Making

12.1 The LEP has a dedicated website through which local partners and the public
can access the LEP Board agenda, minutes and papers and which also
provides details about the LEP Board‟s constitution and other relevant policies.
12.2 The website also provides other important and key documents such as the
Single Growth Strategy (Building Our Future), the Single Investment Fund and
Local Growth Deal documentation and on which progress on implementing the
Growth Deal can be seen (see the link below).
https://www.liverpoollep.org/publications/
12.3 These papers record those LEP Board decisions on which it has reserved
powers (ref. Schedule 1) but also records any recommendations relating to the
strategic merits of programmes and projects utilising funds awarded to the LEP
but for which delegated authority for funding decision has passed to LCR CA..
For those funding decisions, both in terms of whether to make an award and the
value of that award, the minutes of the CA record such funding decisions or if
there has been delegation to another public body on their website. The CA
minutes can be found at the link below;
https://moderngov.merseytravel.gov.uk/uuCoverpage.aspx?bcr=1
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12.4 The negotiation of the Devolution Deal
by the CA and the introduction of a Single Pot to be managed by a Single
Investment Framework gave rise to the SIF Assurance Framework which, by
agreement with the LEP, dealt with the governance and decision-making
processes for Local Growth Funds and also its monitoring and evaluation. That
framework is now subsumed into this single assurance framework alongside the
pre-existing LEP National Assurance Framework. The CA will be responsible for
providing relevant information to the LEP to allow it to publish this through the
LEP website. The CA will also respond to Freedom of Information and
Environmental requests in respect of funds allocated to the LCR LEP.
12.5 As described in section 2 the LCR LEP has developed a number of key policy
documents to explain its arrangements for;
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Conflicts of interest
Register of interests
Complaints and Confidential Reporting policy
Whistleblowing
Guidance on publication of Board meeting papers

12.6 Besides the direct relationships between the LEP Board and the CA and its
constituent Local Authorities the LEP Board engages widely throughout the City
Region. There are a number of forms in which this takes such as;
a. The Advisory Council
b. LEP Sub-Board membership
c. Representative organisations
i. Chambers of Commerce (5 covering 6 LAs)
ii. Federation of Small Businesses
iii. Institute of Directors
iv. Liverpool BID company
v. Professional Liverpool
vi. Downtown Liverpool in Business
vii. Social Enterprise Network
viii. The Women‟s Organisation
12.7 Other channels of communication besides the website include;
b. Bi-Monthly newsletter
c. Twitter and LinkedIn
d. Free thematic events listed on LEP website
13

Accountable Decision Making

13.1 The LCR CA is the accountable body for the LEP Board and for any devolved or
delegated funds from Government for the LCR. Only the CA is able to make
funding decisions with regard to public funds allocated to the City Region, as
compared to those awarded to individual Local Authorities. The governance and
decision-making arrangements of the CA are set out in Part A.
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13.2 The CA continues to evolve and has
negotiated a Devolution Deal that brought additional powers and funds under a
reconstituted CA with an elected Metro Mayor. Representation of the CA and
the six constituent Local Authorities is achieved by up to six Members of the LE
Board being taken from this group ensuring democratic accountability of the
LEP Board.
13.3 This also reduces the likelihood of disagreement when the CA makes funding
decisions and although the LEP Chair is a non-voting member of the CA, they
are able to voice their support and/or opposition to a decision. Should the views
of the LEP Board be disregarded, those views could be recorded in the CA
meeting minutes as a matter of public record. The CA Director of Corporate
Services (and S73 Officer) is also required to ensure that the LEP supports
decisions taken by the CA and equally that the CA does not take decisions
under pressure from the LEP that would be improper or inappropriate.
13.4 The CA has an independent Overview and Scrutiny Committee and its remit
allows it to review the business of the LEP Board. Even where the funding
decision was taken by the CA the LEP Board‟s role in assessing the strategic fit
of many of these decisions or providing advice and guidance to the CA would
make those areas open to scrutiny by the CA‟s Overview and Scrutiny
Committee.
13.5 All funds devolved or delegated by Government to the LCR (including those for
the LEP such as LGF) are received and administered by the CA. The CA
account for the use of these funds alongside other funds awarded to LCR and
the City Region‟s own locally generated funds. Annual accounts are prepared
and published in accordance with Local Government accounting standards. In
addition to the annual accounts, regular reports are made to the CA during the
year and which the LEP receives through the LEP Chair‟s membership, unless
exempted they are also published on the CA website. Additionally, the LEP
Board receives a quarterly progress report on LGF to allow them to sign-off the
quarterly LGF Data Return.
13.6 Where necessary, the Combined Authority will scrutinise the activities of any
entities commissioned or procured on behalf of the LEPs. The Audit and
Governance Committee and Overview and Scrutiny Panel may scrutinise
delivery and compliance with this assurance framework. These activities may
also be subject to audit by Merseytravel‟s established internal auditing
processes, acting on behalf of the Combined Authority as its appointed Internal
Auditors, where it is felt appropriate to do so in response to a CA Corporate
Risk.
13.7 Any complaints or concerns about the application of funding process should be
directed to and administered by the Combined Authority‟s Monitoring Officer. To
contact the Monitoring officer please use the following email address:
Jill.coule@liverpoolcitryregion-ca.gov.uk
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13.8 The LEP‟s approach to more general
enquiries relating to the LEP‟s role, complaints and Freedom Of Information
requests are explained in the „Enquiries and Complaints Policy see here;
https://www.liverpoollep.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Enquiries-Feedback-andComplaints-Policy.pdf
14

Value for money assessment

14.1 LCR LEP had already taken advantage of transferring previously delegated or
devolved funds to be transferred to the CA to be administered through the
Single Pot.
14.2 As a consequence, all appraisal, prioritisation and value for money
assessments were carried out by the CA in accordance with the SIF Assurance
Framework (which makes use of HMT Green Book guidance to inform value for
money assessments) and which are now undertaken through this combined
NLGAF. The CA will also undertake the monitoring and evaluation of those
investment decisions and report on their impact, including social value, to the
LEP to check progress towards the achievement of the Single Growth
Strategy‟s objectives.
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Schedule 1 to the LCR National Local
Growth Framework
Reserved and delegated powers for decision making over funds awarded to
Liverpool City Region LEP
Date: 1 April 2019

40

1.

Introduction

1.1

In 2019, following the publication of the National Local Growth Assurance
Framework (NLGAF) guidance, the Liverpool City Region LEP (LCR LEP)
adopted the legal personality of the Liverpool City Region Combined
Authority (LCR CA).

1.2

The NLGAF, whilst allowing this arrangement, was clear on the continued
accountability of LEPs for all funds awarded to it and the need to preserve
the independence of LEPs even where adopting the legal personality of the
Mayoral Combined Authority (MCA) rather than becoming an incorporated
entity in its own right.

1.3

To aid transparency and provide clarity over how decisions are made over
the funds awarded to LCR LEP, this schedule details the funds received and
whether the LEP makes the funding decision or has delegated that authority
to another entity. Where these decisions are made by the LCR CA these are
covered by LCR‟s NLGAF which is a joint Assurance Framework between
the LEP and MCA.

1.4

Decisions taken by the LEP are executed by the LCR CA as its Accountable
Body but are not subject to LCR CA approval, but they are subject to the
normal checks and balances of utilising public funds. The legality and
appropriateness of these decision and the use of the funds is subject to
Section 73 Officer approval and is within the scope of the LCR CA
Overviewand Scrutiny Committee.

1.5

This schedule will be updated whenever there are changes to the funds
awarded to the LCR LEP and in any case annually alongside a review of the
NLGAF.
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2. Funding Awards to LCR LEP
and decision-making powers
Fund/Grant

Funder (Original
Source)

Purpose

MHCLG

Local Growth Hub

BEIS

Careers and
Enterprise Hub
Key Account
Management
North West Local
Energy Hub

Careers and
Enterprise Company
DIT

Growing Places
Fund - Revenue
Growing Places
Fund – Interest
Repayments
CAPITAL
Local Growth Fund
Round 1
Local Growth Fund
Round 2
Local Growth Fund
Round 3
Growing Places
Fund - Original
allocation
Growing Places
Fund – Recycled

MHCLG

To support the development of projects

GPF Recipients

GPF was provided as interest bearing
loan support
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REVENUE
LEP Core
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BEIS

MHCLG, BEIS, DfT,
DfES

BEIS

BEIS

Basic capacity provision for LEP -- refer
to guidance and fund use submission
Provision of Growth Hub function for
LCR
To provide an Enterprise Advisory
service to schools
To manage the relationship with primes
in LCR
Provision of a North West Energy Hub
based in LCR

Value
£’000

Term

500 Annual
2019-20
451 Annual
2019-20
472 Total over 2 years
from Sept 2018
100 Annual contract from
1 April
537 2 years from Sep
2018
269 Note 1 One-off grant
441 Non-recurring

Per bid submission = £183.2m transport
+ £5m IFB 2016 +£41.1m Skills
Per bid submission = £30.8 Business
Growth + £0.8m Low Carbon
Per bid submission = £40m transport +
£8m Skills + £24m Business Growth
To support development and remediation
of stalled sites – intended as a loan fund

2,293.0

Repaid GPF loans

10,398 Non-recurring unless
provided as loan

316.0 Annual draw-down
per profile until 2021
720
7,652 One-off grant

Version 1

LEP
Reserved
Decision

Delegated
Decision

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes – subject
to NW LEP
Board
Yes
Yes

No

LCR CA

No

LCR CA

No

LCR CA

Funds

Notes
1 - £500k was awarded to LCR CA to meet the mobilisation costs of creating the capacity of a LCR single inward investment
resource to promote investment in LCR projects
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Annex 1: Terms of Reference of the
Investment Panel
To support LCRCA‟s policy and investment team in providing the right type of funding
to the highest impact projects, LCRCA will establish a Investment Panel (the “Panel”)
including seasoned leaders from priority business sectors, investment and other crosscutting areas. The Panel will comprise these independent members and LCRCA
officers whose role is to represent their area of service in the combined authority
(policy, finance, legal, programme management etc.)
LCRCA may fund projects promoted by third parties (for example, by lending to a real
estate developer) or created by the policy team to address a known priority (for
example, to offer digital skills and maths training to a certain group of people). Either
way, projects will move through a staged investment process from concept review to
interim review to final review, and finally to board approval. The Panel shall oversee
projects from concept to final review. Projects submitted for board approval are
considered by LCRCA‟s political leaders.
It is critical that the Panel be considered competent and engaged, capable of assuring
a first-class investment process and demonstrating to all that LCR is credible in
performing its economic growth responsibilities.
Independent members will have no executive responsibility but will provide advice on
strategy, planning, proposed investments and overall SIF performance. The Panel‟s
recommendations will critically inform LCRCA leaders‟ decision making.
Independent Members
LCRCA will select independent members on the basis of their experience, expertise
and alignment with the city region‟s objectives. Members are likely to have acted as
senior executives in their organisation and be accustomed to the duties of an
executive or supervisory board member.
LCRCA may favour members in the sectoral expertise in land and property
(commercial and residential), life sciences, advanced manufacturing, infrastructure,
energy and low carbon, digital and creative, tourism and the maritime/offshore
industry. The CA may also favour cross-sectoral expertise in investment management,
finance, innovation and the provision of skills and education.
Inclusive growth and sustainability form a core part of our investment strategy and
should be represented.
Duties of the Panel
The Panel shall:
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Review the SIF business plan and identify opportunities for improvement
Review the SIF portfolio and identify opportunities to improve performance
Consider project submissions at the concept, interim and final review stages
and provide guidance (detailed where necessary) on:
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— The project‟s strategic fit with
LCRCA‟s objectives and investment strategy
— The project‟s quality with respect to its structure, delivery, operations,
financing and impact
— The project‟s risks, mitigation of these risks and portfolio impact
— The structure, role and risks of LCRCA‟s proposed financial contribution
— Opportunities to enhance LCRCA‟s impact by linking and/or modifying other
projects and interventions under consideration
Operation of the Panel
The Panel will discharge its duties on the basis of submissions prepared by LCRCA‟s
investment team. Project submissions may be accompanied by external economic
appraisals designed to evaluate the project‟s contribution to economic, social and
environmental outcomes. The Panel may call for support in analysing projects where it
wishes better to understand it. Papers will be distributed five business days in advance
(unless by exception).
Independent Members will operate by consensus in formulating meeting minutes that
to guide LCRCA in conducting diligence, negotiations and decisions about projects. In
particular, the Panel will submit concise but detailed commentary to LCRCA leaders
before they consider approving a project.
LCRCA Panel members will hold rights of veto on projects. These rights are designed
to assure that each department (legal, finance, programme management etc.) can
assure compliance with its operating requirements. The Panel will initially comprise 6-8
independent members. It will meet up to twelve times a year. LCRCA will facilitate
independent members‟ attendance at those meetings where their expertise is most
valuable.
LCRCA will appoint independent members following an open advert and selection
process led by the Authority‟s Nomination Committee which includes the Combined
Authority‟s Head of Paid Service, Director Commercial Investment and Development
and Managing Director of the Local Enterprise Partnership. The target term of
membership will be two or three years.
LCRCA will appoint a chairperson and deputy chairperson to oversee the Panel‟s
efficient operation.
Panel members will not receive any remuneration but reasonable expenses will be
met.
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Annex 2: Minimum Criteria for a “Call”
Approach to Calling Projects
The constituent councils and CA wish to identify and fund those projects that best fit
the investment strategy in ways that have the greatest cumulative impact in reaching
the objectives rather than projects that are simply available to be funded. The
investment strategy states:
We will strive to be flexible, creative and “mode agnostic”, i.e. to fund the most
effective delivery of our objectives without favouring any one type of intervention (what
works best, goes). Our aim is not a physical legacy but a human one, benefitting all
our residents and communities.
The approach, therefore, will start by defining funding available, the strategic
outcomes the CA wishes to facilitate and then work to set parameters for how those
outcomes can be realised.
Funding Available
LCRCA will clearly state the total sum of funding to be invested and the source(s) of
that funding. The type of funding available and who may apply for that funding will be
defined.
Minimum requirements: volume and source of funds.
Outcomes Sought
The way the CA identifies the outcomes it seeks to “buy” will depend on the funds
available to invest. The Strategic Investment Fund is a platform for diverse
government and other funding, and each source may have its own objectives and
requirements.
When calling projects, the CA will state the outcomes the funds available are targeting.
Outcomes may apply whatever the sector or type of project, for instance where the CA
wishes to consider projects that improve local productivity and employment, and
recognises that both, say, innovation funding and property development are credible
ways to realise those outcomes. Alternatively, funds may be restricted to a single
theme, like skills, where projects must realise improved learner outcomes.
Minimum requirements: strategic objectives and outcomes by source of funds.
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Sectoral and Thematic Allocations
After defining the outcomes sought, the CA will establish the themes and sectors that
– and are not – eligible for the funding round.
The CA will draw themes and sectors from the approved investment strategy. When
doing so, it may refer to the priorities already contained in the investment strategy or
may further specify priorities that the CA wishes to address to support the realisation
of outcomes sought by narrowing the range of project and output types. If further
priorities are specified in a call, the CA will indicate how these priorities will be treated
in the prioritisation process.
For each theme and sector, the CA will indicate commitment targets/ranges and
whether these indications are firm or soft. For example, it might state that the CA
proposes to provide £10-15 million out of a total £30 million in funding to business
support services and that in no case will the CA provide more than £15 million in total.
Minimum requirements: Eligible sectors and themes, priorities from the investment
strategy or further guidance, parameters for funding allocation, parameters for
individual projects.
Project Parameters
After establishing these allocations, the CA will provide project level guidance,
identifying requirements and restrictions that each project must observe in order to be
considered. It will specify which elements of this guidance are compulsory and which
are advisory.
This guidance will be provided at the fund and/or sectoral/thematic level, whichever is
most likely to guide project sponsors in understanding the criteria.
Project parameters will include size; likely SIF/public funding intensity (for which we
will differentiate between repayable and non-repayable funding); timing of launch,
delivery and operation; stakeholder support; private investment and match funding.
The CA will address impact and outputs separately; this section will refer to the
formation and delivery of the project rather than its impact.
Minimum requirements: Necessary and desired project parameters, excluding impact.
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Funding Parameters
The CA will outline a range and limits for the repayable and non-repayable funding we
will consider providing to any project. As with the project parameters, it will specify
whether the range is indicative or compulsory.
When specifying these parameters, the CA may provide non-binding guidance on the
funding approach it is seeking to obtain for different types of project.
Minimum requirements: Advisory and compulsory funding parameters.
Outputs Sought and Appraisal Criteria
For funds overall, and each eligible sector or theme, the CA will specify the
intermediate outputs it is targeting in making the call.
For example, transport projects requesting £5 million or more of public funds are
required to submit a more detailed appraisal. It follows naturally that projects of this
type will provide a Benefit Cost Ratio calculated under the WebTAG methodology and
that the CA will consider that output in reaching its funding decision.
The CA may provide reference rates that indicate the output intensity it expects from
projects as well as hurdle rates that projects must achieve in order to be considered
for funding. For instance, the CA may state that the national cost per job range in
sector A is £10,000 and that it expects all projects to meet a cost per job hurdle of
£15,000 or less.
The CA may also provide guidance on outputs it expects to be delivered but not
expect formally to appraise. These may include local employment intensity,
contributions to inclusive growth or environmental improvements. Wherever guidance
is issued it will state clearly the role the outputs have in project appraisal.
Finally, the CA will confirm the approach it will take in appraising projects. This will be
done with reference to the investment strategy and assurance framework since these
documents formalise the CA‟s approach, and to provide further guidance only by
exception.
Minimum requirements: target outputs by funding source, sector and theme, detailing
reference, hurdle and additional criteria; confirmation of appraisal methodology.
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Call Particulars
Finally, the CA will define the key dates and requirements for each call. It will confirm
the timing of the call and the date by which project sponsors must have submitted their
completed and satisfactory expression of interest; the format of the expression of
interest to be submitted; and other factors sponsors need to observe in considering
their position.
As the CA matures, it will look to provide indicative timescales for project approval.
Minimum requirements: timing of call, format of registering interest.
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Annex 3: Summary Contents of a Final
Review (FBC)
Full Business Case Requirements
All Applications

Supporting Evidence (to include as
appropriate)
Project Details and Overview
External Diligence Reports / Findings
Overview, timetable and changes since
Market Analysis
last submission
Green Book / Departmental Appraisal
Strategic Case
Results (for public sector
Strategic Fit and Case for Change
sponsors)
Investment Objectives
Economic Appraisal Results
Outcome of Options Analysis
Financial Appraisal Results
Equality and Diversity and Inclusive
Terms of Funding (inc. proof of match
Growth
funding)
Economic Case
State Aid Opinion
Results of Economic Appraisal
Key Permissions, Authorities and
Key Metrics (NPPV, BCR, Jobs, Leverage)
Investigations
Non-monetised Impacts
Options Annex
Financial Case
Business Plan
Key Sensitivities
Financial Projections
Funding Sought and Key Terms
Explanation of Market Failure
Commercial Case
Risks – to CA and for Project
Diligence and Legal Commentary
Management Case
Deliverability & Leadership
Outstanding Issues and Conditions to
Funding
Monitoring and Evaluation Plan
Other
State Aid Approach
Panel Comments
Other Factors
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Annex 4: Guidelines for the Provision of
Pre-development Funding from the Strategic Investment Fund
Item
Pre-development
Funding

Detail
Financial support in aid of potential SIF projects, to be drawn
from funds available for SIF investment.

Duration

Pre-development Funding shall be available for 2 years under
this funding. The CA may at any time seek to amend
these terms by approval of CA Members.

Amount

The CA shall request 6% of funds SIF available for transport
projects and 2% of all other funds available to invest.

Purpose

To provide funding that could identify, improve or expedite a
project with high probability of receiving SIF support
under the SIF investment strategy and, usually, within
the scope of an existing / forthcoming funding round.

Eligible Projects

1. A project which, sufficiently elaborated, has a high
probability of meeting the objectives, priorities and
requirements established by the SIF Investment Strategy
and therefore receiving support.
2. A study which seeks to establish the market and key
parameters for a project which, sufficiently elaborated, has
a high probability of meeting the objectives, priorities and
requirements established by the SIF Investment Strategy
and therefore receiving support.
For the avoidance of doubt, these requirements include the
ability to meet the SIF‟s value for money criteria and
expectations.

Eligible Activities



Project preparatory work until the earlier of:
o Selection of a preferred option for detailed design
(e.g. GRIP stage 3 for Network Rail)
o Ability of the sponsor to capitalise costs associated
with preparation
o Approval of SIF funding commitment

Such work may include:
 Feasibility Studies;
 Options Appraisals;
 Market Studies;
 Business Plan Development;
 Outline design work;
 Master Planning;
 Pre-application planning activities / scoping studies,
transport impact analysis, environmental impact;
50
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Item

Detail
Such development work must be required in order for the
applicant to submit a later application for SIF funding.
No Pre-development Funding shall support a recipient
organisation‟s internal costs (though internal costs may
be considered as co-financing at the CA‟s sole
discretion).

Approval Process

The CA, through its Internal Panel, will determine the eligibility
of projects and studies.
Unless by exception, it will consider project funding requests
at the Outline stage of the SIF approval process. It will
consider studies at an earlier stage.
Application for development funding to be presented to
Internal Panel, detailing:
 Proposed long-term project;
 Purpose of Development Funding/Eligible Activities and
link to overall project / why required prior to SIF
application;
 Link to SIF objectives and priorities;
 Amount required;
 Confirmation that funding requested is additional; and
 Public Procurement approach (see below)
Information above to be incorporated into a standard short
application form.

Reporting to the CA

The Investment Team will report quarterly on:
 Projects supported with Development Funding;
 Amount allocated;
 Amount spent; and
 Outcome of support

Review of Decision
Making

A CA Member may request the review of an award or refusal
to award Development Funding. The Metro Mayor and
portfolio holder for economic growth will hear this
review.

Minimum/Maximum
Funding
Available

Pre-development funding shall be: provided in the minimum amount necessary to secure the
specified (and agreed) outcome
 additional, and is not intended to replace other
organisations‟ project development capacity

Main Conditions
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Development Funding shall only meet external costs (such
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Item

Detail
as professional advisors) related to such eligible activities.
Organisations‟ internal costs (staff time etc.) are not
eligible.


Funding required to be approved by CA prior to
commencement of Eligible Activities;



For projects sponsored by the CA (Commissioned
Projects): up to 100% of the cost of Eligible Activities;



For projects sponsored by 3rd parties: up to 90% of the
cost of Eligible Activities in the transport sector and up
to 60% in all other sectors;



A development work agreement in place with the
Sponsor (for projects sponsored by 3rd parties)
covering:



Agreed scope of work of third parties or such scope to
be agreed with CA prior to commencement;



Requirement of CA to approve identity of parties and
contracts (so that there are no adverse limitations on
Intellectual Property / restrictions of use) undertaking
the work (if not already identified);



CA to be co-beneficiary/addressee of work undertaken /
relevant 3rd party to have equivalent duty of care to CA.
All reports / deliverables to be provided to the CA.



Except where commercial confidentiality requires
otherwise, CA be able to use deliverables for wider
purpose;



Sponsor accepts CA‟s obligations as a public body
(such as FOI and public sector procurement
requirements);



Where considered appropriate, CA entitlement to
attend any meetings with external third parties in
respect of progress reporting / interim findings etc.; and



Funding drawn down on provision of copy invoices
certified as properly payable by the Sponsor

In general, it is anticipated such agreement will be set out
in a letter to be countersigned
Public Procurement
52

Where 3rd parties are being engaged by recipient of funding
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Item

Detail
this may fall within CA requirements to undertake a
procurement exercise. Where relevant, waiver of
requirement to undertake a procurement exercise will
be sought as part of the Approval Process.

State Aid

53

It is expected that any funding provided will fall below de
minimis limits. Where this is not the case, the CA will
require a State Aid compliant funding route.
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Annex 5 The Governance of Growth Hub
Funding
1.

2.

Introduction
1.1

As part of the Liverpool City Region Growth Deal, the Liverpool City
Region has secured funding to deliver a wide range of initiatives that
support growth.

1.2

To secure the effective use of funding awarded by HM Government to
the LEP and CA, the Liverpool City Region‟s LEP and CA have agreed
an Assurance Framework. This is to ensure that robust local
arrangements are in place to ensure value-for-money and the effective
selection, delivery and management of projects. This framework extends
to the use of funds awarded to support the provision of a Local Growth
Hub.

1.3

This document details the specific arrangements pertaining to the use of
Growth Hub funding and is annexed to the National Local Growth
Assurance Framework agreed by the LEP and CA March and April 2019,
respectively. It should also be read in conjunction with the Growth Hub
offer letter from the department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS)
on 6 March 2015 and updated in subsequent years by the department for
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS).

Governance and project management
Governance
2.1

Oversight of the Growth Hub is the responsibility of the Enterprise
Advisory Board, a sub-board of the Local Enterprise Partnership Board.
The membership of this board consists of representatives from LEP
partners including; Local Authorities, Chambers of Commerce, and other
private sector bodies. This group works closely with Growth Hub staff to
set a suitable strategy of business growth for the City Region which the
Growth Hub leads on.

2.2

The terms of reference of the Enterprise Advisory Board clearly set out
the roles and responsibilities of the board and how the Growth Hub is
intended to operate these can be found here;

https://www.liverpoollep.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/Enterprise-BoardTOR-Mar-17.pdf
2.2

54

The accountable body for the Growth Hub is the Liverpool City Region
Combined Authority who execute this role through Merseytravel. The
latter issued a Grant Funding Agreement (the „Agreement‟) to the LEP
Company to commission it to deliver the Growth Hub project on its behalf
and to support activities specified in Schedules 1 and 3 of BIS‟ offer letter
dated 6 March 2015.
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2.3

The Combined Authority will scrutinise the LEP‟s activities in respect of
this fund in accordance with existing processes. The Audit and
Governance Committee and Overview and Scrutiny Panel within the
CA‟s structure may scrutinise delivery and compliance with this
assurance framework. The LEP‟s activities may also be subject to audit
by Merseytravel‟s established internal auditing processes, acting on
behalf of the Combined Authority as its appointed Internal Auditors,
where it is felt appropriate to do so in response to a CA Corporate Risk.
Merseytravel will be granted full and open access to the LEP‟s records,
effectively acting as the Internal Auditors of this scheme.

2.4

As the Growth Hub fund is limited in scope to the provision of business
services, a separate process of prioritisation is not required in order to
release funding for specific projects, as is the case with other Growth
Deal funds.

2.5

In the event that Growth Hub funds are used as match for subsequent
funding bids (e.g. a European Regional Development Fund bid), then an
accountable body shall firstly be identified and agreed by the CA. The
agreed accountable body shall assume all liabilities associated with any
such subsequent bids and funding.
Management
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2.6

£550,000 of Growth Hub funding was initially granted for the 2015-16
financial year to the Combined Authority, as the accountable body for
Growth Deal-related funds. Subsequently, £451,00 per year was
awarded for 2016-17,2017-18, 2018-19 and 2019-20. The Growth Hub
project is being delivered by a co-operative of delivery partners under the
leadership of a lead delivery agent.

2.7

The day to day management of the Growth Hub is by the lead delivery
agent through a dedicated role (the Head of Business Growth) who
reports directly to the Managing Director of the lead delivery agent. They
have primary responsibility to manage the contracts with the brokerage
partners, BEIS and the CA. The Managing Director also attends the
Enterprise Advisory Board.

2.8

The lead delivery agent will provide Merseytravel with full access to
financial and progress reports in order to ensure the assurance
framework conditions are met and an independent audit certificate is
required at the end of each financial year. This process ensures there is
a full audit and management trail for both funding and activity as well as
a level of transparency across the Growth Hub and partners.

2.9

The Agreement made clear that the Combined Authority‟s funding
contribution is a capped contribution and will be subject to clawback in
the event of any mismanagement or misuse. In the event that the
project costs escalate, then the Combined Authority will not be liable for
any costs, as its contribution is capped. Any overspends will need to be
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managed from within existing
contingency budgets of the delivery body. Merseytravel will require
regular updates on spend profiles and on any emerging issues or
problems.

3.

56

2.10

Any future funds from BEIS for the continuation or extension of Growth
Hub activities after 2019-20 and beyond shall also be transferred to the
LEP Company for delivery on the same terms, unless otherwise
stipulated by the Combined Authority.

2.11

The lead delivery agent will meet the definition of a contracting authority
for public contract regulations. As such, it will be subject to Public
Contract Regulations 2015 (PCR) for all of its procurement activity.

2.12

The LCR LEP Company issued a formal OJEU notice in respect of
services required to deliver Growth Hub brokerage and management
activities. This was an open procurement process, with all of the
appropriate contractual documentation published as required with the
notice. All background documentation was made available to the
Combined Authority‟s Head of Corporate Services.

2.13

This process was managed by the LCR LEP Company, in a fully OJEU
compliant manner. The Agreement stipulated that the LCR LEP
Company shall comply with all aspects of the PCR, and that the LCR
LEP Company is financially liable in the event of any deviation from these
processes or in the event of any external challenge. This liability is
assumed by the present lead delivery agent

2.14

Each broker has an SLA and handbook which details targets and
definitions and how the broker is an unbiased position which means
brokering businesses into the most suitable destination be it either a
funded programme or a private sector advisor. All interactions and
brokerages are recorded in a dedicated CRM system and detailed
reports and analyses are produced to ensure that businesses are indeed
receiving an unbiased and effective service.

2.15

No financial advantage shall be gained by the delivery body as a result of
this grant and programme of activity. Mechanisms shall be developed to
prevent cross subsidy of public funding into commercial activities, and
confirmed in writing with Merseytravel.

Other aspects
3.1

The Agreement from Merseytravel stipulated that a funding condition will
be to monitor and evaluate the Growth Hub project. The delivery body
will develop and submit to Merseytravel a monitoring and evaluation
method statement, in addition to BEIS‟s monitoring requirements, and
which shall be funded by the LEP.

3.2

The LEP shall be responsible for securing compliance with the
Accountable Body‟s Equality and Diversity policies and with the
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provisions of the Equality Act
2010. The project could have impactions in terms of the diversity of
businesses and entrepreneurs that are beneficiaries from the project.
This will need to be addressed by the LEP in its delivery of the project, in
terms of the diversity of businesses and entrepreneurs targeted.
3.3

57

Any complaints or concerns about Growth Hub funding shall be directed
to and administered by the Combined Authority‟s Monitoring Officer.
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Agenda Item 9
LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY
To:

The Metro Mayor and Members of the Combined
Authority

Meeting:

12 April 2019

Authority/Authorities Affected:

All

EXEMPT/CONFIDENTIAL ITEM: No
Non-Key Decision

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF POLICY AND STRATEGIC COMMISSIONING
ADOPTION OF THE WORKING DEFINITION OF ISLAMOPHOBIA

1.

PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1

This report will enable the definition of Islamophobia from the All-Party
Parliamentary Group (APPG) on British Muslims to be officially adopted by the
Combined Authority.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1

It is recommended that the Liverpool City Region Combined Authority formally
adopts the working definition of Islamophobia as promoted by the All-Party
Parliamentary Group on British Muslims:
Islamophobia is rooted in racism and is a type of racism that targets
expressions of Muslimness or perceived Muslimness

3.

BACKGROUND

3.1

In 2017 the Runnymede Trust, the UK's leading independent race equality think
tank, published its twentieth anniversary report on Islamophobia. The report,
marking two decades since the publication of “Islamophobia: A Challenge for Us
All”, which originally introduced the term into the policy and political lexicon,
highlighted how Islamophobia continues to affect British Muslim communities in a
negative way. The follow on report with its title, “Islamophobia: Still a Challenge for
Us All”, encapsulates the persistence of the corrosive effect anti-Muslim sentiment
and behaviours have on Muslims and wider society.

3.2

The 2017 report also describes that it is not just British Muslims who are impacted
by Islamophobia but British society at large who, by virtue of normalised prejudice
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against Muslim beliefs and practice, act to the detriment of social harmony and
social inclusion.
3.3

In response to the publication of “Islamophobia: Still a Challenge for Us All” the
APPG on British Muslims opened its inquiry into a working definition of
Islamophobia in April 2018. The report of the inquiry describes hearing from
academics, lawyers, local politicians, social activists, campaign groups, and
individuals in Muslim communities across the UK about how instrumental a
definition of Islamophobia would be to the political will and institutional
determination to tackle it. Developing an agreed definition of the problem is clearly a
sensible step to take in responding to it. Indeed the development of the IHRA‟s
working definition on Anti-Semitism provides an appropriate model for the
approach.

3.4

However, the APPG identifies that there has been no attempt to adopt a definition
of Islamophobia by Government despite recognising the significant impact it has on
British Muslim communities. Policy proposals have variously referred to the issue of
anti-Muslim bigotry and its effects. In addition, hate crime actions plans since 2012
have placed emphasis on measuring, tackling and educating people on anti-Muslim
hatred but in the absence of an agreed definition, with the term being omitted in the
2012, 2014 and 2016 hate crime action plans. In the 2018 „Action against hate, the
UK government‟s plan for tackling hate crime – „two years on‟ strategy,
Islamophobia appears as a concept although once again no definition is
forthcoming in the document.

3.5

The APPG reports deliberating whether the term Islamophobia should remain in
continued use or whether an alternative term, such as anti-Muslim hatred, should
be adopted instead. However, the APPG received an overwhelming amount of
evidence across governmental, community, academic, and public and private sector
organisations who attested to the cogency and desirability of retaining the term
Islamophobia. This was on the basis that;


it has established itself in the political and policy lexicon,



has gained traction over time and



was the predominant choice among Muslims to name and describe the
hatred and hostility targeted at them on the basis of their Muslimness.

Islamophobia was the term of choice among British Muslims to describe their
experience.
3.6

The APPG therefore says it recognised that the lack of a widely adopted working
definition of Islamophobia had lowered the threshold and led to an increase in
Islamophobia in society to devastating effect. The detectable shift from overt to
subtler or respectable, manifestations of Islamophobia - the normalisation of the
prejudice to the extent it is rendered almost invisible to many - warrants a definition
that can arrest and reverse its present trajectory.

3.7

The APPG considered the recent history of definitions of Islamophobia in line with
the written and oral evidence presented. In analysing the quantitative and, mostly,
qualitative data, it describes how a thread of three key factors emerged: the process
of Islamophobia, the actions that qualify as Islamophobic, and the impact of
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Islamophobia. As a result, the APPG concluded that any definition must include the
aforementioned three factors (process, action(s) and impact).
3.8

The aim of establishing a working definition of Islamophobia is neither motivated by,
nor intended to curtail, free speech or criticism of Islam as a religion. Evidence read
and heard by the APPG clearly delineated between the desirability of criticism,
debate and free discussion of Islam as a religion. Such criticism, debate and free
discussion by Muslims and non-Muslim participants in the inquiry. Consideration
was also given to the victimisation of Muslims through the targeting of expressions
of Muslimness to deny or impair their fundamental freedoms and human rights.
Criticism of religion is a fundamental right in an open society and is enshrined in a
commitment to freedom of speech. No open society can place religion above
criticism. The working definition of Islamophobia is not formulated with the purpose
of protecting Islam from free and fair criticism or debate. The definition
recommended here has been developed through conscientious deliberation that
has sought to negotiate the tensions arising between freedom of speech and
freedom of religion. Adoption of such definititions is in full recognition that in a
democratic society it is both possible and necessary. There is evidence arising
from the adoption of definitions relating to other forms of group-based hostility such
as anti-Semitism, therefore showing that it is indeed possible. The available
evidence confirms that Muslim communities in the UK are experiencing heightened
levels of Islamophobia and that adoption of the definition is therefore necessary.

3.9

Adoption by the Combined Authority of the working definition of Islamophobia is
particularly timely as an act of solidarity with Muslim communities in the City Region
and beyond in the wake of the appalling massacre of 50 Muslim worshippers at two
Mosques in Christchurch, New Zealand on 15 March 2019. Tell MAMA (Measuring
Anti-Muslim Attacks), the hate-crime reporting service, reports that there was a
593% increase in anti-Muslim hate crime incidents between 15 and 21 March.
89% of those incidents contained direct references to the Christchurch terror
attacks and featured gestures such as mimicking firearms being fired at Muslims.
Tell MAMA identifies this increase as more significant than similar spikes following
the EU referendum in 2016 and the Manchester Arena attack in 2017.

3.10

Since publication of the APPG‟s “Report on the inquiry into a working definition of
Islamophobia/anti-Muslim hatred” their definition of Islamophobia has been adopted
by the Labour Party, the Liberal Democrats, Mayor of London Sadiq Khan on behalf
of the GLA, 750 British Muslim organisations, 50 MPs, and 80 academics.

4.

RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS

4.1

There are no resource implications arising directly from this report.
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5.

RISKS AND MITIGATION

5.1

There is a risk that failure to make clear the Combined Authority‟s strong support for
the APPG on British Muslims‟ working definition of Islamophobia, particularly in the
current context, will give succour to those who seek to discriminate against and
spread hatred towards Muslims on the basis of their Muslimness or perceived
Muslimness. This will be mitigated by expressing unequivocal support for the
working definition of Islamophobia.

6.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS

6.1

As a recognised religious minority, Muslims are protected from hate and
discrimination by existing UK legislation, such as the Crime and Disorder Act 1998,
and the Equality Act 2010. Any criminal offence can be a racist or religious hate
crime, if it can be proven that the offender targeted the victim because of their
prejudice or hostility based on race or religion. There are two main types of racist
and religious hate crime:



racially or religiously aggravated offences under the Crime and Disorder Act
1998
any other offences for which the sentence can be increased under the
Criminal Justice Act 2003 if they are classed as a hate crime

In both cases, when a criminal offence is classed as a racist or religious hate crime,
the judge can impose a tougher sentence on the offender.
6.2

However, such legal protection operates on the basis of a high bar that can fail to
take account of the insidious nature of Islamophobia, where even the lack of an
agreed definition has undermined efforts to counter anti-Muslim hatred.

6.3

The working definition of Islamophobia has therefore been developed and
promulgated in order to ensure that culprits will not be able to get away with being
anti-Muslim because the term is ill-defined, or because different organisations or
bodies in the UK have different interpretations of it.

7.

COMMUNICATION ISSUES

7.1

The APPG report describes being informed by widespread consultation with
academics, lawyers, local and nationally elected officials, Muslim organisations,
activists, campaigners, and local Muslim communities.
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8.

CONCLUSION

8.1

For the reasons set out above, and in order to be consistent with the position
adopted by the Combined Authority in relation to the IHRA working definition of antiSemitism and anti-Jewish hatred, it is recommended that the APPG on British
Muslims working definition of Islamophobia be adopted. This will provide a strong
statement of support and empathy at this particularly troubling time for Muslim
communities, but in a way that should help sustainably eradicate the scourge of
discrimination against Muslim communities for the long term. Such a measure will
serve to underline the Combined Authority‟s vision is for a fair and prosperous
Liverpool City Region that is a safe, tolerant place to visit, live, work and prosper for
all people, true to historic traditions.

KIRSTY PEARCE
Director of Policy and Strategic Commissioning
Contact Officer(s):
Olly Martins – Lead Officer for Fairness and Social Inclusion (07880 480 109)
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Agenda Item 11
LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY
To:

The Metro Mayor and Members of the Combined
Authority

Meeting:

12 April 2019

Authorities Affected:

All

EXEMPT/CONFIDENTIAL ITEM: No

REPORT OF THE MONITORING OFFICER
APPOINTMENT OF THE INDEPENDENT MEMBER AND NOMINATION TO THE LCR
COMBINED AUTHORITY

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

The purpose of the report is to seek approval of the appointment of an independent
member to serve on the Combined Authority’s Audit and Governance Committee
and to approve the substitute appointment of the LCR Local Enterprise Partnership
to the Combined Authority.

2.

RECOMMENDATION
The Liverpool City Region Combined Authority are recommended:(i)

to approve the appointment of Martin McDonagh to serve as an Independent
Member on the Combined Authority’s Audit and Governance Committee for 2
years; and

(ii)

to note the appointment of Paul Corcoran as the nominated substitute for the
Chair of the LCR Local Enterprise Partnership at Liverpool City Region
Combined Authority meetings.

3.

BACKGROUND

3.1

The membership of the Audit and Governance Committee comprises of 7 members
including 6 elected members and 1 Independent Member.

3.2

In accordance with the Liverpool City Region Combined Authority Constitution, Part
3, Section D, paragraph 1 the Independent Member shall be appointed through the
prescribed procedure who:
(i)

is not a member, co-opted member or officer of the authority;
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(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

is not a member, co-opted member or officer of a constituent local authority
Parish Council for which the authority is the principal authority;
is not a relative, or close friend, of a person within sub-paragraph (i) or (ii);
and
was not at any time during the 5 years ending with an appointment
(1)
a member, co-opted member or officer of the authority; or
(2)
a member, co-opted member or officer of a parish council for which
the authority is the principal authority.

3.3

The recruitment process for the Independent Member began with an advertisement
being placed in the Liverpool Echo with a deadline for 11 May 2018. Two
applications were received.
Both applicants were shortlisted and interviewed on
22 June 2018 by the then Interim Monitoring Officer and Director of Corporate
Services. Neither of the two candidates were successful in the recruitment process.

3.4

Since June 2018, a number of other resources have been utilised to recruit an
Independent Member to express an interest in the role through the constituent Local
Authorities, the LCR Local Enterprise Partnership and the University of Liverpool.
Consequently, Mr Martin McDonagh was identified as an appropriate candidate for
the position of Independent Person. Following an initial meeting with the Head of
Audit and Director of Corporate Services, Mr McDonagh has oberved at two Audit
and Governance meetings (January and March 2019) It is recommended that the
appointment be made for a period of 2 years.

4.

LCR LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP BOARD

4.1

At the meeting of the LCR Local Enterprise Partnership Board held on 21 March
2019, the Board appointed Mr Paul Corcoran as the Deputy Chair of the Board. Mr
Corcoran as Deputy Chair will now therefore act as the substitute Member for the
LCR Local Enterprise Partnership Board at the Combined Authority meetings in the
absence of Mr Asif Hamid MBE.

5.

RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS

5.1

Financial
Independent Members on the Audit and Governance Committee are reimbursed for
any travel and subsistence expenses incurred as a result of carrying out this role.

5.2

Human Resources
There are no specific human resources implications associated with this report.

5.3

Physical Assets
There are no specific Physical Asset implications associated with this report.
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5.4

Information Technology
There are no specific Information Technology implications associated with this
report.

6.

RISKS AND MITIGATION

6.1

Failure to appoint an Independent Person could have significant implications for the
governance arrangements of the Audit and Governance Committee.

7.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS

7.1

There are no equality and diversity implications arising from this report.

8.

COMMUNICATION ISSUES

8.1

There are no communications issues associated with this report.

9.

CONCLUSION

9.1

This report has recommended an appointment to the Liverpool City Region
Combined Authority and Audit and Governance Committee.

JILL COULE
Monitoring Officer

Contact Officer: Trudy Bedford, Committee Services Manager (0151) 330 1330
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Agenda Item 14
Transport Committee

Transport Committee
7 March 2019

Present:

Councillor L Robinson, Chair
Councillor G Friel, Deputy Chair
Councillors R Abbey, A Carr, J Dodd, S Foulkes,
P Hayes, H Howard, D Johnson, A Lavelle,
P McKinley, N Nicholas, M O'Mara OBE, G Pearl,
G Philbin, K Roberts, J Stockton,
C Rowe, H Thompson, J Williams and F Wynn

93.

Apologies for Absence
Apologies for absence were received from Councillors D Baum, J Jackson and
S Murphy.

94.

Chair's Announcement
The Chair congratulated Councillor S Murphy on her appointment as deputy
leader for St Helens council and noted her resignation from the Committee.
The Committee thereupon thanked Councillor Murphy for her contributions
over the last year and wished her every success in the future.
Councillor Ron Abbey stated his heartfelt thanks to the staff at Merseytravel
and the members of the Transport Committee for their support during his
recent bereavement.
On behalf of the Transport Committee, Councillor Gordon Friel congratulated
the Chair and his wife on the recent birth of their daughter.

95.

Declarations of Interest
Councillor S Foulkes declared a non-pecuniary interest in Item 6 Merseyferries
Quarterly Update March 2019, as the Chair of the planning committee at
Wirral Borough Council. He stated that he would have an open mind on any
decision made regarding Woodside Ferry Terminal.

96.

Minutes of the Last Meeting
Resolved - That the minutes of the last meeting of the Transport Committee
held on 31 January 2019, be approved as a correct record subject to the
following amendment:
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Minute 88 – Budget Setting Report 2019/20; page 7 of the agenda, second
paragraph seventh line be amended to correctly read ‘He stated that it had
been quite clear that the region had been targeted for more cuts than any
other region across the UK and that money had been moved away from
Metropolitan Councils to Conservative controlled councils in the mainly ‘shire’
areas’.
97.

Presentation
Mick Noone, Director of Integrated Transport, provided a presentation to
members which explained the progress to date on Northern Powerhouse Rail
and HS2. The presentation focussed on the project timeline, recent milestones
and next steps. It acknowledged that the project provided a once in a lifetime
opportunity to transform rail in the North of England, and officers from
Merseytravel, in particular Tom Carbery and Wayne Menzies, were thanked
for their hard work.
The Director stated that points of access to HS2 had been identified and would
be beneficial in improving journey times from Liverpool to Manchester, Leeds
and London. Aspirations for a journey time of 1 hour 20 from Liverpool to
London were discussed alongside the expected benefits for the City Region,
which included an additional £3.4 billion annually to the economy, 24,000 jobs
in the Region and 3.6 million new visitors per annum.
Achieving the desired journey times and service frequency were emphasised
by Mick Noone as crucial and the Committee was advised that this was a
significant issue for the City Region and the Officers would continue to make
representations to secure the appropriate level of investment required to
transform the North of England.
Members of the Committee raised the following key issues during the
discussion:

It was noted that any potential works such as platform lengthening
would be shared with Liverpool City Council to ensure that they could
be planned effectively alongside the City Centre Connectivity Scheme
and Lime Street Upgrades;



Councillor G Friel raised the importance of improving freight capacity
particularly given the implications of a no deal Brexit wherein the ports
would become integral to moving produce from the West to the East of
the country through the Penines. Additionally, a further issue was that
the TransPennine upgrade focused mainly on moving passengers as
opposed to freight; yet Transport for the North were emphasising the
importance of ensuring that the upgrade included the gauge clearance
necessary for the Liverpool City Region to move freight across the
Pennines;
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It was acknowledged that the Liverpool City Region had contributed
officer and Member time into the development of the Strategic Business
Case, while Government had provided the financial resource for
modelling and economic analysis.

The Chair, thanked the Director of Integrated Transport for his presentation
and echoed his thanks to the Rail team for their hard work. He further added
that the Liverpool City Region was the most diligent and conscientious of the
contributors to the Northern Powerhouse by always providing expertise and
evidence whenever necessary. It was noted that High Speed rail was first
considered almost ten years ago and at that time the Liverpool City Region
had not featured on the map. Since then, the City Region had provided a great
amount of input into the plans and would continue to emphasise the
importance of freight.
In terms of prioritising routes, the Chair, Councillor Robinson, felt that it was in
the best interest of the UK to ensure that the Liverpool City Region had the
next national rail infrastructure strategy as Liverpool to Manchester had the
strongest city-to-city passenger journeys. Liverpool Lime Street had the
highest number of passenger rail journeys from London. Furthermore, rail
journeys from Liverpool to London were also increasing in demand with only
Manchester exceeding that.
In conclusion, the Chair felt that everyone involved should feel very proud
when the strategy came to fruition in 2030 as it would put the City Region in
good stead for the next 200 years.
RESOLVED - that the presentation be noted.
98.

Quarter 3 Merseytravel Corporate Plan, Performance and Financial
Monitoring Report 2018/19
Sarah Johnston (Head of Finance, Merseytravel) and Stephen Littler
(Performance Manager, LCR Combined Authority) presented the Quarter 3
Merseytravel Corporate Plan, Performance and Financial Monitoring Report
for 2018/19.
The Committee was informed that there was currently a £3.7million
underspend for 2018/19 which resulted in a reduction in the need to use
Merseytravel’s reserves to balance the budget.
Currently, 45% of the budget had been spent and it was noted that this was
normal given the significant spending which usually took place in Quarter 4.
Members were advised that future reports would also include information
related to the LCR Combined Authority’s transport priority.
Councillor Friel queried if there were plans to review the metrics for
affordability for tunnels users. The metrics had previously been based on cars
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with 2 litre engines and the introduction of electric and hybrid vehicles had not
been taken into consideration. Members were advised that this matter would
be explored further as the current data was taken from the RAC website.
The Committee discussed ‘back-office’ services such as IT, Project
Management Office and Legal Services which were recharged to other
departments. The Committee was advised that this was a standard approach
in line with Best Value Accounting practices.
Members noted that some areas appeared to be under spending, and were
informed that this was due to some projects being rolled over to the next
financial year.
John Fogarty, Director of Corporate Services/Resources, explained that in
some instances, reserves were used to spread the cost of a project into more
manageable payments, for instance with the Rolling Stock Programme.
However, using the reserves to balance the budget was a significant
underlying issue made worse by the Special Rail Grant reduction.
The Committee then discussed the amber and amber/red Key Performance
Indicators particularly around Priority 3B. Gary Evans, Head of Customer
Delivery assured Members that actions were underway to secure a future for
the Royal Daffodil Ferry and that the Long Term Strategy for Woodside Ferry
Terminal would remain amber/red as options continued to be developed in this
regard.
Members expressed some concern over the presentation of the information in
the report and it was hoped that when the format changed in Quarter 4 it
would be easier to understand.
Councillor Foulkes, Lead Member for Finance, noted that the current format of
this report showed improvements from previous iterations and thanked
Officers for their continued efforts. Furthermore, he stated that the Officers
involved were always open to suggestions on how to clarify the information in
the documents for the public and welcomed any feedback.
RESLOLVED – that the contents of the report be noted.
99.

Mersey Ferries Quarterly Update March 2019
Gary Evans, Head of Customer Delivery provided the Mersey Ferries
Quarterly Update for March 2019 noting that it had been a good year.
Members were advised that the efforts by Asset Management in ensuring that
the vessels were ready for service had made a real difference to the reliability
and availability of the service especially during the summer, when the vessel
was taken out of the Dock System during the weekends.
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Furthermore, in December 2018 during a routine inspection, essential repairs
had been identified for the infrastructure at Seacombe Ferry Terminal. As a
safety measure, the linkspan had been closed and operations had continued
using the adjacent South Bridge. Repairs were expected to be completed in
April 2019 and the linkspan would be fully operational ahead of the summer
season.
The Head of Customer Delivery explained that the Dazzle paintwork on the
Snowdrop had been extended and the vessel would be visible on the river
from the end of March 2019. He went on to advise that the procurement of
new vessels was now underway and bids had been submitted by the closing
date of December 2018. The bids were currently being evaluated and the
procurement process was on target for delivery in summer 2019. Furthermore,
ESIF funding for the vessels had also been identified and research was being
undertaken to determine how emissions on the vessels could be reduced.
The Committee was informed that the Wirral Chamber of Commerce were
developing the offer at Woodside Ferry Terminal, noting that the catering
provision at the terminal had recently changed. Gary Evans emphasised that
there was no additional financial provision for Woodside Ferry Terminal and
funding would have to be sought for any long term developments.
Councillor S Foulkes felt that the Wirral Chamber of Commerce
announcement in relation to Woodside Ferry Terminal was an exciting offer
that could increase footfall alongside the Drive in Cinema already situated at
Woodside.
RESOLVED - that the contents of the report be noted.
100.

Response to Welsh Government Consultation - Improving Public
Transport in Wales
Mick Noone, Director of Integrated Transport presented a report that outlined
the Liverpool City Region response to the Welsh Government’s Consultation
on improved public transport in Wales.
The Committee heard that the Consultation had investigated the decline in bus
patronage in Wales and identified a need for organisational and structural
change. The report had recommended that the Liverpool City Region support
the Welsh Government and continue to have ongoing meetings on the
challenges of devolution.
Councillor Abbey, Lead Member for Bus, welcomed the report stating that it
showed huge potential to work across the border in North Wales.
The Chair, Councillor Robinson, stated that although the issues faced by the
Welsh Government did not directly affect the Liverpool City Region, Wales
were our ‘close neighbours’ and that transport was a key factor to the
economic sphere of influence that we shared. The Liverpool City Region had
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strong links with the Welsh Government and Councillor Robinson
complimented them on their ‘can-do’ mentality and warm friendly outreach.
RESOLVED - that:

101.

(a)

the outline response to the consultation set out in section 4 of the report
be endorsed; and

(b)

the Director of Policy and Strategic Commissioning, in full consultation
with the Chair and Vice Chair of the Transport Committee be granted
delegated authority to finalise the draft response ahead of its
submission to the Welsh Government on the 27 March 2019.

Public Question Time
The Committee received two questions from Mr Andrew Wennell as follows:
Question 1
The Bus route 133 which runs between Kirkby and Waterloo is currently run by
Cumfybus. From 28th April the route is going to be run by Hatton Travel, with
some significant changes to the route and its frequency. The service is
currently 1 bus per hour, the new tender will see the frequency decrease to 1
bus every 2 hours. So is this change needed as the service is a vital
connection in the area? I think the service wouldn’t be as good when it
changes over.
The Chair, Councillor Robinson, responded by stating that as part of a recent
tendering process, Merseytravel had issued two tender options for the 133 bus
provision. The successful tender specified an hourly frequency and the route
remained the same. From 28th April 2019 the operator would change from
Cumfybus to Hatton’s Travel but the route and timetable would be unchanged
with the exception of the 133A morning journey that would be withdrawn.
Question 2
Since the opening of the Mersey Gateway bridge in October 2017 the bus
service in the Greenway Road area has significantly reduced. Are there any
plans to improve this now or when the Silver Jubilee Bridge reopens? As
beforehand every bus used to serve Runcorn station before going over or just
been over the Silver Jubilee Bridge.
The Chair advised that a response had been sought from Halton Borough
Council and they had advised that Greenway Road continues to have the
same frequency of service as prior to the Silver Jubilee Bridge (SJB) closure.
The 61 bus continued to operate along the route although the 82a has been
withdrawn and replaced by the X1 service. The services that passed the bus
stop at the rail station from Runcorn Town Centre only used the section of
Greenway Road from the High Street to the on-slip to the SJB to cross to
Widnes. None of these services stopped on Greenway Road itself. It was
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anticipated that bus services would revert to using the SJB once it re-opened
therefore serving the bus stop at the rail station on the SJB approach.
The Chair thanked Mr Wennell for submitting his questions and for attending
the meetings and informed him that a formal written response would be
provided within 10 working days.
102.

Petitions and Statements
No petitions or statements were submitted for this meeting.
CHAIR
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